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INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, a tiiscussion has begun on the ways of knowing

that go beyond the rational. For some people, the discussion began with femme

Bruner's On Knowing: Essays for the Left Hand (1962), a brief book which

declares the possibility that.an important part of our thinking processes is being

overlooked, or receiving little attention. The part that is being overlooked has

many names; of tht, many names, more later. In general. it is that part that

complements the rational.
We live in a time that is dominated by the ratioiial-intellectual-scientific way

of experiencing. While we are aware of impulse, of passion. of the "affec-

tive," we don't trust them. Like Samuel Johnson in his Dictionary, we define

passion, not as a state of existence with its own meanings and properties, but as

he did, "a disturbance ot4.ha, reason .-

Some of tit have known better than this for a long time, and our tradition 'of

culture has known better even longer. Alongside the tradi:ion of science and of

reason, there has always been a tradition of instantly sensed truth. The mystics,

the prophets, the poets, many painters and sculptors. some dramatists, and the

dancers and musicians have trafficked in this kind of truth sinee the beginning

of civili/ation. Along with some philosophers, they have been honored and

remembered. but they have become more and iiiore of a mystery to us in modern

times. This is surprising, for it is during our time that the function of . the

emotional in life has been studied systematically for the first time, and cadres of

people exist who make a profession of untang1:ng its effects. As Crane Winton

points out in The Shaping of Modern Thought (1963, ch. 7), the "anti-

intellectual" has been thriving during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Side by side with the impressive discoveries in science have been Rousseau's

"general Cardinal Newman's "iliitive sense,- the discovery of condi-

tioning by Pavlov and others, and the discoveries of Freudall real aspects of

human experience and reflection, and none rational in the ofdinary sense.

During the sixties and seventies of this century, renewed attention has been

given to this aspect of human experience. It has been recognized once more that

major intellectual accomplishments are in part non-rational. The tpdency in

formal education to reduce everything to the rational has been challenged in

many places, hut the entrenched belief in the rational as the only legitimate

source of truth has made it difficult to attract serious attention to the possibility

that only a part of the human condition is dealt with in schoolthat schools

mkportray what it is to think, to experience, to be human. This may account for

some attacks on the "relevance" of school learning. .

On June 13 and 14, 1975, the Social Science Education Consortium con-

vened a meeting on this problem, ".Ways of Knoiving: Is Science on The

Defensive?" was the name given the conference. Papers were presented. or

9
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interactive lectures were offered, and discussions took place. All of the pre-
s,frnations and discussions were recorded by stenotype and transcribed. The
present volume presents these papers and discussions in a somewhat edited
I orm.

The papers and discussions are arranged in two broad categories. Those by
Richard M. Jones. Alfred Kuhn. and Maxine Greene are in the first group.
which discusses the conference theme in principle.. These papers deal, in the
mair. with the nature of the topic itself. The other.papers also deal with the
nature of the topic, but stress practical lines of action. These are the papers by
Arthur W. Foshay. Ronald Lippitt and Eva Schindler-Rainman. Robert Sam-
ples. Mark Phillips. and John Haas.

One way of talking about the alternative ways of knowing is to contrast the
presumably different functions of the two hemispheres of the brain. The left
hemisphere deals primarily' with .the verbal, the linear, the categorical, the
logical. am. the right side of the body. The right hemisp:iere deals primarily
with the figurative. the metaphorical, the intuitive, the fantastic. and the left
side of the body.

To refer to "left brain' and right brain:* as is fume in some of the papers, is
to use shorthand. What is discussed in these papers is several modes of
knowing. or modes of consciousness. The rational is often called "left brain."
Everything else is called "right brain." While there is a limited amount of
research by neurologists that supports this way of talking. the research so far is
not conclusive. We are eonstrained by the limitations of the researeh in this field
to be exceedingly conservative in our use of this knowledgeand most of the
writers of the papers are conservative. though they indulge in the shorthand of
"left brain" and right brain ."

Taken as a whole, the papers. as well as the eonference itself. are best
understood as a countervailing attempt to clan legitimacy tor all those aspects
of consciousness that go beyond the rational. They do not deny rationality, as
some popular writers during the sixties did. What they ask is that all the aspects
of Consciousness be recognized as an interacting whole. Several of them claim
that when this is done in school, aeademie progress improves. Some of them
offer direct exercises in aw akening to consciousness the extrarational ..spects of
experience. especially with respect to metaphor. dreams, and fantasy. lt is
worth reemphasizing. however, that in emphasizing these aspects of con-
sciousness, the writers always assume that we function as wholes. To do
otherwise would he naive.

The approaches taken by the authors vary, of course. Richard Jones. in
contrasting the rationel and the literal with the metaphoric idiom and the
intuitive, settles on two broad modes of conscioin,ness. He finds in the recall of
dreams a way of catchine the metaphoric mode in the act. so to speak. Dreams,
he asserts, are not the product of work (as Freud implies) hut the produet of
play. So viewed. the Lonsideration of dreams is the quotes Polanyi "a dialecti-
cal combination of exploration and exegesis," Jones unifies the !wo- the

rational and the metaphoricasking that we make full use of the rational and



continue On to the tithei mi)dcs ot consciousness.
Continuing the theme ot the two modes. Alfred Kuhn. borrowing ultimately

from Darwin. uses the notion of random variation and selective retention

IRVSR) to deal with the fact that most experiencing. and much of our con-
sciousness. is random. unorganired. and as such. useless. To extract what is

useful. %%L. retain selectively from the randomness what can be patterned or tit

into organ lied w ay of know ing. Of course. it we reject the random- --if we fail

to examine it we ha% e restricted out sel vcs to v. hat we already have organired.

or to what e already know . Kuhn. in shorthand, refers to random variation as

"right brain' and selective reten!ion as left Since the left brain type of

function has long receo.ed the bulk of the educators' attention, this conclusion

that educators should attend to both modes ot knowing) suggests a significant

shift of attention to the role of right brain aspects of learning.
Rationality, says Kuhn. "is the outgrowth and product ot both halves of the

process. . onl the combination of the two can produce rationality-- where
'rationality includes not only logical consistency and syllogistic thinking. hut
:dso the detection of :ill kinds of ends-means relationships

['sing what she calls "imaginatRe literature. Maxine Greene not only

argues tor the complementary relationship between the logical and the
metaphoric modes of consciousness hut also offers an array of modes She uses

Wordsworth. Blake, Mek Ole, and Dostoe%slo . as well as Dew ev. Jefferson.
Hui. and many other non Inerarv writers. to argue for a '1 lek of the self that

transcends the eighteenth centurv rational. Nirte.tible man. We shinild. she

says. t'or.lront and iennee in the tension between "inner and outer sta:es.
Commenting on the renewed preoccupation Yvith inner consciousness and the

"ad% ersary relationship hetween the self as we know it privately and science
and technique as siniehow opposed to inner re:fli /:mons. she continues: "It is
not science or the scientific method, . that has caused the malaise. Rather. it is

the sense that the sell as particiNnt. as inquirer. :ts creator of meanings. has

been obliterated.
Greene calls nir a process ot interior realuations "thrusting out toward the

world. .
consciousness mav h.e understood to he all the activities hy means ot

which objects. eYents. and other human beings present thcmsek es to the

knower. ,
these acts of consciousness 3re multiple and varied

This iew that consciousness is multiple and armed, is shared or unplted

by all the paoers in this volume
Arthur Wellesley Foshay implies the view in a paper that pleads for the

legitimacy of intuition, and then offers several examples from the usual cur-

riculum offering. of how the intuitive leap may he encouraged in school. The

usual didactic ot school teaching leaes no room for such leaps, Foshay names

two conditions that promote such leaps: that one he saturated in the data, and

that the data Iv- tittered in a form that in ites a leap. This may be conyared ith

Kuhn's RVSR.
C(intinuing the "what to do about it emphasis. Ronald Lippitt and I:_va

SL1lindk-r.Rainman 1:all for a "cuil linked Nrson. Know ing. feeling, and



doing. they say, are all necessary for the "whde person" to be educated. les
the doing that tends to be left out. "Knowing a teacher's information about
educational theory, and plans for teaching a lesson the next day, it is not
possible to make a prediction of the teacher's behavior in the classroom the next
day. . . We believe these lacks of linkage are onc of the most serious
pathologies of human functioning. . . (and that they are) to a significant degree
caused and supported by the nature of thc child's and the adult's educational
experiences.

Lippitt and Schindler-Rainman then proceed to offer examples of non-
linkage, to consider conditions causing it, to offer the characteristics of the
linked person (who accepts both knowledge and feeling as sources for action:
links goals and action steps: learns from both knowing and feelingand links
them in doing). to consider how the educational process might develop the
linked person, and to offer applications to other than educational systems. The

is saturated with reality..
Robert Samr,les makes a :-,harp distinction between "right" and "left"

hemisphere activities, claiming that in a trusting atmosphere children begin
problem solving with right hemisphere activity"sampling the informal and
tacit base of their own experience. Later on. . . they would shift to a left
hemisphere mode of thinking and look for sincifics and concrete data from the
manipulation of the materiais at hand." Then they would come back to the
right. Shifting and alternation of the two modes "increased in frequency as the
learning sequence went on." The reader will notice the similarity of this
analysis, again. with Kuhn's RVSR.

Samples explains the dominance cif the linear, logical, rationalist mode of
thinking in sc:iools chiefly through the lack of trust engendered in classrooms
The linear is perceived as "safe." the metaphoric as "chancy." Children
"psych out" teachers with great precision at early ages. When the teacher (or
anyone else) seeks to contrive left or right hemisphere activity, children identify
the contriving at once, and right hemisphere functioning is lost.

Samples alludes to four types of analogy in right hemispherc functioning
which have been identified by W. J. J. Gordon inSynecticsfantasy, personal.
direct, and symbolic'. He offers definitions and examples of the employment of
each of these. (See the paper by John D. Haas in Chapter 8 for a further
explanation of Gordon.)

Like the other writers, Samples calls for a full use of the .two modes of
experiencing. Becauw the rational, linear, syllogistic mode is so dominant, he
emphaiizes the metaphoric and the intuitive.

Confluent education is the name of a movement carried on in California and
elsewhere in which the context of the classroom activity is given full attention at
the same time that the manifest activity itself is carried on. Hence "confluent":
all the forces present at a given moment are recognized and employed. An older
discourse refs to the "latent" and the "manifest" curriculum, or to "tacit"
as well as "overt" experience, in confluent education, the latent and the tacit
are made overt and manifest.

4
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Mark Phillips, who described confluent edueation for the conference, uses

many examples of the latent messages in the context of the classroom: the ethnic

makeup of the elass, the feelings present in its membership, the implied

messages of support or discouragement that are exchanged. the order of events.

In 'dealing with such matters, it becomes important to deal directly with the

private feelings and understandings teachers and students bring to educational

activity. The focus in confluent education has been on teacher training--

especially the kind that teaches people to take fantasy seriously. Like Samples.

Phillips stresses the importance of mutual trust in this enterprise. He would

involve students in decisions about what they should do and undergo. t eachers

are expected to interpret subtle cues, such as body language, to understand the

existing context in their classrooms.
In the context of the other papers in this collection. Phillips statement is hest

urli:erstood aN a "how [tido it"' explication of the fantastic, the metaphoric, the

latent in human experience. Confluent education is personal, involved, often

intense, in contrast with the impersonal, detached, objective expenence most

teachers are said to seek most of the time. In common with the others whose

papers are given here. Phillips would have us ackoow ledge the values of both

types ot functioning. He sees such Wh9le functioning as stressed in the strategy

called the emergent curriculum, in which all the actors in the school situation

take f ull part, at every point. Phillips would, in the last analysis. coir.hine

other wav s of knock ing ith the scientific process in relationship to the one's

self
Synectics'' is a tenn originated hy William J. J Gordon to refer to the unit

ot the metaphoric and the anah tic in the creative process John Haas, like others

!ice. pleads that we give f ull attention toThe metaphoric. the fantastic. Uordon

has developed a numhef of exercises w ith this intent. and Haas has developed

others. The paper is full of examples drovn from actual experience. His

synectics excursion" maps the process as ,1 whole from the divergent to the

eons ergcnt
Haas thus joins the others in calling tor a lull use of the various modes ot

experiencing. He eautums us against leaving out the ordinar> data of

experience feelings. art. literature and to avoid becoming "bound up" in

science and social sciences alone,
_Perhaps the best way to consider this field as a whole is also the simplest: to

aUknow ledge that there are several modes of human experience, all of whidi

use in ordinary affairs Howevor. in out time, we have acknowledged only one

mode the scientific, the rational, the intellectual.
The scientifie mode has become so overpowering that we tend to deny any

truth-claiming that dot., not rest on it. We thus deny what Haas calls "ordinary

.experienee. The seientific mode has become the official mode. so to speak.

with the result that we hecome unhooked Iron] ourselves in pursuing it, thus

falling into the pathology of the unlinked person. as Lippitt and Schindler.

Rainman put it, -

At the same time. We grope for A lost half of ourselves. Our search is reduced

5



to groping because of the dominance of the seientific. kt the same time that we .
grope for ourselves. we try to conduct the grope scientifically, like them= who
tried to find the soul by weighing a body before and after death. Our fealty tp
science prevents us from approaching the other aspects of human experience in
their own terms.

Nowhere is this confumon more evident than in the language we use. At
present. we seek to divide all human experience into two parts. the scientific
and the "non.scientific." as we say. We don't even have a term for the other
part. Instead, we use many terms. The state of the field appears implied by this
plethora of terms: metaphoric. analogous, imaginative, fantastic, dreamy.
mystic, and so on. Such 'language, from a scientist's point of view, is nearly
useless.

Yet it serves us well, if we will let it. It is possible that the major strategy to
try to see experience as having two parts--- is itself mistaken. Instead of a "left
hrahn and a "right brain. pei haps we should alhm for many brains. That is.
perhaps we should allow for the brain to be even more complex than it already
seems to he. In reducing human experience into two grand divisions, we may
well be preventing ourselves from makmg distinctions that would aid our
attempts to understand ourselves.

Atter all. words like fantasy. mysticism. metaphor. figurative, and the others
all have distinct ordinary meanings. Perhaps the distinctions among them rather
than their common property of being "non-scientific is what is fruitful to
examine,

The field seems to be in a transition trom an inevitable imprecision to a later
precision. Our failure to make distinctions among the various team we use no
doubt arises from our desire to bring order to the field. Such ordering. espe:
cially into the scientific on the one hand and everything else on the other, is
probably premature and at present may well he mistaken and misleading. We
Nei, the unity and elegance of the scientific fields before we have earned them.
As someone has said of education. "We have no Newton, because we have not
yet had a Kepler.

The f uture of the field is strungI implied by these speculative papers. The
principle implications of the Papers. taken togelher, seem to be these:

. Fhere are many modes-of know, ng. ot hr..h the rational, or scientific. is
one.

We ought to in.ake full use ot all the modes of nowing.1f we are to
function fully.

4
At present. hecause of the dominance of the ratoai,de , we need to
give special attention to those modes ot know inglhat re alternatives to it.

4. If ue %kill couple rational modes of know ng/u ith ile other modes, our
actions ill he more effective. ,

5 The mystit.... figurativ c, metaphi w av s of know ing are prominent in our
cultural tradition. Thev have been: kn9Wn chiefly by poets, artists,
philosophers. mystics,. and -prop,Tas. ttyuever, and not h scientists--
especi ally since the Renoissance. Thcrt is, ot course; some referencx by



se ientists to the use of these modes o!' knowing in the process of scientific

inquiry. But the interaction of many modes of know stressed in these

Was. does not appear to be prominent in the minds of scientists.

The sipicance of this discussion for education lies in the evidence i.

provides that the field continue5 to broaden and deepen itself. The tradition of

educatiriortin he understood as being like a hver that becomes hmader and

deeper as tributaries ....7ed it and it makes its way onward. Public education

began w ith the glorious but limited purpose of conveying people to heaven

through acquainting them, 4 ith the word of God. To this was added a limited

amount of infotmation about this world, then some useful skills. an,l. during the

Prilgressie period, some acqeaintance ith social problems and with the arts.

To all of this, oone of which has disappeared from the curriculum, we nov.

propose that there be added direct experience ith the many modes ot

.?cmg that cbhlectiYely makelpeople human.

Like all the other mnova ons'iyt education since the seventeenth century, this

one 4111pae to fight its way to the curriculum. Every change has had to

respond to the attack that it waters down what is well established and thus

peherts the purposes of education. Vet all these cnauvcs hay e had, no! a

di kiting ctte t. t. but an enriching effect on the of tering. So it is ith our concern

here.
lake other innoy alums. how e this one is subjeet to impreeise talk and

0%er-claiming. lake others, it attracts in ers. v. ho purport to rejeet the

minn emphasi that has gl ffie before. Ali the inno%ations ha% c had to sur% ie

.4,oeh early enthusiasms Some have not, and ha% e disappeared. It is importaitt

tot those s% ho woold now 'ask that those aspects of human experience and

reflection that go hes ond the rational he incorporated in school to understand

that it is preeisely incorporation that t ill tor v. ill not? take place, 1:..!ucation has

ne% el re% olution ?red itself. nor has it been sueeessfully reolutioinied from

outside itself, It absorbs ...flange, It does not, perish to he rel- am.

he 4trategy that is most likek io suLceed is one that seeks it, enr ch. not to

destroy . hat esists,
It is preciseiy 011-lament that the present papers of ter Put in lay language.

w hat the% offer is an opportunity tor people in formal education to function

tully to become "fumed on. as current slang has it, The proposal that we

'turn on' students os. in the final analYsis, reolutionary . since the policy we

genet ally follow is that we direct students, train them. redut:ethe randomness
.

their behaY air, It is the tradition of bildung or ( Frenchhfortnation. not of

release or Impregnation. Despite nearly a centurs of diseussion, we do not yet

know how to prtimow growth in schools.
Growth is a property of the organism. We know a good deal about how to

pre%ent growth. and somethme about how to shape it, but we know far fess

about how to promine it It is the promotion of tut) growth that is the cAnmon

theme o1 these papers, We hold out here the hope that children can learn to trust

flights 01 1 ark!, intuition. immediately percei%ed truth. We know how to

pre% ent this kind k t thing -through the imposition of constraints hut we don't
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know muc`a about how to provoke it.
The present volume is best understood as a beginning. I lere we may examine

the work of several people who glimpse the power of a fully released person and
claim it for education. Much more work needs doing before we can hope for a
large-scale application of what is here,implied. The promise of such a develop-
ment, however, is very great. .
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CHAPTER 1

LOOKING BACK AND FORTH
ON CONSCIOUSNESS

Richard M. Jones

hi these interstitial (WIRIMIU8. the editors will call attention to certain
recurring themes that are established and developed iv the papers. Some of
these themes appear in all (ifthe papers, some are established in one paper
and e.tfended in another.

A major theme in the whole of this book is that there arr munv parts to
human consciousness and human experiencing. We fer:1 to value and w
teach main& the rational, st ientific mode of knowing. This doe.s not
acknowledge great areas t)f experience, and, infOrmal education, it results
in (I misleading view .1 what it is to be a human being.

In "Looking Back and Forth on Consciousness, Richard Jones deals
sorb rivo recurring themes: the tlieme that we must deal with human
consciousness as a whole ( that is, that dichowmi:ing the mind. to- dealing
svith onlv a purl of it, is mistaken), and the idea that the two broad
groupings. of experiencing have hmg hish wical roots.

The imbalance between our attention to the rational and to the intuitive
or fantastic aspects of huietan consciousness has a hmg history. Jones
suggests that in pre-historical times there mav Reg have been a different
concept Of time ( the cyclic(Il, not the linear) in the minds (if people, and a
mode of belief that allmved intuition to rule. A/ some tune in the past,
human beings pas.sed over a watershed, (Ind the rathmal mode and linear
time came to ilominate their ways of knowing.

Jones eAplains how dream refiecthm, U way (if allowing the experience
of dreams to have a place in waking life which enhances both the rational
and the nonrational parts of our existence, has been used productively in
his own classes., He clo....es with a list of ten things I have learned'. (Ana
enhancing and integrating the tsvo nudes )1. knowing,

Robert Ir.1 once said: "Science put it into our heads that there must tsc new
ways to hc new . Lea% ing it to poetry. he went on to say, to seek newness
through elimination and subtradion. This Frosty thought came hack to me as I
scanned Ornstein's t (1972. p. 67, of terms regarding the two modes of
human consciousness:
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Who'Proposed it?
Many sources
"Blackburn
Oppenheimer
Deikman
Polanyi
Levy. Sperry
Domhoff
Many sources
Rogen

Semmes

I Ching

I Ching
1 Ching
Many si urces
Many *smirces
Vedanta
Jung
Bacon

The Two Modes of Consciousness:
A Tentative Dichotomy

Day -

Intellectual
Time. History
Active
Explicit
Analytic
Right (side of body)
Left hemisphere
Propos& 'nal
Lineal
Sequential
Focal

The Creative; heaven,
masculine. Yang

Light
Time
Verbal
Intellectual
Buddhi
Causal
Argument

Night
Sensuous
Eternity. Timelessness
Receptive
Tack
Gestalt
Left (side of ho0y)
Right hemisphere
Appositional
Nonlineal
Simultaneous
Diffuse
The Receptive: earth.

feminine. Yin
Dark
Space

Spatial
Intuitive
Manas
Acausal
Experience

My first reaction to the list $A, as to wonder where I'd been lately. becaue.
although the two modes of consciousness are very imponant to me. I recog-

ni7ed only a few of Onistems dichotomies. Then I.-wondered where Ornstein

could have been, because his list omits all of the dichotomies on which lbad
been weaned. some of which have become rather dear to me over the years:

Freud

Piaget
Piaget

Schactel

Maslow
Taylor
Langer
Polanyi
Neisser
Kubie
Wertheimer
Bleu ler

Many wurces
Many sources

Secondary Process
Primary Symbolism
Accommodation
Convefitionalized 44per ence
A Cognition
Convergent Thinking
Discursive Symbolism
Focal Awareness
Sequential Processing
Conscious Processing
Productive Thinking
Realistic Thinking
Public Knowledge
Literal Meaning

21 14

Primary.Process
Secondary Symbolism
Assimilation
Trans-schematic Experience
B Cognition
Divergent Thinking
Presentational Symbolization
Subsidiary Awareness
Multiple Processing
Preconscious Processing
Blind Thinking
Autistic Thinking
Private Knowledge
Metaphorical Mean ng



Now I have a proposal to make- Let us resolve that the next one who coins
another pair of terms for the two modes of human consciousness be required to
do nothing for a year but read and write poetry. thereby perhaps being instructvi
into the virtues-of seeking newness by elimination and subtraction. Because,
really, the terms we have, while admittedly having various shades of difference
between them, are more than sufficient to support consideration of the two
modes from a variety of conceptual levels and points of view. And because I
suspect that temptations to extend tt i! list are but manifestations of resistance to
the more pressing challenges of 11 better understanding how the two modes of
consciousness interact and 2) herer understand iN! the conditions in which they.
optimally interact.

So that's the first thing 1 want to say: Let us stop stuttering in this matter of
naming the dualities ot conselousness. Then I want to say wmething about tl,e
evolution ot consciousness. Then I want to share what little I know of the
psycho-social condrions conducive to optimal interaction of the two modes in
school settings,

The Evolution of Human Consciousness
The works of Alexander Marshack (1972) and Norman 0. Brown (1959.

I 966 ) have in the past two decades dramatically expanded our knowledge of the
evolutum of human consciousness. Marshack's work invokes an extremely.
prec Ise and analytical. although highly intuitive, breakthrough in archeology'
t"cognitise archeology. as it IS getting to he called). Brown's is a highly
speculative. although exceedingly. SS cll disciplined. contribution to the
psychoanalytical understanding of history and prehistory . Both men, it is

instructive to obsi,rve, worked way outside their home disciplines of profes-
sional ssriting and the classies. r:spectively. There is not time, nor is this the
place, to outline Marshack 's and Brown's works in their formidable details: I
shall heve to risk misrepresenting them as I attempt to dray their implications to

pres ?it purposes.
Marshack by. applying an ingeniously conceived series of new observational

and analy heal methods to collections :4 inscribed prehistoric stones, hones.
tools, and works of art, makes a persuasive case that the basic modalities of
human consciousness are no different today than they were at least 40,(XX) years

ago. These modalities arc visual, kinesthetic, symbolic, time-factored (cyclical
or unilinear; sec below), and storied or storifying. a conclusion that vva.s

anticipated in the philosophy of Ludskig Wittgenstein. All that differentiates
modern thought patterns from those of upper Paleolithic Man, concludes
Marshack. is our more abundant store of observations on the recurring physical
and biological proeesse's mat matter to us and our more refined technological

resources for amplit), mg these ohwrvations.
Aut. symbol. rite and notation operated s ithin a culture that tOr some
25,000 years had iiccrtain basic homogeneity. a hunting way of life w ith a
lore an.1 my thology based on that way of uk. For us the important thing is
the combined es idence for an esok ed. modern. cognitive and symbolic
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capacity found in the earliest levels to the last. Though traditional
categories stich as magic and myth. aggression, symbolism and sexuality
are elements in the stories. the whole might more aptly, if awkwardly, be
called a cognitive-and-time factored use of art, myth, rite and 4mbol.

. Every process recognited and used in human culture becomes a story,
and every sfl ry is an event which includes characters (whether spirit, god.
hero. Permin. 'mana,' or, in modern termS, element, panicle. force, or
law who can change or do things in time. . Since, every story can
poteroially end in a number of ways, efforts would be made to participate in
the story and therefore, to change or influence the story or process or to
heeome meaningfully a part of it. When such acts become traditional, we
can sometimes call them 'magic' or 'religious.' The specific content of
these storied efforts would vary from culture to culture. But the cognitive,
symboliring processes would not change. and the basic nature of the
storied equation would remain. (Marshack 1972. pp. 117, 119;and 21,13)
Nomian 0. Brown. by applying psychoanalytic theory in history, lik:rature,

religion, and cosmology, makes a persuasive came for there being two critical
differences which set historic and Prehistoric consciousness ,off from one
another: h A difference in the time-factoring within the frames of which the
stories prehistoric people told each other (whether artistic, magical. or reli-
gious) and the stories historic people have told each Other (whether artistic
magical. religious, or scientific) have been phrased. 2) A difference in the
predominant qualities of symboliiation engaged in composing, aommunicat-
mg. and respOnding to those stories.,Brown did not venture a guess as to when
the change occurred: it was probahlYiint more than 40.000 years ago. nor less
than 6.000; hut the difkrences are clear. Once upon a prehiskiric time, people
lived primarily in 47yclical or revolving film: and perceived in their stories
primarily metaphorical meanings. For at least 6,0(X) years, historical people
have lived primarily in unilinear or cumulative time and perceived in their
stories primarily literal meanings. Each of these views entails a radically
different way, of relating to death, life, nature, personality, parenthood. child-
hood. knowledge. society, education. and progress.

So completely encased is historical mentality in the unilinear time frame that
it is next to impossible for.us to even imagine what the shapes and contents of
human experience might be like in cyclical time (unless our dreams seek to
reveal it to us). It's the old problem of the fish and the water. Thus weind
Brown, under the influence of such minds as Blake's, Bach6lard's, Nietiche's,
Roheim's. and. of cours*. Freud's. attempting to articulate his vision of
cyclical time in aphorisms like this:

Another scheme of time. another scheme of causality. Prefiguration is not
preparation. 'When we speak of the relation between a new poc tic image
and an archetype asjeep in the depths of the unconscious. we %Al have to
understand that ails relation is not. properly speaking. a causal one. . .

Events are related to other events not by causality. but by analogy and
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corresponkni.e . The potentialities are laten till made patent: asleep
till v.akciied. Thc events sleep in their causes; the archetypal form i. the

hidden life of mines; awaiting resurrection.

Newness is renewal. . Life is Phoenix-like, always being born again
out of its own death. The true nature of life is resurrection; all life is life
alter death, a second life. reincarnation. The universal pattern of
recurrence twars witness to the resurrection of the dead. (Brown 1966. pp.

20). 206 1
And, although the addiction of modem mentality to literal symbolism is

somewhat less total. hy virtue of the occasional soells we allow poetry to cast on
us (and, again. by virtue of our dreams). the serious business of modern living is
experienced and communicated by almost all modem people. almost entirely,
in literal symbols that are unrefreshed, if not alienated from, the genies of
metaphor. Quoting Brown again:

The dead letter. The dead metaphor. It is only dead metaphors that are
taken literally, that take us in. Language is always an old testament. to be
made ric. vv. rules, to he broken: dead metaphor. to be made alive: literal
meaning. to he made symbolical. oldness of letter to he made new by the

spirit. The creator spirit stands in the grave, in the midden heap. the
dunghill of culture tas inEinniwi v Wake I: breaking the seal of familiarity;
breaking the cake of custom; rolling the stone from the wpukher; giving
the dead metaphor new life. (1966. p. 207)
I am led hv these considerations to conclude that for human consciousness to

have evolved from as prehistorical lite ot metaphorical meaning in revolving

time to its historical life of literal meaning in cumulative time there must have

taken place. once up m a series of times between about 10.000 and about 6.000

years ago. many ritualistic counterparts to this conference, wherein was spoken

(or sung or danced or chanted or played) some radical mutterings to the effect

that the "right cerebral hemisphere was hogging too much of the action; life
ould Iv enormously more predictable, perhaps even the fabric of society

presers ed. if w ay s could he found to give the "left cerebral hemisphere a little

more headroom! The imagery may he ridiculous, hut the evidence it seeks to

dramatiie is Nrsuasive: a full circle has probably turned in the phenomenology

of human consciousness from metaphorical meaning in cyclical time to literal

meaning in will Meat time. It has turned from the almost total subordination of A
cognition to B cognition to the almost total subordination of B cognition to A
cognition. All the while the si/e and structure of the human brain has changed
hut a trine. and the basic modalities of consciousnesS have changed not at all.

The New Re!olution in Human Consciousness
It is in this perspective that I like to look ahead as we seek to trim both our

intuitive and our rational sails to w hat may already be in the wind for the

eventual development of human consciousness. Here I take my readings from

Michael Polanyi t 195S), whose story has persuaded me. as it did George Klein



and Voe Maslow before me. that a turning point is taking place in ihe historical
development of human consciousness which is of a smaller order than, but
which is closely analogous to. the larger turning from prehistorical to historical
consciousness. This turning is taking place within the history of science.
Polanyi. as you know, has contributed not one but two pairs of dichotomies to
our lengthy list of epistemological stammerings: articulate and tacit knowledge.
focal and subsidiary awareness. Nothing waS added by the coining of these
terms to v nat Freud had already given us in his conceptions of the secondary
and primary processes. respectively. However. i am willing ti. indulge
Polany s redundance out of gfatitude for his having given his epistemology an
historical dimension which was lacking in Freud's:

Modern man is unprecedented: yet we must now go hack to St. Augus-
tine to restore the balance of our cognitive powers. In the fourth century.
A.D.. St. Augustine brought the history of Greek philosophy to a close by
inaugurating for the first time a post-critical philosophy. He taught that all
knowledge was a gift of grace. for which wc must 'rive under the guidance
of antecedent belief: nisi credideritis, non intelligins. His doctrine ruled
the minds of Christian scholars for a thousand years. Then faith declined
and demonstrable knowledge gained superiority over it. By the end of the

seventeenth century. Locke distinguished as follows between knowledge
and faith:

liow well-grounded and great soewr the assurance ot tait1i may he
wherewith it is received: hut faith it is still and not knowledge:
persuasion and not certainty : This is the highest the nature of things

, will permit us to go in matters of revealed religion, which are
therefore called matters of faith: a persuasion of our own minds.
.slu int of knowirike.

Belief is here no longer a higher power that reveals to us knowledge lying
bevond the range of observation and reason, but a mere personal accep-
tance which falls short of empirical and rational demonstrability. .

Here lies the break by which the critical mind repudiated one of its two
cognitive faculties and tried completely to rely on the remainder. Belief
%VAS so thoroughly discredited that modem man lost his capacity to accept
any explicit s1atemen1 as his own belief. All belief was reduced to the status
of subjectivity; to that of an imperfection by which knowledge fell short of
universality.

We must now recognire belief once more as the source of all knowledge.
Tacit assent and intellectual passions. the sharing of an idiom and of a

'Reprinted 1-1) permIwon (".oright Prix h The I n ersu sit Cmcdro Nev..
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cultural heritage. affiliation tt, like-minded community: such are tht im-
pulses which shape our vision of the nature of things on which we rely for
our mastery of things. No intelhgenee, however critical or original, can
operate outside such a fiduciary framework. (Polanyi 1958, p. 266)

As I read Polanyi, the devekipment of science, with its subjugation of tacit

knowledge rid subsidiary awareness to articulate knowledge and focal aware-

ness, was a necessary and valuable liberating influence, given the extent to
which the capacity for belief Lad hecome tied to illusions and theocratic

dogmas. But, as I read Polanyi further, this revolutionary achievement of

scic nee has now occurred and is irreversible and safely established as one of the

basic precepts of human consciousness. The further development of historical
consciousness requires taking this achievement for granted. It also requires that

we restore to our capacity for douintess knowing our capacity for truly Kelieving

in what we know.
Science, now, has nothing to defend itself against, except its owr defensive-

ness. Efforts to re-emphasiie the primary processes of metaphorical meaning

can only set-% e. now, . to capitalue on the achievements of science. This is not

done by substituting subjeetive belief for objective knowledge. which science

fas made impossthle, hut by investing the acquisition of objective knowledge

with intellectual passion and qualities of personal conviction which, as contem-

porary students and teachers well know, the acquisition of knowledge can lack ,

We will capitahre on science . not hy taking the labor out of learning, which
science has made impossible, hut b., making learning a labor o love which
science has made possible,

According to Polanyi the w ord for the of human intelligence, from

now into the toreseeable future, is "fiduciary . w ish he had chosen a prettier

word. This must have been what Whitehead meant when he said it is more

important that a pronosnion be interesting than that it be true. The importance of

truth is that it adds to interest. (Smith 19-13. p. 2) And what Piaget meant when

he said: "Intelligence beg ins neither with knowledge of the self nor of things as

such hut w ith knowledge of their interaction. and it is by orienting itself
simultaneously tow ard the.. two poles of that interaction that intelligence or.

gam/es the world by organi/mg itself." (Quoted in Flavell 1963, p, ('2)

Dreams: Analysis and Reflection
Here's an example of this watershed that has been sreated by science's

achievements, taken from my own teaching experience. I have long been
interested in dreams from a variety of viewpoints, and have for a king time
encouraged my students to relate their dreams to their schoolwork. Dreams are

the most nearly pure expression of the primary process it is possible for norm]
people to experience. Schoolwork, as we typieally go about it. is about as

excessitely weighed down by the secondary process as anything we ever do in

life. So. as the initial hunch went. if I could find an enjoyable and productive

Na, Of making dreams and schoolwork pay attention to each other. I might find

a way of encouraging the integration of the primary and seeondary processes
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.(otherwise known as creative thinking) in my classes. The trouble for a long
time was that it proved difficult to do this enjoyably. much less productively.
After learning how to remember and record their dreims the students would.
with my help, learn how to analyze them. After a month or ,so of this they'd
become either bored or annoyed, stop recording their dreams. and eventually go
hack to not remembering them. So there I was, left -holding this perfectly good
theoretical hag with nothing much in it. Then, about five years ago. the students
began responding in such good humored. ho-hum-ish ways as to cause me to
Shift from an 1:a!,,tical to a reflective posture in respect to their dreamsfrom
the bias of v iew Mg dreams as the products of work to the bias of viewing dreams
as products of play. from thc bias of viewing dreams as analogous to neurone
symptoms to the bias of viewing dreams as analogous to artisth visiiyns. from
curiosity about the ciiuses of dreams to curiosity about the effects of dreams,
and from investing authority in the objectivity of various dream analysts to
investing authority in the subjectivities of the dreamers.

My next.hook. The Dream Poet (in press). will show how very enjoyable anu
productiv c is this approach, Rut. I ask myself, why has it only been of late that
my students and I have been prompted to go beyond the analytical to the
reflective posture in respect to our dreams? According to Polanyi. what I am
doing when I ask my students to try to comprehend Melville, say, or Chaucer or
:ihakespeare. in the light of reflecting on their dreams, is following, of all
.hings. St. Augustine's maxim: nisi crediterins. non ir:Jelhgais.' As explained

Polany I. this mean% . . the process of examining any topic is both an
.ploration of the topic and an exegesis of our fundamental beliefs in the light or

Which we approach it: a dialectical combination of exploration and exegesis."
Polany 1958. p. 267) In the margin I have: That's it: that's what we try fOr in

dream reflection seminars: a dialectical combination of exploration and
cxegesis' BUI does this mean I'm regress* to a pre-scientific stance? No.
and now I =demand tt hy Polanyi gae his hook the subtitle "Towards a
Post-Critical Philosophy. Although the students all those years were reading
Freud. tor the most part sympathetically. they hadmot yet come to take him for
granted. Sciem.e had shown that h) first doubting our experience and then
dispro% mg our doubts an unprecedented!) critical understanding of na.ure
eould he achieved. Freuti showed that the same eould be done w ith respect to
human nature. For example. When he took up the study of dreams what did he
do? He first doubted that the dream as experienced Was meaningful, and then
disproved the doubts by tracing the interrelations between the meaning/ess
manifest content and a meaningiu/ latent content. In the process he showed us
how We could achieve an unprecedentedly critical understanding of ourselves.

My earlier students, I iirmise. while they understood Freud. were still try mg
to believe in this accomplishment. I doubt, therefore, that they would have felt

it sate to adopt my present guidelines regarding the lo.:us of authority in dream
reflections. ard our emphasis on interest before truth. My present students. it
seems, hate turned this corner: they knmv that the scientific wherew ithal exists
with which to he critical of themselv es. So secure are they in this know ledge
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that even while they are using it they tend to ask, Yes, of course, and what
else?"

So, as we look ahead in institutionali/ed education. I think we should have as
little patience with rationalists on the delensiye as with intuitionists on the
offensive. because there is no choice, now. hut to take advantage of the
achievements of science. by taking them for granted. and then moving not
against hut heyond them. That old horse is dead: that old contest is`over. The
name ot the game, from now on, is "fiduciary.

Optimal Interaction of the Two Modes
Nevertheless. we presently_ find ourselves. in our schools, having to cope

with a very sluggish cultural lag. in which curricula continue to he devekiped
that give seriously short shrift to the private. subjective. subsidiary. assimila-
tive. presentational. divergent. metaphorical ways of knowing. in contrast with
their often esclusi%e emphasis on the public. objective. focal. acconunodative,
discursive, convergent. literal w wis of knowing. Teachers continue to be
trained aw ay. from their good impulses to redress the imbalance through their
own artistry by means of w hick any curriculum could he honestly and interest-
ingly tauphi What we most need, in order to turn this corner, is not more terms
tor the two basic kinds of consciousness, hut more knowledge of how they
Mteract in the achievement ot specific kinds of learning objectives and more
know ledge ot the psy chosocial conditions conducive to these various kinds of
interaction

Ten Suggestions
w ish I had more sueh knowledge than I do. I w ish my ignorance in these

matters w as not shared by you as much as I tear it is. What I do know I have
learned from practical teaching and learning experiences. and from written
accounts by creative persons ot how they go about learning. Only a httle of this

kdge has come from a stuJ ii psychology . What I have learned is this:
In the tunes in w hich %L. 11%e it is the idiom ot metaphor which is the

elusi%c one. the one that need, to he coawd and courted into intercourse w itli
ow idiom of literality

21 The metaphorical idiom tends to he attracted into interaction with the
literal idiom under two kinds of omditions paradoxically . very opposite ones:
the conditions ot what Herbert Silberer named "apperceptive deficiency and
"apperceptive insuffieiency .

cpuve thliciencv refers to situations in hich a person finds himself
mentally ott his game. He is unable to maintain rational mastery of
intellectual achit:vements s hich are normally routine for him, and falls
ha, k. as it w cre on their prerationativc approximations. He may be
latigued. oi sleepy . ii !hoe had fey« . or he in a levered eondition, or in an
enlothinal contlIct. or under influence ot drugs. or in some other way hav c
lost the tine edges o his optimal mental state. A/I/ler-cc/710V invutlictency
Meis to situations in vv Inch a person is al the top of his form, in lull
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commutd of his optimal mental state, but has momentarily assumed

challenges which just barely elude his best intellectual efforts. He may then

receive an assist from these same prerationative approximations. We

sometimes call this "inspiration."

Silberer arranged to catch these passing prerationative assists on the fly, so

to speak, by training himself to observe his reveries under a delicate blend

of the two conditions. At the first signs of drowsiness he would set himself

to' contemplating some intellectual problem of which he was not yet quite

master. When the Metal thought process gave way to its metaphorical

sequel, he would alert himself to full wakefulness aad ponder the two

versions of what he called the "autosymbolic phenomenon." (Jones, pp.

66-67)

*In a state of drowsiness I contemplate an abstract topic such as the nature

of transsubjectvely (fcr all people) valid judgments. A struggle between

active thinking and drowsiness sets in. The latter becomes strong enough to

disrupt normal thinking and to allowin the twilight state so produced

the appearance of an autosymbolic phenomenon. The content of my

thought presents itself to me immediately in the form of a perceptual (for an

instant apparently real) picture: I see a big circle (or transparent :iphere) in

the air with people around it whose heads reach into the circle. This symbol

expresses practically everything I was thinking of. The transsubjective

judgment is all the heads. The val idity, must have its grounds in a common-

ality: the heads belong all in the same homogeneous sphere. Not all

judgments are.tran ssubjecti ye: the body and l imbs of the people are outside

(below ) the sphere as they stand on the ground as independent individuals.

In the next instant I realiie that it is a dream-picture; the thought that gave

rise to it, which I had forgotten for the moment, now comes back and I

recognire the experience as an "autosymbolic phenomenon." What had

happened? In my drowsiness my abstract ideas were, without my con-

scious interference, replaced by a perceptual picture --by a metaphor.

(Silberer 1951, p. 198)

Not the least provocative intimation of Silberer's studies is that our creative

thoughts may often be thus composed of our weakest and strongest lights.

The rest of what I know about coaxing the metaphorical into commerce with

the literal consists of a series of less pedagogically awkward ways of replicating

Silberer's lonely experiments. They are:
3) Getting to know a whole helluva lot about some one little thing, and then

tackling something difficult that you know nothing about. The little thing you'

know a lot about has a way, , then, of reacting to your approach to the thing you

"Rvrrinted s rcrim%sion Coprighi ILI J Y 5J, Columbia 1 rmcr%ity
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know nothing about by sending up metaphors. which have a way of lighting
your way into the new subject with insights to which experts in the subject
might be blind. It is instructive that the most dramatic recent advance in
archeology has been made by a popular science writer, and that the most
dramatic recent advance in psychoanalysis has been made by a classicist. The
inducement of mind sets conditioned by apperceptive insufficiency is how I
account for this.

4) Interdisciplinary study. The focusing of several bodies of knowledge on
specific problems stimulates conditions of apperceptive insufficiency.

5) Learning hy teaching. The responsibility stimulates conditions of apper-
ceptive insufficiency .

6) Teachers encouraging and rewarding interesting as well as right
responses. by including in routine recitation. discussion, and evaluation proce-
dures appeals to metaphor. analogy. paraphrase. and other thought processes
the function of which is to make the strange familiar, and the familiar strange.
Children should be led to expect that when asked what a thing is, it is not only
permissible but frequently desirable to say what it is like, what it is as if. what it
isnot hut might more enjoyably be thought aS, what it reminds one of or makes
one feel. what, in short, it is as it were.

7 ) Encouraging students to personalize' public knowledge. Elizabeth
Simpson. in her recent report to the Ford Foundation on confluent educa-
tion. put it this way

Whatever truth. grace. and beauty are our monumental heritage, it is not
enough: tori, too, must he an ancestor as well as a`descendant. a progenitor
as well as seed from the past My knowledge is never inherited
experience. It is my own. the Fitt of myself and not the gift of others.
howev er much they deem it greatness or I identify myself with those who
value it. It is the working!. of my responsive self. my. consciousness- ,the
iew from within a most privatitplace to which only I have access. .

There is in my ow n inner life the authority and the gear that will link me to
the ages. , . . From varied historical contexts, from the forms, the ideals.
the values. the beliefs ot the cultures which are specifically ours, we draw
the supportive structures of our beings. hut not from these alone. The data
are ultimately ourselves. That poetry is home-gardened and gathered: it is
kitchen-yard psychology and it is true. (Simpson 1974, pp. 6-7)

itchen-y ard psychology. . . . home gardened and gathered is the kind we
try to eultivate in our dream reflection seminars. Here's one of my favorite
exampk.s:

The Text of
Nit 4iYTRICK: l'HE

I-rank Greenhalgh

There are cemon queer times and oLcasions in this strange mixed affair
all lite when a man takes the w hole universe for a vast practical joke,



though the wit thereof he but dimly discerns, and more than suspects that
the joke is at nobody's expense but his own.

!*Though in many of its aspects the visible world seems formed_ in love, the
inviible spheres were formed in fright.

--Melville in Moby Dick

A great big old three-story house up on stiltsthe beginning of Linda's
dreamstrikes me with the same feeling tone as the classical opening of
fanciful stories, tall tales: viz.. "Once upon a time. . .", a line that seems

an implicit and apt prefix to the dream.

What is the activity proper to one whose spirit is informed by the sense of
the world as a vast joke. dim and oblique as that intimation may be? Why.
to plunge into the play of energies. surrendering the greatest part of the self
to go with the flow, so as not to miss the point of pointlessness: to reniain
buoyant in accepting the pan of the joke that falls to one's lot. What of the
rest of the self, not sO involved? That is rhe observing self, whose equable

detachment is bred of understanding; it has no fixed locus. but instead can
rove in imagination to difkrent spaces and times, bringing new perspec-

es to bear on happenings in the present. In short. 1,1. ,ertain detachment
from the immediate, the observing self can reflect, and so enrich the
here-andnow .

But what if the joke has a malevolent. cast. if indeed the invisible spheres
were formed in fright? Or. which is worse, if there is no joke at all, no
objective relict from the serious matter of inhabiting a universe behind
which lurks only an unthinkable horror? Perhaps the natural impulse will
allow of nothing but recoiling. or a w died torgetting. Then, to fill the void
lett by such repudiation. we spin out our names and stories and dreams in
large letters. populating the vacuity w ith our new creations, emtvellishing
the malign order of the world w ith mythological constructs fashioned of
Our own sweat and blood. In a deep and not unambivalent sense, we learn

to play. to entertain ourselveswhich amounts in the end to another kind
ot joke.

The author of that piece is admittedly a brilliant student, but he did launch
those incredible insights from reflections on the dream of a fellow student. In

the process. he Was able to personahre a great piece of public knowledge in a

very artful way.,
St Expecting the purely personal ,elf-knowledge that may he gaincd by

these means to extend itself back into the public domain, by amplifying this or

that aspect of culture via some expressive act. Here is where I think some of our
affective education enthusiasts miss the boat, when they are content to
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merely help their students become more sensitive to their inner lives and to their
personal rdations. and refrain from epcooraging the second etThrt of making
increased self-knowledge a means to the end of enriching public knowledge.
Not that I oppose pursuing personal objectives in schools. On the contrary.
personal objectives are achieved more lastingly and with,more satisfaction
when the skills and insights involved aro al.w addressed outward..so that the
student can experience the diffen ace that self-knowledge makes, not only to
the self hut to the knowledge.

There is a fine line between art and exhibitionism to which both the students
and the teacher must keep attentive when this return trip from private insight to
public expression is encouraged. Every artist is familiar with the danger of
merely expressing self.. ithout regard for considerations of craft and style
which invite an aesthetic response from an audience, rather than a merely
sympathetic one.

I do not. of course. 'nsist that the full round trip from public to pri% ate and
back to public always Iv made, much less that it always he artfully mak----only
that in a school wiling this is the standard that should define optimal suxess. it
I may quote.haget one more time. Intelhgence begins neither with knowledge
ot the sell nor of things as such hut with knowledge of their interaction, and it is
by orienting itself simultaneously toward the two poles of that interaction that
intelligence,organi/es the world by. organi/ing itself." (Quoted in Flavell {971

p. 22)
41 AL ti% el} insolY Mg dreams in the educative process. Dreams. as the most

t, atural pructuos of regular apperceptie deficieney. are the cheapest access we

have to our home gardened and gathered metaphors. There they sit, morning
after morning, ripe for the picking. All that's required is to remember them,
yy rite them dim n and bring them to school. where they almost magically
transform thl'ihseles, in relation to the school work, into bottomless sources of
health} appereeptiYe insufficiency . One ot my students recently put it this way:

The uncertaintY is still here w ithin each vrf us. every Friday. . But rather than
holding us back. spontaneity stifled, we become instead almost child-hke
in freedom and itality of mind. And then the afternoon writing shows that
we are any thing hut children. The qualit of uncertainty characteristic of
the dream reflection seminar seems to act as a catalyst freeing OW thoughts
from their usual musty pathways. The integrity and quality of "the play**
becomes the prevailing concern. Everyone becomes more sensitive to
everyone. more civil. more thoughtful. more human. And, as is true of a
good pia!, . the sign of a good dream reflection seminar is always lots of
hearty laughter.
Ifi) Curricula in the arts, the humanities, and the social sciences which seek

to present the fcalincs ot the human condition as they exist and hav e e isted

These sill-wets arc too of ten presented in quaint and hi s. ial a s. especially in
the clementar and secondary grades. II is in these curricular areas that public

truths and priv ate interests naturally intersect. to the mutual enrich.
Men( I hot h . An cxampk. It a tliTiklilar c I tort that seeks to present (he realities
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of the human condition as they exist, and have existed, is-Man: A Course of

Study, which has been the subject of a recent controversy. Of course, it can be
taught poorly. What an't? Bin it also can be taught well, which is more than

can be said of most of the elementary social studies curricula with which am
familiar.

DISCUSSION

Peter Dow: Dick's reference to Man: A Course.of Study reminds me of an

inteniew I had recently with Jerrold Zacharias, who was an important figure in

the cuiriculum movement of the 1960'swhich, as you know, put a lot of
emphasis on cognition and structure. One point he made was that what nobody

ever talked about at that time was what he called intuitive knowing. As
Zacharias went on in that particular conversation, complaining about Jerry
Bruner and The Process of Education and the tremendous emphasis on the
iiiponance of structure. he said, You know, the. really extraordinary thing
about doing science is when you are working on thecutting edge, where there is

no structure, where there are no guidelines and where knowing is largely

intuitive, metaphorical, and imaginative. That is when the real breakthroughs

come," he said.
So there is not as w?de a gap as one might think between Richard Jones and

Jerrold Zacharias.

Dreams: Analysis and Reflection
Jack Fraenkel: Professor Jones. 1 wanted to ask you a question about a

statement you made earlier which you went over rather lightly. You said that in

your classes you recently switched from an emphasis on analyzing dreams to
reflecting about dreams. Is that correct? I wonder if you would comment a bit

more about the distinction, and how you work with it.
Richard Jones: I cannot be satisfied with my answer because the answer to the

latter po.nt is very lengthy. The.difference between the analytical and reflective

postures is simply this. It is not one of substituting the reflective posture for the

analytical one. Many, many dream interpretations are made, many analyses are

made, but the prevailing tone, the prevailing expectation in the minds of the
students and myself is that this is just in passing. We do the interpretations in

passing.
What we are really after is something that will allow us to enjoy the dream, to

appreciate its artistryits sound symbolism, for example. breams are really

very cute when you pay attention to how they are put together. First you should

identify the day residue, which is very simple; the dreainer can tell you in a

minute what that situation was fmm the day before or what the particular
perception was that the dream is playing ivith. Then, if you spend an hour

simply tryiag to appreciate the architecture of the dream itselfits artistryit
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makes for a very, very lively and fun discussion.
Fraenkel: Would this be a fair analogy? Once someone said. "Get off all

those questions, man, and just dig it." I just wonder
Jones: Okay. but it is not substituting the digging it for the questions. It is

asking the questions, getting the answers and then saying. "What else isnew?"
What is interesting about the dream?

The Dkbotomy
IrvinF, Morrissett: In Omste:n's two lists, to what extent do the items within

each list overlap and to what extent are they different?
Jones: In those dichotomies, including the ones I added.there is a great.cleal

of overlap. but also diversity. I think the only two that are synonymous are
Freud's secondary and primary processes and Piaget's primary and secondary
symbolism. They mean exactly the same thine. But, in all the others, while they
overlap greatly, there are shades of difference and I am sure each of them has
been coined by a theorist who was particularly interested in one or another point
of view regarding the two modes of consciousness.

But, unless someone comes up with really groundbreaking new insight into
human consciousness, we can probalAy do with the terms we have. I was
serious when I suggested that it is possible that we keep naming these things out
of resistance to accepting the real challenge, which is understanding how they

optimally interact. I stand behind my ten points. They make sense to me. I am

sure they do not represent an iota of what we are still ignorant of regarding the
conditions which are conducive to these two modes of consciousness interact-

ing in a creative fashion.
Jack Nelson: Why is it that we appear so trapped in a kind of dualism, like the

dualism of mind and body? There is a kind of Mystique abont the notion that
there is a polarity of equals. It seems to me like the old religious notion of the

Trinity. It seems to have a religious fiber to it rather than what might be
empirically demonstrable or logically constructed. That is a kind of preface,
leading to a question about your description of the dichotomy. It excludes any
other way of looking at the way organisms act pd react and interact or, as t

prefer, transact.
I am concerned that we are caught in a kind of dualism that I think is not

philosophically supportable. Isn't there a third or a fourth or a ninth or a 117th
part of it?

Private and Public Knowledge
Arthur Wdlesley Foshay: Two or three times you drew a distinction between

what I understood you te call private knowledge and public knowledge. You
said at one point something like -you have to do something with it," which is to

say you have to make it public. That is troublesome f.sr me. Why do you have to
make it public? Does this make it real? Is it any more real because it is public? Is

there not such a thing as real private knowing?
Jones: I certainly do not think that going public should be requires. I do not
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think anything should be required. But I think the expectation should be there
that piece of self-knowledge should try to go public again.

Foshay: Why should it?
Jones: Because the self-knowledge itself, I believe, is more acceptable, is

More readily integrated into the person's total personality. This applies particu-
larly in school settings. People come to school to team. to increase their
knowledge of public knowledge and their assimilation of public knowledge.

Foshay: So things are more or less legitimate in public school according to
how public they are?

Doug Alder: Couldn't students write things down without sharing them?
Jones: Sure. They can write in notebooks and not show anybody. As tar as I

am concerned tluit is public, because you cannot write anythin without having
an audience. By public. I do not mean exhiNting it. spilling your guts out all
o.er the place. I mean relating it to hooks read, papers written, plays per-

,formed7paintings painted. etc.. etc.
Alfred Kuhn: I would like to amplify that. I think this is a nrocess of

extemaliiing something that is inside you. !if the process of extemaliiing it
where you can observe it and then getting the feedback in to you from what you
have extemalired. you have a better idea of what was already in your head.

In the prok":ess of externaliring it, it itself helps you to make jell whatever is in
there. In the seme sense. I have often said I cannot think without a typewriter. It
does not matter %holler anybody else ever sees what I put down, but just the
process of trying to put it down does a great deal.

Cyclical Time
hael Wertheimer: It occurs to mc that cyclical time ha.s been a major

theme in Latin American liteiature during the last three or tour decades. Why do
you get cyclical time so strongly in that kind of culture and not in what we
normally think of as Western culture'?

Jones: What I ha% e learned most about cyclical time is indeed from a South
American poet or artist: his name is Octa io Par tiis is the book I want to read
closely next I hate only thumbed through it because I find it terribly'

frustrating that I cannot envision cyclical time. I desperately want to he
instructed hy someone like Par who apparently can isualire cyclical time.

Metaphoric Teacher Education
Glenn Linden; Based on what you said, what would you do with a group of

teachers to move them in the direction that you obviously feel is very important?
Would you put them through sOfIle son of prot:ess. helping them move into the
metaphorical way of thinking'? It seems to me what you are saying involves
participating, not instructing. It some 01 us telt we wanted to try to apply some
of this, what would we do'?

Jones: If I had a group of teachers. I would run a dream reflection seminar
with them for a while.

Linden: You say you are interested in getting them to move in this d rection.



If they were not interested in working with dreams, hut interested in moving in
this direction. would dreams be the best way to do it?

Jones: I have seen it done with art whrk and poetry. There are all kinds of
media that stimulate the metaphorical process. I just happen to think that,
dreams are the easiest and the best way to start because they require no artistic
skill whatoer. All that is required is a little self-discipline in remembering and
writing dreams down. Once a teacher or student has remembered them, written
them down. and brought them into the classroom. something creative occurs to
that teacher or student from there on out.

But I do not know why it is that when the word 'dreams is mentioned
everyone begins to think of something exotic and something that requires an
enormous amount o training and skill. Not at all. I have had teachers who have
visited my dream reflection seminar two or tliftv times. joined it. and then gone
out and adapted it to their own subject. There have been one in philosophy. two
in literature, and one in sociology, and they' are doing it very well.

The} adapted to their own style and their own personality, they do it
differently . However, they all followed the basic ground rules it just getting the
students to remember their dreams. write them down. bring them in and show
them, and relate them to their school work.

Is the Right Brain "Scientific"?
Angus Gunn: Your position is that there is 1110{e than the traditional ratioval

processes hy hich we establish scientific know ledge. In what sense do vou
claim scientif ic know ledge or scion!!! ic rehahilitY or validity for these ahem-
tie tt at s of know ing?

Jones: That is a tough tine w ill sa% what is on my mind. Science does play:
Polany s terms, it plays the douhting game. Whatever you helieve. whatever

MI intuit. is assumed to he erroneous You start hy doubting. I star hy
doubting that this table is hard and then I disprose in doubts. That is science.
And it has been enormously, useful in helping us to he critical and to understand
nature. including human nature

Polany mis simply saying tha. it is sat e now to go back to the other approach to
ignorance and begin with hel met I hellet e it to he this. And to put the emphasis
on interest not rather than truth, hut intcrest along V4 ith iruth.

Gunn; Are you del ining science as a negatise activity?
Jones: Not at all. Science has freed us frokenturies of bondage to the belief

that intuition and helief are tied to theoretic dogma. I afn saying this is already
achieved We do not have to s orry about it any more. If I come around and say.
"1.04. dream reflection is God's gift to education. and somebody says,
"How do you knom, that sa. "I do not know it. I heliese it. It is sate for
me to say that. because 11 it is strong. somehidy w ill di...prose it
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CHAPTR 2

RVSR: THE COMPLEMENTARIThi
OF RIGHT AND LEFT

Alfred Kuhn

Alfred Kuhn introduces another theme that recurs elsewhere in thise
papers: the idea of alternation between the linear mental functions and the
metaphoric. or intuitive, or fantastic. Kuhn's random variation and selec-
tive retention (RVSR) allows for thinking to involve the whole ofthe brain,
though there is some difference through rime in which part of tl,bfain is
used. This idea is discussed at several points in the present collection of
papers. The two aspects of thinking are seen as complementary.

This view of the wholeness of the intellectual fiinctioning is in contrast
with some recent writing that seems to discount the function of rationality.
or "objective consciousness." Far from discounting the importance of the
ratibnal, Kuhn and the other writers seek to place rational functioning in a
setting that makes use of all of our powers. Rationality, he is at pains to
point out, is the "outgrowth and product of both halves of the process."

The dominant idea in Kuhn; s paper is his concept of RVSR. Both in the
paper and in the discussion that follows it, he emphasizes that while what
he calls "scatterbraining" -the RV. which others have called
"brainstorming" -is neceisary, indeed essential, most of it is of no value.
Hence the importance of selective retention of what is seen as useful or
productive. Both processes are necessary if one is ever to have an idea that
is both new and useful.

I will Stan with the to-me familiar model of man which constitutes Chapters 4
and 5 (mainly "5) of n latest book (A. Kuhn 1975), addressing myself
explicitly to the question, "What is the complementary relationship between
the two modes of knowing?" Though for convenience 1 will talk of right brain
and left brain, please understand that I am referring to the two modes, witho%
implying that they are or are noi spatially concentrated in those regions. Some
even suggest that the two modes are associated with levels of brain activity, not
locations (Martindale 1975). Furthermore, since 1 have had the temerity to add
a touple of items to the already long list of names for this dichotomy, 1 suppose
that under Richard Jones' prescription I now stand self-sentenced to a year or
two at reading and writing poetry.
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The Nature ur Learning
Perhaps I should also specify that I take a definite position about an epis-

temological question that some consider imponant to the pmblem- of karning.
To explain by analogy. I point camera at a tulip. click the shutter, and develop
the pieture.- in one of those older Polaroid cameras that developed the picture
inside the camera. From this illustratim I think you will understand what I man
when I speak of the difference between an external reality and an image of that

reality inside-the information-pnicessing mechanism. Though I accept, indeed

pnielaim, that a person responds to his images. and not to reality as such, I think
that a workable philosophy oreducation should assume that there is an external

reality . much of w hich is quite .ndependent of man's images of it.
Depending on the lens, film, focus, distance, angle, lighting, and other

factors, a camera can produce very different kinds of images (lithe tulip. So can

a human brain produce many different kinds of images of any segment of
reality . depending on its information inputs and processing mechanisms. The
difference how een eameia images and- brain images-- and a difference that is

crucial to education is that camera images are isomorphic. whereas brain

images are sN mholw and organiied. No matter what lens. film, or developer is

used. there is a certain kind of point-to-pinnt correspondence between segments
of the tulip and segments of the photographic imag.e. and in a certain sense the

segments are related the same way in the image as in the reality. What the brain

an do that the camera cannot is to make mental connections between things that

are in no discernable sk av related or connected in reality as. tor example. to
abstract the concept of roundness from successit e exposures to a idlip bulb, the

moon. and a baseball. From its many inputs the brain notes sundarmes and

differences' it gencrahles and discrnmnates and forms concepts.
Furthermore, the brain's images never eneompass an details ot any given

input in the same sense that a photograph does. A brain image consists instead

of those particular portions ol successive inputs that the organism for some

reason. often obscure, happens to hate :mendei to and to have construed as
"similar."' More speed ically . the human sy stem does not respond to the whole

of any g t en input. It responds instead to the similarities of pattern between a

git en input to the sy stem and the stored internal patterns already organited out

of past experience. Similarly, it is the differences in images that are evoked by

different inputs that lead to differences in response. And whereas it is relatively

easy to tracts the correspondences between points in a photographic image and
points in the reality it pictures, there is no way one can trace such a relation

between a brain's image and an external reality (No matter how much it
distorted. -any isomorphic transtormation of square must contain four nodes.

Hut there is no fourness or "squareness of .neurons. synapses. brain
W Vcs, lir anything else that represents "square in the brain. )

The segments of external reality . or at least those parts of it w Inch are IA
cy bernetic systems. are related through arious natural laws or principles. sucl%-:

as osmosis or grat ity . Hy contrast, segments of brain images are related in w ays

that reflect the nature of brain processes. and the w ay s or degrees to Which



relations estaNished through brain processes correspond to relations that reflect

natural laws is an question indeed.

Random Variation and Selective Retention
'Brain processes and relationships are initially (and I will not specify whether

"initially" means at or before hinh) randm with respect to external environ-

ment. In this context teaming can he characterired as the process by which brain

patterns that were initially ordered soldy with respect to inner forces, and were

random relatise to outer environment. gradually become ordered relative to

ens ironment, Hence I ss ill deal with a general theory also u. f 1.1e process by

w Inch a random relatil,!n is gradually structured into an organiied and ordered

relation a theor y. which. if %Aid. makes it imperative for educators to attend

int serious!) to both of the two modes of learning. Since the left brain type of
function has long receised the hulk of educators' attention, this conclusion

suggests a significant shift of attention to the role of right brain aspects of

Whether one is dealing v. ith the seemingly uncoordinated motions and

obsers ation 'ot the criest infant or w ith the most sophisticated scientific
theori/ing and esperimentation. there is ( in this iev,1 one processor increasing

order Though as little as ten years ago this way ot view ing the problem would

has e been receised coldly in most circles, its range of acceptance is widening

rapidly I applv it here hecause ot my n 4.'ons iction of both its sensibilits and

its rele% :Ince tt edueation.
This central principle for bringing order and organuation out ot randomness

and un.irgani/atilm is the essentak Dans inian noti( m of random ariation and

selectise retention. or R vSR The chief spokesman for applying that principle

to learning is Donald Campbell. an extraordinarily ereative psychologist at
Nortliss estern. [sing "blind to a iid 4..er1ain mathematical implications of

random, an earls article ot his (Campbell 1462, was entitled, "Blind
Variation and Seleetise Retention in Creatise Thought as in Other Knowledge

Processes fividose Pt pros ides a distinctly dit erent perspectise' to the prob-

lem I take the liberty I f adding sill! another pair ot names to the two modes of

learning namely that right and brain operations are related. respeetisely.

to the random sariation and the selectise retention stages of image learning.
Furthenwire, as one learns more and more images through this proeesshe or she

gradually learns _something about the process itself. even if quite tineon
sciously (Here one might see the recent suggestion of Harris ( 19751 that all

learning is subconscious. In that situation an indis is engaged in learning

about learning, or meta.learning. A natural eonsequence is to increase the order

and decrease the randomness in the "random' half of the gyration. A tYnclit
of doing so is that ness images can he learned taster than before. but at the
probable-Lost of desreasing the range of imaginatiseness and creati% ity in the

ne inlailes Fite hasic principle ol R VSR need no, he discussed further here. as

a has hven adequatel elsewhere. (See Campbell !W. A. Kuhn 1974. pp
442. Kuhn 1,075. pp. -452.414.
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Furthermore, according to this approach, increasing order :And complexity
are molded by this evolutionary process into a hierarchical structure. Whether
for organisms, patterns of thought, or social organizations, little items are
joined into bigger ones, which are joined into still bigger ones. and so on. Even
when a given unit cannot survive without the larger systems to which it
belongsas with a neuron or a liverthere nevertheless is a sense in which it is
also an entity in its own right.

I mention this point here only as a basis for introducing still another pair of
names for, the dichotomy. That is, I think the important difference is not
between (I) a linear or sequential handling of thoughts in the left brain and (2) a
simultaneous mingling of them in the right brain, but rather between a hierar-
chical and a nonhierarchical structuring of them. respectively. (In this connec-
tion I recommend Simon 1965.) I was also happy to note that Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance (Pirsig 1974) explicitly supports the view tha? think-
ing is hierarchically structured.

The Relationship Between Left and Right Brain Learning
We now move to what I see as the central questionnamely. "the com-

plementary relationship between the two modes of learning." Here I would say
that it is quite wrong to suggest that the left brain is rational and the right brain
irrationalor whatever pair of terms one prefers. The point is rather that
rationality is the outgrowth and product of both halves of the process. Either
half alone is pointless and fruitless .. only the combination of the two can produce
rationality. Before elaborating, let me note that "rationality" in this context
means more than internal logical consistency. as with mathematics or a valid
syllogism. It also includes a sensible ends-means relationship, in the sense that
it is rational to light the stove, but not to burr down the house, to cook supper, or
that a heart but not a liver is a rational means of circulating blood. It is when
"'rational" is taken to include this kind of relation to an external reality that it
can be said that both modes of learningor better, both steps of the process--
are essential to rationality.

Unliye the camera, the right brain can put information together into the kind
of freely-associative patterns (images) found in dreams and fantasies, and
therein it has the capacity to generate the random variations from which change,
and hence learning, is possible. And by having the capacity to test these images
against external reality and against one another the left brain discards or
mOdifies unworkabk images and retains Workable ones. (We could generate a
whole book about the meaning of "workable" and "unworkable," since tfie
criteria for "workable" images are by no means as clear as is the survival
criterion in biological evolution. But I will refrain, and hope that the basic
notion is dear enough for the present purpose.) Without the right brain opera-
tion there would be no variation, and hence no change. Without the left brain
operation all variations would seem equally good, and hence could bring no net
improvement. Described in language applicable to ordinary experiences of
ordinary mortals, the right brain does image formation and the left brain
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dci.-s image testing. When scientists do parallel things we call them theory
construction and empirical testing.

Having put the left and right brain functions into an evolutionary perspective.
it is interesting if we then add the perspective of information theory. Using the
information-theory view that order and organization are essentially synony-
mous with information, Kenneth Boulding once observed that nothing evolves
but information. Biological evolution is seen in this context as an information-
accumulating process. and RVSR is the only process for accumulating
information--accumulating in the sense of increasing its order or complex-
ity, as contrasted to simply piling up data. In developing a brain that operates by
RV and SR the information-accumulating process of evolution has housed in
each human being a mechanism that can similarly accumulate information from
its experience. Thus ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny, not merely in the
embryonic sequenc of physiohigical forms, but in the information-
accumulating process itself.

Figure 1
SOME ADDITIONAL WAYS OF VIEWING THE DICHOTOMY

Types of Operation

Right Brain Type Left Brain Type

Nature of
Connections

Random Venation

Loose, freely-associative
connections. Tentative 1st
order conditioning (thoughts
A.-lightning)? Tentative
higher-order conditioning.

[In what sense is either more

Selective Retention

Hierarchically structureo
(not linear) connections (as
in this diagram).

"hol stic" than the other?)

E
a,.

>.
(..)c

Names of 1
Processes

e22 itc 2

Image (concept) formation.
as in play, casual talk, etc.

Hypothesis (theory)
building.

[Re philosophy

Image (concept) testing,
Perceiving.

Hypothesis (theory)
testing.

of science)

Does fast, unconscious, intuitive
structuring cross both halves?
e.g. front somersault dive

9 cu. yds concrete
-

A Model of the Relationship
For convenience, the main points of this way of viewing the two modes of

learning are assembled in Figure 1. The headings of the two columns refer to

left and right brain 'types" so as to repeat the caution against identifying the
two modes explicitly with the two halves of the brain. Under the heading ot
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Random Variation the upper left cell lists first the loose. freely-associative
brain connections that occur in dreams and fantasiting. Anyone who doubts
that free associations also occur during perfectly conscious, waking behavior
need only listen to the sequence of casual conversation at a party.

Random associations can also arise in the brain by, tentative conditioning
between two things that just happened to have-been associated in overt experi-
ence. To take first an example of such association by first order conditioning.
suppose I am walking down the street whcn I observe what is conventionally
.known as a spectacular blonde job. At the same moment that my thoughts about
her take a biological turn a lightning bolt followed (was caused by?) certain
unPuritanical thoughts. Here an oven event triggered a mental conpection.
which must he tested against subsequent observation so that the connection can
be extinguish0 if it is in fact random and reinforced if it is a replicable and
regular phenomenon.

In the above exlimple of first order conditioning the connection between
lightning and certain kinds of thoughts actually occurred. Second order condi-
tioning is a much more interesting mental phenomenon. because the connection
occurs first only in the brain, and it must be ascertained by additional testing

hethcr the brain connection represents a real one . FOr example. in the
laboratort e firmly condition a rat to expect a burier shortly after it sees a
green light. We next firmly but independentl y. condition it to expect an electric
shock shortly after it hears a buiier..If we then show the rat the green light it w ill
on the en first occasion get off the grid to aVoid shock. even though green light
and %hock have noer been connected overtly in its experience.

The tat has done what the philosopher refers to as connecting two terms
through a middle term. Green light is followed by bur AIL.Buiier is followed by
shock. Ergo. green light is followed by shock , (Who srs the rat is not capable
of s Ilogistic logic'', To put it in human terms. the individual through this
second-order conditioned experience has formed a hypothesis that green light is
followed by shock, and the testing of the hxpothesis takes the form of disco% er-
my. hether the buiier that reliably follow % green light is the same buiier that
reliably precede% shock. Again w ithout regard to where it actually occurs, and

hether the initial connectioo hem con m o things is based on an overt relation
or on fantasy . e w ill think ot the initial eonnection as a right brain function and
the testing of it a% lett brain function. Clearly both are necessary if the indit idual
is to behave rationally in his environment.

The upper right cell of Figure I emphasiies that left brain type ot activity
dey clops hierarchical, not linear, relations. It is true that green light. buiier.
and shock appear in sequence. and are in that sense linear, For reasons I cannot
detail here, it makes more sense in a larger context to think of a larger image. of
which green light. btu/cr. shock, and time sequence ire sohimages. I think
there is also contusion in which vve tend to think ot verbal communication as
linear because words conic in sequence time sequence in talking and spatial
sequence in print. fiv contrast. I would insist that it is not the sequence of words
that matters. hot the tact that a nillIther iii piec'es are put together in a hierarclu-



cal pattern utter all the words are uttered. and pretty much regardless of their
sequence. "The cow jomped over the moim" is essentially a single image
composed of the combination of four suhimages. "Over the moon jumped the
cow or even The moon over jumped the cow" still convey the same idea
once all the words are there. If the last version is ambiguous it is because the
syntax embodied in our arbitrary rules of word ordering have heen violated. not
because the whole is any less a hierarchical combination of its parts. Thus in a
position somcw hat different from that of Jones I think that to identify the two
modes of learning as random variation and selectiYe retention, and as
nonhierarchical and hierarchical structuring. Icads to more cogent analysis of
their complememarity than do many of their other names.

As to the bottom half of Figure have already suggested that the "plain-
named' physical and mental manipulations by w hich the child forms and tests
images las of solid, liquid. transparency'. hole, hard and soft. etc. f are logically
the same as the "fancy -named ones by which the hest trained scientists form
and i,:st theories. The two-waY arrow indicates the continued i:eciprocal relation
between the two modes ot learning. An image is tentatively formed It is tested
through experience and experiment. The confirmed parts of it are selectively
retained while the discontinued pans are modified or discarded. The result is a
rev ised'image. vv hich is retested, and so on. till the value of further refinements
drills so low or us cost rises so high as not to iiistO further effort

The bracketed note "Re I'hilosisph of Sci:nce in Figure I reflects that
three ditterent plultisiphers ot science to vvhom I happened to talk during the
past month indicated that the and man of their colleagues could readth ccept
the above assertion ot basic logical identitv betvveen the learmng processes of
children and scientists. They also indicated that such thinking in their field
vould have been rather rare ten years ago, or even five. Given mans
phi Ii isi iphers ii ini insistence that philosiiphv in no vvav depends on psv chol-
4)0 , it IS interesting To ohL lv c ak...'eptance of a ol science,that
basicall Brimerian psycholog

Intuition
Sii.ce one of the two modes ot lea rung is often referred to as "intuitive."

that term is introduced in the hi mom ot the diagram. As I use the term here.
in:union rs the process 01 loming a number lit pieces into a larger pattern or
conclusion. quickly and w ith liile or no conscious undertaking ot how the parts
relate to make the whole. It can occur in complex motor performances. I recall
an instance during a svv imming session while I was in boot training in the naY v.
3efore being dratted I had done reasonably successful hack somersault dives.
These are relatively easy, in that the same thrust that lifts you from the hoard
also carries yuni around. and Noll can see the vv ater long enough hefore you land
to make last miiment corrections A trimt somersault is much more compli-
cated. in that the turning motions come alter and are quite distinct trom the
lining motions, and you don't see the vvater till it is too late, My kw earlier
attempts at it had been ungainly' and painful This particular day vv0 did



folbw-the-leader, and I was in line immaiately behind the instructor. Alm'

some simpler routines he suddenly dida front somersault. Before I had time to

get scared I followed with a reasonably competent and coordinated replica. It

did not feel like sheer accident,, but rather that my "body knew" very well what

it was doingthat it perfotmed the intuitive leap that assembles parts into a
coordinatel whole, but without knowing hoW or why. (I have never repeated

the performance, as I always subsequently had too much time to get scared.)

Another type of intuition arises from great familiarity with a situation, but

again without conscious awareness of the relation of the parts to the whole. To
illustrate. a civil engineer laid out the forms for a concrete patio behind his

house. measured all dimensions, and carefully computed that it required nine

cubic yards of concrete. When the concrete arrived the driver of thetruck
surveyed the scene thoughtfully for a few seconds and then asked. "Where do

you .wam the extra half yard? That will only take eight-and-a-half." Sure
enough. after the forms were filled half a cubic yard was left over.

These examples are important to our topic for the following reason. As
indicated by Jones. quoting Ornstein, "many sources" characterize the two

modes of learning as the intuitive and the intellectual. My strong suspicion is

that the intuitive behaviors illustrated above. particularly that of the truck
diver, actually involve both halves of the kind of dichotomy I have described.

That is. that kind of intuition involves a subconscious but rapid sequence of
image I'm-illation, image testing, image revision, etc. The process,by which I

have reached this -strung suspicion- is itself intuitive. It is a txmclusion which I

now hold with reasonably strong cynviction, but which I could not justify by
evidence or reasoning without much more time and thoughtafter which I
might reject it!

Concept Learning
I assume that this audience is interested in developing concepts and images in

studentsmotor co .epts that competently direct the perfoimance of_ motor.

skills and information .oncepts about reality that guide their .a :tuil behavior.

Examples would be the actual ability to breathe easily while swimming. in

contrast to being able to describe such breathing, or the actual hirmation and use

of conceptual images in contrast to merely learning words that describe them.

For purposes of this paper I will not pursue the question of the empirical

validity of the variioion- selection characterization of the two modes of learning.

I will concentrate instead on its implications for education if valid.
Concept learning i i sometimes divided into two species. Concept formation

is the process by which individuals sort their experiences into conceptual bins of

their own making. Fri.m their own experiences they form concepts, vague or

clear, of such things as sl-iapes, si70, colors, hard and soft. rough and smooth.

fear and joy, etc. At least intil children learn language they have little choice

hut to do this self-initiated iOrmation of corrcepts. That their distinctions are

action-oriented rather than image- or work-oriented does not soften that conclu-

SUM . I don't think we need to have much reservation that their formation of
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these conceptual bins is done only .after they have selected from among many
essentially random trials of many kinds- of sortings of thingseven as the
ability to identify the distance of an object and the muscle movements required
to reach and grasp it efficiently is developed only after selecting in the ingre-
dients of the successful random trials and selecting out the ingredients of the
unsuccessful ones. In parallel, one noted investigator observes that in the early
stages of the development of a science "fact-gathering is a far more-nearly
random activity than the one that subsequent scientific development makes
familiar. (T. Kuhn 1970. p. 15) And it is hardly necessary at this point in
history to document the fortuitous circumstances (random variation) that led to
many important inventions and scientific discoveries, and to note the com-
plementary importance of having present a person with enough sense selec-
tively to retain the signifiL ant implications of the accident.

In contrast to concept formation, concept attainment is the process by whiCh
an individual learns a concept alreaily developed by others. Many experiments
have been performed of the sort: "This is a widget; that is a widget; and that
over there is not a widget. Now what is a widget'?" Though individuals
typically gain in efficiency at such tasks (they form their own concepts about
concept attainment). it is clear that the first efforts of novices contain large
quotas.of random trials.

It Is much less obvious. hit ot great importance to the topic of this confer-
ence. that there IS also a parallel random half or step in communications by
language though with possible exceptions when we transmit images that are
merelv new conthinations of concepts that are already very familiar to the
receiver of the message. To illustrate both the exception and the point, take the
sentence: "Jim's well-aimed rock killed the coiled rattlesnake just as it was
about to strike his baby sister," If one has seen real instances or movies of
poisonous snakes striking from a coiled position: if he is already familiar with
rocks and throwing and death and baby sisters: and if he further recogni/es that
"Jim a ma-le and that throwing a rock implies that Jim is not himself an
infant, then tne recipient of that message can reproduce in himself a reasonably
ge4x1 image of the situation &scribed, What more, he can do this quickly and
vv ith little or no "experimental error. Rut Inc hearer who lacks such previous
expemnce may make many false trials. If he knows tne general meaning of
"coil but not explicitly how a snake coils for striking, on healing "coil he
might visuali/e the snake rolled up like a hoop or neatly wrapped around a tree
or the baby 'S leg. Without the requisite prior knowledge "strike" might g ye
the correct image. Or it might generate such images as the snake banging with
its head or whipping with its tail. In short, the hearer of the sentence might
generate any one -or more of a doien different images of the situation by
randomly assembling different images of' coiling and striking into different
combinations. Given enough curiosity he might also Sees additional informa-
tion to learn which image is correct.

Thus, even while acknow ledging that a notion of "randomness tree of any
constraints at all is presumably' nonsensical. one nevertheless can recognile that



the attainment of a given concept by one person from heitring a sentence spoken
by another will often involve substantial elements of randomness. The amount

.ot randomness is presumably an inverse function of the hearer's familiarity with
the subconcepts used in the message. (Te avoid complications we will assume
that no problems of syntax. noise, diction. etc. are involved.) However, if the

concept to he conveyed is very new to the hearer, or is relatively abstract Air
complex. large random elements may still tie present in concept attainment

even if all terms in the message are already very familiar to the hearer.
To take another and very immediate illustration. I would take king odds that.

although i have taken substantial pains to make this paptr a dear communica-
tion. all hut a few readers (if they do not give up early in frustration) will have to

generate a number of different tentative images about what they think I mean,
An image generated from one portion of this paper will he tested both against

the readers' previous experience ( i.e., his extant collection of images.) and
gainst other t the paper, For Joy serious reader to whom this whole
linc of thinking is not already' very familiar a tentative image of its meaning
based on one part of-the paper will probably have to he modified in light of what
it say s in another part, If Vike arbitrarily assume the improbable ease that the

paper is totally tree ot errors and internal inconsistencies. a reader would tend to

assume that he had got my meaning straight when hi own image formed from
the reading can he checked against every separate part of the paper and be found

nor inconsistent with it F. then the reader might still not adopt that image for

his iwn use it he finds other images deseloped from other SI Iurces more
satistactiu-N for his purposes It is also possible that a reader might attain an

image that is mit ino Insistent w ith ank part ot the paper. and , er is seo different

from the one I intended to eon e%
Perhaps it is more likels that the reader will modit% some parts of his own

images as a result oi his attention to some parts of my images than that he w ill

a.cept or re wet the whole I it mine. or e% en that he w ill really understand the

while of mine. In fact. how could a reader "really understand the whole of

this paper %%hen its author is still stnigghng Iii clarify his own ideas ah4 tut

How could there not he random elements in the recipient's understanding of a

message if there are mans still lett in the sender?

Perhaps the most ciimmon of ali communicational relations ahout complex

topics is that the re iplent of a message modifies some parts of his own images

on the has!s ot, some parts of the message without neetssarily either really
understanding or agreeing ss ith the message itself, or even making mtxiifica-

lions in directions proposed in the message. What is more. I think educators

gild be well ad% ised to ciinsider this situation more the rule than the excep-

tion. while reeogni/ing that it probabl.% exemplif les social studies more than it

d4 wes mathematik.s uir ph% si Pc:haps our best o%erall stanee is to assume that

the time; ivn incssages is not tim transmit images to students but to destabillic

theu csisting ini,4!e and stiniulati: -tmL.ept formation and Loncept testing on

their own 1 sues:est that this is a 044/ v. a, to teach is hardly nose) to good



teachcrs. To suggest that there is no other possible way to teach is, I think, not
the usual view.

Teaching
There are large questions about what criteria a teacher or an educational

system should apply in iletermining which images and how many images any
given student ought to learn. There are also large questions about the criteria for
determining when learning should be by the conventional methods of "trans-
mission" and when by "discovery," which questions are sometimes construed
to he parallel, at least in part, to the linear-intellectual vs. the creative-intuitive
modes of learning. These are interesting topics. which I someday hope to hear a
great deal of discussion about. But they are not part of my present point.

Modes of Learning versus Contexts and Stages of Learning
Thus, as I (!c it. right bram processes arc inescapably involved, and deeply

involved, in wiy learning process. and'organired images cannot get into the
head at all without both random variation and selective retention. Whereas most
readers vill readily accept that conclusion with respect to open school" or
"experientiik'' learning, my point above is that this random step of the learning
process is Q. eliminated even when we use telling. showing. illustrating, or
other "straight transmission" ot concepts. In general I suspect that concepts

hich can he transmitted without substantial random elements the student's

learning are not much worth the school's attention.
Hence .the vestion is not whether right brain types of learning should be ii

Nigniticant part ot the teaching-learning proeess. along with the widely ac-
ceptcFd" legitimacy of left brain types. The question is whether right brain
funetionl should be used offhandedly and ineffectively or consciously and well.
Thus restated, the question is self-answered. The question then shifts from
whether" to how" -a matter to which I will return later. I will, however,

through reference to cartoons. indicate two aspects of the problem of selective
retention that might otherwise be overlooked.

The first is a Peanuts cartoon that I included in my text (1975. p. It is
typical Charlie Brown baseball. with Charlie standing on the mound te.ing to
Lucy Charlie: You thiew it to the wrong base again!! There were runners on

first second and you threw the ball to first! In a situation like that you always
throw to third or to home!" Lucy: "You're destroying my creafivity!!" The

educational question suggested by the cartoon is: When and for what reasons
should we discipline students to accept some particidar pattern and reject
others, and when should we say. . "Whatever pattern suits your needs is OK with
me"? When should we say the latter even if we believe the farmer, so as not to
kill the spark ot creativity? I will raise the questions and let you answer them.

A different cartoon situation raises ano'her question about selective reten-
tion. In the movies Bugs Bunny runs off a cliff. He hangs for a while in midair.
Then he looks down, does a double take. recognizes his plight. but does not fall
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until he realizes that he is unsupported. Here is a hypothesis about a phenome-
non in seience=--namely, that awareness oi being unsupported is a necessary
condition for intelligent beings to fall. Whether learners accept or reject this
hypothesis depends on what they check it against. If they check it against their
own obseneatkons in which they jump or fall they will reject the hypothesis. If
they check it igainst animated cartoons they will find it frequently, perhaps
unexceptionally,..confirmed. Then having got straight that the hypothesis is
valid for one context and invalid for another, they learn that an astronaut who
steps outside the space ship will not fall whether r not he realizes hc is
unsupported.

Perhaps the ultimate goal of our educational system should be to train
students to randomly generate and then selectively retain criteria for determin-
ing which contexts are or are not valid for teSing particular types of images.
Among other things. are we yet prepared to say that the kind of creativity that
generates scientific hypotheses is much the same a!: that for writing poetry, but
that the criteria for selective retention are very different? Incidentally. I have
stated the RVSR hypothesis to several creative writers, who agreed that it is an
excellent description of how they operate. It is also a good description of how
this paper was put together. As soon as I learned that I was to talk on this subject
I set up a folder. Into it went clippings or notes about nearly everything that
happened to come across my path of consciousness and that at first blush
seemed even remotely related. When I finally got around to preparing the paper
some items were selected in, but more were selected out.

To avoid some logical hurdles of "random" let us substitute chance." It
was chance that the February 22. 1975 copy of Saturday Review devoted to
"Mind and Supermind. Expanding the Limits of Consciousness" was lying on
our living room table when I got into this topic. It was by chance that I was able
to buy promptly what was apparently the only copy of Ornstein's The Psyclull- .

ogy of ('ons0ou.sneNs (1972) available in any Cincinnati bookstore. It was by
chance that I happened to noticc the Charlie Brown cartoon while I had this
conference in mind and so on. It is true that some parts of this paper would
have been the same if I had not happened upon those items: but it is also true that

some parts would have been different.
Selective retention in this case occurred in at least two levels, the first in

deciding Whether some item was worth dropping into the folder and the second
in deciding whether items already in the folder were worth including in the talk.
One item went into one part of the paper. was thrown out, wis put back under a
different heading. and then was thrown out again.

To summariie this point, the two nuideA of learning should be thought of
instead as two .stage.s or sups. Both are essential. and "logic resides in the
interactions of the two, not in either alone. The essentials should not he
obscured by a conclusion that random' is not really random, or that selection
is itself multistage. All learning of very much complexity takes place through
sequences of image formation and image testing, typically not very ordered.
rarely really finished. And except for rather simple kinds of images las in



simple narrati el both hidves of the process are inescapably involved, though in

different p irtion. whether students are supposedly learning by "transmis-
sion" or b4 "discovery.'

Oa the Legitimacy of the Intuitke Mode
Another question posed tor this conference was: "How can the intuitive

mode be of value. be made le timate, and become accepted hyprotessions and
.professionals who have tra tionally valued and focused on tl* analytic, ra-
tional mocfr?" The main answer is implicit in the foregoing dise4sion. If we
recognite that the intuitive mode, at least my particular interpretatit*of it, is ir;
fact present in any and all learning and there is nothing we can do to :i .ip it, we

thereby establish its legitimacy and shift the question to that ofmaking t e most

effective use of it.
Here some semantic hurdles arise. "Random" and "free association",arc

"permissive." and to many. that is a dirty word. The dirtiness should t:,
somewhat scoured merely by viewing the permissive stance as a stage ot
learning rather than a whole mode of it. Furthermore, random variation can also \
he appropriately associated with mind wandering and day-dreaming. and even
the slowest learner knows that these are dirty words when applied to his study

habits. Perhaps even more than ' h e professionals, the students must be made to
feel that there is nothing illegitimate with mind-wandering per se. lt can be
legitimate. even encouraged. if t I I it is used to explore the possible interpreta-
tions of observed phenomena under study and then is systematically checked,

or t2 i if the student goes on to determine which of his fantasies are realistically.,
possible. and why. Along with conventional measures of the correctness of

student answers. in some areas of study perhaps we should reward students for
the number and variety of answers they can think up that are at least tentatively
lausible. or for devising ways to distinguish the more plausible from the less

plausible of their proposals. Students should be made unashamed of daydream-

ing: their concern should he only if they stop there, If "daydreaming" is too
strong a word, at least I want to make sure the essential point is not missed.

in the random ariation phase of learning, as in biological evolution. most
anations are not iable. That is another way of saying (jut most of our learning

effort, or at least of this phase of it. goes into making mistakes. R VSR is also a

lam.), name tor trial and error, in w hich the major fraction of trials are errors.
This does not mean that they are wrong" in some deeper sciehtific or
philosophical sense. hut merel:/ that they are later discarded. At the level of the
scientist. Boulding i 19514. p. 96) beautifully captured the sense of it in one of

his delightful quatrains:
For all our scientific fuss

Research is still a blunderbuss.
We fire a monstrous charge of shot

And sometimes hit. hut mostly not.
Though many teachers. perhaps roost know better. it remains true that many

school squanons engender in students a tear tIt making mistakes, w hich means
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a fear of entering seriously onto the road to learning. Here, too, we should
perhaps attend to another of Boulding's observations that "anything worth
doing is worth doing badly." The better known "Nothing ventured, nothing
gained" might also be worth keeping in the front of the teacher's and student's
c-asciousness.

Classroom Applications
As to how one implements these things in the classroom I bow to the ten

points Jones listed at the end of his paper. I note partkularly his third recom-
mendation, about getting to know a helluva lot about some one little thing, and
then using it as a metiphor for handling something else that you know nothing
about. Better yet, get to know a lot about a number of little things, and try each
in turn, or some mixture of them, as a metaphor for the thing you know nothing
about. This is one of the best ways I know to generate the variations among
which a good one may be found. Relatedly, although scanning devices can
inhibit variety if one never goes beyond them, they nevertheless can be useful
generators of variation. As an undergraduate social science major I often
answered examination questions by grouping the points in each question under
the,headings of social. economic, political, cultural, and historical factors. In
addition to its pragmatic potential for parlaying a little information into an
impressive-looking answer, such a scanning device can also facilitate learning.
More recently I have often scanned my tyro-level images of electricity, hy-
draulics. mechanics, biology. neurology, psychology, psychiatry, agriculture,
lawn-mowing, or meteorology for analogies to some problem. Even when no
Eureka follows, the probability rises that I will better comprehend the problem
in its original context. Even the eleven o'clock news about some seemingly
unrelated event may trigger an insight. Scan, scan. scan.

Even more loosely, many ideas have come to me during mind-wandering
periods ot piling out the wind, iw. Mind-wandering while .vou also keep some
problem sbnmering in your head is a critically important open-ended scanning
device. But unless you are prepared to let wander through your head a lot of
ideas that you sooner or later discard (mostly sooner), you effectively lock out
the occasional good one. The principle, I am sure, is as valid for the infant and
the student as for the scientist. A problem in teaching is to make the student feel

as secure as I do in reporting that he daydreams. An even greater problem: how

are teachers to feel secure if they can't make the students stick to what it says in

the book or the lecture? In fact, teacher insecurity maybe the greatest block to
encouraging more right-brain activities hy students.

Cross cultural and interdisciplinary siudies are also obvious ways of generat-
ing variety, if they are so directed. Another is to give students questions for
which there is no "right" answer. To illustrate both that kind of question and
the role of chance in generating ideas, I was listening to my car radio recently
while thinking of this conference, and heard the angouncer mention the gover-
nor of North Carolina. This reminded me of: Q: "What did the governor of
North Carolina say to the governor of South Carolina?" A: "It's a long time



between drinks." Using such a random thought the teacher might ask of the
students: "Using that question and answet as a starting point, figure out what
the lieutenant governor of North Carolina said to the lieutenant governor of
South Carolina." And if this randomly generated suggestion of minc should be

.Neketively rejected. perhaps it helps illustrate the point.
Attending tO right brain activities in the classroom probably requires great

individualization of teaching. It deals with the sequentia/ details of the proces-
ws 'of learning, which are different for every student, rather than with the
ourconws which (if they are "con-ect" in the conventional sense) are the same
for all students. One standard response to this problem is to use the teacher as a
resource person instead of as-a teacher in the traditional sense. though I cannot
say how well that v. itixxvj. In creative learning it is also sometimes hard to tell
the genius friim the toOl-- which leaves some teachers feeling dreadfully
insecure. Incidentally. len and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance (Pirsig,
1974 ) contains some good down-w-earth examples of testing one's images

about what is wrong with a motorcycle engine. The hook also suggests letting
the mind wander outside the conventional definition of a problem, in part hy
Just emptying the mind of conventional solutions.

Some Final Thoughts
The above materials are my main message. whose validity I cannot demon-

strate hut in which at the moment I have strontintuitive confidence. However,
before closing 1 would like to speak my piece about four other items.

first, the fourth question posed for this eimicrence was whether the distinc-
t:on between right and left brain modes of learning is essentially the same as that

between cognitive and affective. The answer from my model of man is a f irm
"No. Roth modes or stages the RV and the SRtall within the cognitive.
They are steps in learning about what /A, and are both part of the detector
function in the systems mode. The affective deals with what is liked or
wanted that is, with goals or preferences. These are selector functions in the
systems model and he on a dif ferent axis HIMeser intermingled and interact.
mg the two may he in the real. living perso .7 the nature of the two processes is

d hon.
Second is a question w hich obi forisly ariSes when one reads Ornstein

11972) namely. whether the len.yoga-meditation-hioreedhack syndrome
should he seriously considered in connection with the right-brain phase ot
learning, (Since len and yoga are also essentially meditative, they are hereinaf-
ter a'ssumed to be included in that category. At the moment I think not. The
essence ot these techniques is that they enable one to control body processes
that were traditionally considered subject to at.tonomic controls alone. I think
the experimental evidence is clear that such proccsse dr, work. I have person-
..
ally reL:ei ed ham,: training in Transcendental Meditation, praeticed it for some

me . and found its use accompanied by a substantial drop in 111,od pressure

though the esperiment. which was designed and conducted through the
psy h wry and hy penension departments or a medical schml. was muddied in
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my care by important changes in other factors. I set definite potential for
meditative and biofeedback techniques in psychiatry and medicine. They
should also help us understand how this incredibly complex human system
works. For the moment we can perhaps do no more than speculate about the
possible contribution of meditation or biofeedback to education and learning,
and the reasons for my present negative predilection are as followr..

Let us start with Ornstein's (1972, p. 195) perceptive distinction between the
meditative and biofeedback techniques. Both processes depend on the central
nervous system's ability to get audible signals back from the biological
system:The ability to extract information from those signals depends in turn on
the signal-to-noise ratio, which for most of us most of the time is too low to he
informative. As Ornstein puts it, meditation raises the signal-to-noise ratio by
reducing the noise. while biofeedback does it by raising the signal strength.

Once it receives these signals in usable form the system can learn from them.
But so far as I have seen, neither meditation nor biofeed,back provides.any new
insights inho how we learn. By analogy, one obviously cannot learn to it:;,-atify
things by sight or sound if he is blind or deaf, nor can he form images of things
that contain visual or-auditory components. To remove cataracts or provide a
hone-conduction hearing aid to such a person can provide him visual and
auditor) signals that he did not have before and hence provide the information
base from which he can learn many new things. But providing the signals does
not itself give new insights into the process of learning. Similarly, the feedback
mechanisms of meditation or hioteedhaLk can inform our systems whether we
have altered our pulse rate or blood pressure. but apparently leave us in total
ignorance as to how we do it. Nor does the literature I have seen give any hint
that new understandings on this score are likely in the future.

suppoie that there is always the additional question whether it would he
useful to have students learn sonic of these internal controls just for the simple
practice ot learninv. In this connection I recall that some years ago at a circus I
saw a chap %IOU. ly and painstakingly maneuver himself into standing upside
dow n on one t inger on top of a straight cane which was standing on its point on
top of a hard. very rollahle sphere. I w as dumbfounded at the practice and skill
required for the teat, interested to observe that a human being could do it. and
appalled that any real human had actually bothered. Aside from the awe and
pow He inspiration that wmetimes comes from ohserving consummate skill I
see no classroom applications of this fear That essentially coincides with my
feelings ahout the fantastic accomplishments of expert practitioners of yoga_
as with ability to "think** a ten degree temperature differential between two
points on the same hand. And despite the repeated charaeteriiation of Trans-
cendental Meditation as "The Science of Creative Intelligence -a eharacteri-
/ation that would luscit its serious consideration in education if valid- thus

far am totally unconvinced that its practice contributes in the slightest to
cream its . In tact a recent article suggests that meditaiiim ma inhibit creative
conditions in the brain (Martindale 1975. p. O.

A third point, which may have useful applications in teaching. is discussed



by Ornstein under the name -of "deautomatization of inputs." By early to
middle childhood most of us have formed reasonably stable concepts of most of
the common external objects and conditions around esroad, flower, talking,
family. or TV. In routine perception the sensory inputs of light, sound, smell,
etc. are converted into identifications of these extcauds, the identifications
being based on the activation of images previously learned and stored in the
brain. What we normally respond to is the activation of the stored image, and
"automatization of inputs" means giving no conscious attention to the sensory
inputs themselves, Deautomatization thus means attending again (we must
have done so before the concepts were formed) to the actual patterns of the
incoming light. sound. odor. etc. To deautomize certain inputs may enable us to
extract from them information that we have learned to ignore. This additional
information may he useful in itself. Or it may lead us first to destabilize and then
to modify our existing concepts in useful ways. One consequence of some
psychedelic drugs is apparently to shift attention from.the stored images to the
sensory inputs. I have no idea whether they also lead to usefully restructured
images.

In this connection I recall returning from a meeting at which John Cage
sought to justify his use of all manner of sounds in his musical compositions. As
I entered my driveway I became aware that my squeaking fan belt, the diesel
throb of an Ohio River barge, and the tree crickets together produced a
combination of sounds quite different from any of the three taken separately.
Without Cage's prompting I would probably not have noticed any one of the
three, much less their combined effect. I c'annot certify to any useful outcome of

that particular auditory experience. I nevertheless think there is educational
pAnential somewhere in occasionally shifting attention from the stored images
to the inputs that trigger them. The technique can also he applied where the

inputs are verbal rather than sensory.
l'ounh and finally, much structured teaching uses some tom ot analytic

dissection that focuses attention on one ingredient at a time, or on two ingre-
dients and their relationships. I am not suggesting that we could or should avoid
this, and even random variations ma y. contribute most rapidly to learning if they
are oriented around one thing at a time -e.g.. all possible mtthods of keeping

grass short. However. there is also a complementary need for attention to the
complexity ot the particular event. Call this v iew holistic, idiographic.
humanistic, as you like. At a roek concert an individual may simultaneously or
in flitting quick succession hc aware of the rhythm. the harmony, the melody.

the wart in the guitarist's chest, the love life of the singer.. the acoustical
properties of the sound system, his own need to go to the toilet, the party in
Indianapolis where he first heard the song they are playing. three other pieces
by the same composer. etc.. etc. In a growing leaf there arc going on simultane-

ously the formation of carbohydrates hy photosynthesis. evaporation of water
from the surl ay. mitotic di% ision w ithin the cells, osmotic exchanges of water
and nutrients. peripheral growth of the body of the leaf, infection of thL, stem by

a fungus. nibbling awa' of thc leafy flesh by two inch-worms, ionic exchange,
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induced by a nearby electrical storm. etc., etc. Similar holistic views could be
taken of an automobile engine, a family, a kgislature, a kidney, or a chess
game. The student should thereby come to understand that thefts is no such thing

as a "complete" description or understanding of anything. arid that we almost

necessarily focus on those ingredients ( ) that are the most important determin-

ants. (2) of the aspects that affect us most seriously. (3) in light of our existing
knowledge and tools for observation. I am not sure how to do this. but am
reasonably confident that it ought to be done. I do not know whether left or right
brain proeesses are the more appropriate to enh.a in the venture, though I
suspect it is the right.

In closing I note that if there is anything innovative in what I have said here it
is presumably the product of right brain functioning. lithe presentation is in any
degree irdered and understandable, that is a product Of the left brain. And that is

about what we are left with. Right?

DISCUSSION

Knowing and Acting
Nicholas Helburn: I notice in both your presentation and the one Dick Jones

gaxe that the discussion has brought .is as tar as the thinking and knowing. It has

not completed any cycle of translation into action and then Lirther dccelopment
of the thinking and knowing based on the action. In the most thoughtt ul models

that I nace worked M, ith. going from perceptam to hypothesis to contirmatirn
and finally to action, and then starting the cycle oxer agam, has been the most

usetui aspvet Would you want to comment on the lack of completion of that

Kuhn. I can glye an answ ci hich is personal tot me and is simply an
,M1p1111L'alloll ol something that I hace been frank to admit seNeral times in

recent year, to my classes, I say I am cry sorry . but I flax e been so busy tot

the last ten years dex e loping the materials that I am going to try to teach s ou that

hac e not been ahl.e to gice miich thought about how to teach them. I !hoe not

cc (irked up exercises. problems. etc."
The same comment goes double tor this As regards apply mg this apprk lach

to the teaching process itself w ell. a was sort ot in the back of my head, Hut I

did not really bring it ni the front until) got the announcement of this meeting .

and more particularly when I was asked if I would talk.
So. none of my own teaching materials explicitly utilize this kind ofthinking.

though I hope that in due time they might. Perhaps I can do it next year. w hen

tor the first time. I aM going to be teaching freshmen now that I hake got out

my freshman hook t 'Vixen ahcia all I can sas

How Random is Random?
Ronald Lippm: I !lace the Mipression that our dest:riplion



bramedness, !ion described it in tiour own seatterbraining, was Nally a pretty
disciplined process ricr than what I would have thought from the earlier
description ot the randon ess of activity. That is. as I heard you deser ibe it, you

had a whole series of multVe exist:rig categories called file folders into which
you were able to throw almost 'anything that came along. Maybe not everything.
but tiu ite a bit. so that you were working in a pretty organized way in using your
seatterbramedness, and that seems to be a dater% nt description of the process of

seatterbraining than the random kind of notion.
Kuhn: Well. I think I did preface that hv saying that this process is now being

deserihed b) someone who has been lett braining and right braining for years.
and w ith-some conscious awareness of what he has been doing. To illustrate it
better I would haw to go hack to the writing of in- earlier book -that is, to The

Niudy o S wry. I then happened to.hae tree almos* 15 months in a row, and I

spent most ot the first year Just reading. in a sense, al random. I would just Iook

at something, and it if interested me. I read it. I'm example. I did not go to
pschologists and ask them what I ought to read in psycholoo . I just pulled out

tx wok s and loiiked t 04111 It something happened to attract my attention. I

pursued it
It w as quite random in the sense that I did not conkciflusly *now what I was

doing or vs hv it vs as, as I recall. about ten months belore I ex en had a set ot tile

tl riders Inn! t hich to put things. It 14as all a big mishmash in my head tor a long

time And then. eentuallv, I got some file bilders and started dropping things

in and separating theni. 01 course the headings later got changed. And so even

th(iugh a set ot categories es entualk emerged. nothing remote k resembling the

final set ,,ts in in head to: a long time

intuition: Right Brain or Both?
Arthur Wellesles [oshas Does the prot:ess al led intuition. in your mind.

refer to the entire protess. including the eategoilfatunt, oi is it as I think some

people uld sa simpl becoming .iss ash in the data. allots ing in the

informatliur I suppose it insolses the vs hole process, but I am inviting vou 141

l'omment on that
Kuhn. Vs cll. that fs as.li +se it, ss hat I had in mind at the bottom of Figure I ,

hcrc I ask. "Does intuitive sink hiring floss both hal% I guess ( and fhis

s ers right hraming agam, dfl !MUM kind of anstser 1114 part I that I would

he inclined to that me can have a lot 01 random connections sktik:h I ssould

not a..ept as I would mit appl the word "intuitise- until that
point w here you make some kind of a leap into a tipothesis or a.tairly clear
anaiog , at ssilldi fPiiit !,0LI t.aIi sd , ''1 think it is something like this."

In s.o. mg. 'Manse leap- e sometimes tend to imply that the result is
"right." ()t course. the intuition Lan lust as often be ss rong. In tact. it is more
often tshing than right. and I remind \ on it m earhei quote trom Kenneth

"For all our s.icinific tuss, research is still a hl With:finis% We fire

IthinS1141tIs yc of shot And hit, hut mostl not " sse ought

to keep in mind that Mst a hTh propoltioll +if -error'. happens vs faun



research and science as in learning in school. Most of the images the scientist
and the student start to form in their heads turn out to tx. wrong. Both should
understand and respect that.

Irving Morrissett: The relationships you show in Figure I set m very clear and
convincing to me. and yet you say philosophers of science would have dis-
agreed with the figure five or ten years ago. What is it that they would have
disagreed with?

Kuhn: I do not rightly know. I do not immediately recall that much about
what philosophy of science was like ten years ago. But I do remember reading a
fair amount of it. and this particular way of saying things did not appear in
anything that I read. I do not know: to what extent would you or I have thought
of it that way before we read Bruner? Although I think I had some intuitive
understanding of this formulation earlier, it took a reading of Bruner to make it
explicit enough so that I could lay it out in a diagram. though systems analysis
and information theory also helped. I first talked this way in The Study of
Society, svhich was published in 1963. and then gradually got increased confi-
dence in it. How did they do it thenthe philosophers of science? I do not
remember well enough to say.

Right, Wrong. and Maybe
Jack Fraenkel: Why do you use the word "wrong"? That seems to be totally

inappropriate.
Kuhn: I should say instead that it is the kind ot thing that would be discarded

on the basis of further experience. That is all I meant For the sake of argument I

am not even going to presume that the theory that the earth is round is right and

that the flat-earth them-) is wrong I w ill simply sax that the round-earth theory
makes a lot of other things easier. whereas a flat-earth hypothesis leaves you
uith a lotot assorted information which is difficult to handle. But I understand
there is still a serious Hat Earth Society.

Lee Anderson: I am reluctant to see you back au aN from the right-wrong
thing. Why can't we say that we are wrong u hen. in our mind. we associate
events that are not associated in the external uorld or when we tail to associate
es ents that are. in fact. associated'? We ma) not know w hen we are wrong or

right. but. nevertheless, vs e are wning or right.
Kuhn: I think the question is really that there are %cry few things that are

absolute]) and reliably .associated in tact In empirical obserx ation most rela-
tionships tentt to be probabilistic, and there are exceptions to nearly all of them.
So the question is really how reliably they are associated, and whether they are
associated reliably enough so that we are ss illing to act upon the observed
association. That is about as tar as I am willing to go in connection with

knowledge.
You may think the sun u ill certain]) come up tomorrow morning. But u ill IC

Suppose it is very cloudy? Will you really be sure the sun is up? All you really
know is that it has got lighter.

Suianne Helburn: Doesn't th s get hack to the purpose of knoss ledge. sshish
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is actionthe question that Nick He !burn raised? When action is based on.what
you think you know, it is crucial whether you are right or wrOng.

Fraenkel: No. it is not. I want to speak to thatto the words right and wrong.
When you make that judgmentthat certain connections are wrongyou have
to be very careful that you do not implant in the learner the thought that they are
forever wrong. There goes the possibility of generating creative thought. That
is why I do not like the words right and wrong.

Kuhn: All right. Regardless of the ultimates on this, at thiti point in history
and with reference to education it would he well to avoid labeling things right
and wrong, hut simply to say instead that they check out satisfactorily in some
circumstances hut not in others.

I have to go a futher step and quote my recent book. (A. Kuhn 1975, pp. 53,
170) There is no such thing as perfectly accurate communication: there is only
communication that is good -.nough for the purpose at hand. There is no such
thing as a perfectly accurate concept of external reality: every concept is in
sonic degree false. In either case the only reasonable question is: Is it good
enough for the purpose at hand? I do not think you can ever get beyond that.
because as soon as you try you get into logical impasses of the sort philosophers
debate for decades or centuries and still leaxe unanswered.

But these difficulties disappear if you deal with it this way "Is it good
enough for the purpose at hand?"

Fraenkel: "Good enough" 1 reel better about.
Robert Samples: I would like to resolve this, so I will give a good physical

scientist's definition of something that is right Gra% it Grax ay is that quality
assigned to nature by ph sical scientists who are tr mg to aloft.' neurosis when
tr) mg to explain the halt% or of falling objects. Now , that is right.

Downgrading of the Metaphoric
Samples (continuing): Something I warn to comment on and get your feeling

about. Al. is the notion attributed to Einstein that the metaphoric and intuitive is
a sacred gift and the rational or linear is a faithful servant. He also commented
that this particular societx in which we lie tends to worship and fund the
servant and defy the sacred. and I just wonder it you feel that has any social
connotatiim'?

Kuhn: -Well, the w hole background from which this conference eolces
refleets our point. Our society is dedicated to the appropriateness, the teacha-
bility. et cetera, of left brain functions. and certainly has downgraded right
brain functions, But I am not willing to consider the one as sacred and the other
as the set-% ant. I would insist that it is the package. It is the two of them together

ithout which there is nothing. Eithi.-r alone is useless. And. so. I would rather
not label one a% better than the other.

As in many other situations. it might help if we think or relatively -pure
cases person w ho was all lett brain ( it such a thing were possiblet would he
stereo!) ped. untntere.::ig. obviousl animaginatixe. but %en,: predictable. One

ho was all right brain would be potentiall er interestme hut would he
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extremely unpredictable. probably to the point of exasperating everyone around

him. In general the former would be easier to live with and be more accepted in

a society. Within the usual social contexts the ability selectively to retain
sensible things is more acceptable than the ability to cook up a variety of things.

most of which are not sensible, without the ability to select among them.
Perhaps we can hypothesize that something like this is the explanation for our

obvious social preference to date.
To get back to Einstein's observation, let us assume that a given scientist has

had enough of both processes to learn the batch of images that he needs for his

field. To be a successful innovator beyond the frontiers of science one must
have hoth the right brain ability to generate and the left brain ability to select.
But he can remain a competent scientist in good standing if he displays left brain

competence alone. Obviously the number of scientists who have the right brain

function in addition to the left is smaller than the number who have mainly the

kit brain function. Perhaps because the combination is scarcer at their ad-
vanced level than the one alone, or perhaps because the right brain is unpredict-
able and hence mysterious, we may call it "sacred.

To return to the context of the schools, in light of past bias, perhaps a sort of
reverse discrimination, or alfinnative action, in the direction of the intuitive is

in order.
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CHAPTER 3

A PERSPECTIVAL VIEW OF CONSCIOUSNESS:
AGAINST DUALISM

Maxine Greene

Matine Greene deals with tlie mans- modes of consciousness ,from
literan and historical perspeclive, pointing out that our preoc.cupation
with the rational has its roots in the ISM ceiuury view of the human
ioruluion. Our traditional view of freedom is roofrd in the Jeftersonian
belief in the liberating potential of rationalit'. ,

Greene deals with the many approaches to consciousness and reality
with great %Ili:paths and insight. Experience and the interpretations of

sp'r'eu s van' giratly is viessed from the perspeetive of the writer,
poet, and sc ientist. But to treat MIA' rich diversity as a reason for choosing
sides iii II tiehMT about the true nature of reality and the correct relation-
ship of ionsciousnesA 10 ririllify IA an error.

Gr rene i% !hurtle Ite nun al 01 Mc 'nett WS( 1(11f snt,A5,.' which Acek8

re/el I sf, lend e and if% way.% thouidel, venee Oleic us no inevitable conflict
between te fence and Ireetionn. She regrets that. for people who
beyond the II non-cognitac awarenesses may become more
significant than Intelligence or reflective thinight.

Self. Freedom, and RationaliI,
The idea ot the sell in this country has traditionally been linked to an l Sth

century conception of the individual. That conception, developed in rebellitm
against the &sine right ot kings. focused upon the fundamental rafionality of
self-reliant man. upon his perfectibility. and upon his right to liberty. The
individual was not described as being inherently free. it-must be remembered;
he had a right to liberty. hut that liberty was contingent on many things.
including rational capacity. Freedom. according to Jefferson. was the first-
born daughter of science. He meant that only the natural sciences could break
the chains of moral and political superstition that had held men captive for so
long. He meant that disciplined reasoning in accord with "rtatural" norms was
required if individuals were finally to be free.

This ought to he held in mind as background. I think, when we talk about the
self today. Throughout the history of western thought. thew has been a stress
upon the relatiOnship between rationality (or understanding, or inwlligenee)
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and the freedom and dignity of man. The roots of the democratic ethic, and
certainly of democratic education. arc to be found in the conviction that human
beings ean become self-determining, and effectual if they are given oppor-
tunititS to question, to communicate, to use their rational capacities. The rise of
experimental science in the l9tAreentury strengthened that conviciion. For the
first time people could' envision possibilities of unlimited control over nature;
they could see themselves directing the course of evolution. literally becoming
masters of their destinies. What was understood to be the methodology of the
new sciences appeared to he the method of intelligence in its exemplary form.
Those interested. us Jefferson had been, in challenging old authorities and
certaithies. worked to make scientific thinking central in the schools, to permit
the scientific attitude (with all its implications for democratic interchange) to
pre% ail Minds would he set free that way. tney believed., the young would be
equipped to copc with socioeconomic change and novelty: humane purposes
would be appropriately defined.

In IndividualiArn Old and New. John Dewey provided a particularly eloquent
aniculation of the joy that could be found in the "free work ir,g of mind.- ofthe

enioymem nurtured by the scientific attitude. He wr
it is a property of science to find its opportunities in proMems. in questions.

Since knowing is inquiring. perplexities and difficulties are the meat on
which it thrives. The disparities and conflicts that give rise.to problems are

not something to be dreaded. something to he endured with whatever
hardihood one can command they are thine.. to he grappled with. Each of

us experwnces these dif ficulties in !he sphere of his peNonal relations.
whether in his more munediate eontacts or in the wider associations
conventionally' called "society At present. personal frictions are one of

the chief causes of suffering. I do not sa y. all suffering would disappear w ith

the ineorporation of scientif ic method into indiv idual disposition: hut I do

say that it is now immensely increased by our disinclination to treat these

frictions as problems to he dealt w ith intellectually The distress that wines

from being dnven in upon ourselves would he largely relieved: it would in

part he con% cried into the emoyment that attends the free working of mind.

it we took them as occasions for the exercise of thc,ught. as problems

hav mg an ohiective direction and outlet. (Dewey 1%2. pp. 162-3)
'There is something Brow nmgesque igorous and impassioned about the

image of self suggested here We must grant Dewey's antipathy to "being
driven in upon ourselves- and his perhaps inordinate faith in the uses ot

intelligent control. Hut we cannot deny the expansiveness of bs vision. Noth-
ing he said spoke irt constraint or limitation or sterility.

Disillusionment with Science
The current challenge to science dovs not seem to me to he an attack upon

w hat Dessey called "controlled intelligence nor upon the "tree working of

mind Rather. it seems to he a response to a disillusionment. sense of broken

promises Scientific thinking, in more ebullient days, was linked to a notion or
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self-determination. Not only was the scientist presented as an autonomous.
disinterested, intelligent beinphe presumably belonged to the most honorable
of communities, where the truth was valued above all things and where
knowledge was funded openly, in the full light of day. What was discovered in
laboratories was intended primarily to benefit human beings, to heal them, to
empower them. to widen the scope of their controls.

Then, suddenly. what was commonly understood as scientific activity
seemed to he superseded by technical activity: and the technical outcomes
seemed abruptly to take on a life of their own. The outcomes,that had the most
dramatic impact were those that worked to overwhelm or manipulate or destroy
the individual human being, that denied or made meaningless the dignity and
worth of man. There were the extermination camps. the brainwashing
techniques, the nuclear holocausts, the machineries of torture, the devastation
of Vietnam. Not many people. I am sure. read Jacques FHA yet. on some
level. our iived experience has conic to encompass what !Aid describes as an
"encirclement.' hy the same impersonal technique which (given the right
circumstances) dominates and kills.

No technician anywhere would say that he is submitting men. collectively
iii indiv to technique. The blogeneticist who experiments on the
human embryo. or the film director who tries to affect !vs audience to the
greatest degree . makes no claim that 'ie is working on man. The individual
is broken into a number of independent fragmen4s. and no two techniques
hav c the same dimensions or depth. nor does anv combination of
techniques tor esample. propaganda plus vocational guidanee) corres-
pond to any parr of Ow human being. The result is that e en technique can
assert its mmicen.:e. Where. then. or hv holm is the human mdi% idual
being attacked'! No.% here and by no onc. Such is the rtpk of techn ique and

technicians t p 189)
What is fearsome is the reduction of persons to namel,ss Iragments. What IS

equally tearmane is the technician's separation of his ot her own selfhood friin,
v. hate% cr enterprise is in olv(..d. What IL appalling IS the lack of responsibility
for the cm mnsequencm t. of the v. ork being Oone

Whether an indiv idual is try my to cope %x ith some official hureaucracv.
arguing w ith the telephone company. or struggling to unravel the energy crisis.
or attempting to findcout healer secret files have been kept on his activities, he
cannot but feel his self to be in some manner endangered. At once. he eannot hut
feel that the old promises of et ticacy. ot personal liberty, have been set aside hv
people more empirical. more adept. more efficient than he. 'What is understood
to he science. then. subsumed under technique and game-playing and
eontrids. Is telt to he a threat to personhood. The solution, for many individuals.
is to go masked, to play roles in the rih,lic arena 'o keep the self hidden in a
private sphere. IA ithdr:m n.

Dualism. New and Old
So a new dualism has developed. vv hat Dewey called "a split between the



inner and the outer" (Dewey 1916. pp. 402-3). This is how I understand the

recent upsurge of concern for inwardness and what is popularly termed "expan-
sion of consciousness." Consciousness is taken to be an interior domain, with

whic one can come in touch through drug experiences, mystical awarenesses,
m ttation, yoga, even biofeedback. The attraction to interiority is at:Unction of

a belief that the self, when conceived as primarily inner aild at once akin to
spiritual forces in the cosmos, can be thought of as inviolable. Brahman, like

Atman. is impervious to physical manipulations and to behavioral controls.

even as it escapes empirical formulation and sometimes language itself, B. F.

Skinner's denial wr the existence of inner states im .the grounds that stich

existence cannot be empirically demonstrated supports the claim that there
Aists a realm apart from the empirical, or so it is said. The deliberate avoidance

of that realm by western experimenters, it is believed, has been testimony to the

partial, truncated character of their science, even when that science is cele-

brawd as the "free working of mind.
My imcntion is to take issue with what I perceive to he an unnecessary and

untenable dualism by presenting an alternative vision of human consciousness.

Before doing that, however, and for the sake of making clearer what I have in

mind. I ward to point to certain continuities between the mode of thinking with

which we are concerned and with what has been thought of as the adversary
tradition in western thought. I mean by that a traditien which originated near the

end of the I 8th century and which developed alongside, but in tension with, the

mainstream of rational and utjlitarian thought. It was a tradition composed of a

numier of overlapping.tendencies, ordinarily characterizfd as romantic, exis-

tential, realist, and expressionist There are many who find a modem version of

romanticism-in the Ciinteninorary revolt against 'the value of conforming
usefulness" t Gouldner 1970, p. 7)0, in the unease with reganii to proliferating

controls. There has been, in other words, a latent critique throughout our

history, a tendency of thought which may well have been an expression of
another mode or consciousness-- he that mode creative, intuitive, imaginative,

or simply having to do with ."inner space."
The 19th century rehCl, like the 20th century, dissident, was particularly

sensitive to the demand that self and personality both he Organiied to conform

to standards of utility. He was equally sensin ve to the increasing preoccupation

with comtol on the pan of scientists and to illy demand that his thinking conform

to the laws. norms, and rational structures that officially defined what was real.

It is of particular interest to me that so many of our contemporaries, feeling

restive with the analytic or scientific mode, have appropriated the language and

the metaphors of the adversary tradition to embOdy whatthey feel. Perhaps it is

because these have become meaningful in some novel way. perhaps because

they seem so appropriately to describe what people are experiencing today.

There is a sense , I helieve, in which various persons have learned to articulate

their experiences as they do hccause of their precursors. the thinkers and artists

who preceded them in time.
Consider William Blake's opposition of rea%on to "energy.- his critique
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of author ties and abstractions, his exposure of "mind-forg'd
call for a fourfold vision that would transcend mere reason and sense (Stake
961 . pp. 15-28, 71-87, 105 22). Think, of William Wordsworth in "The

Prelude." plunging into his own inner time in response to what he felt to be the
"blank confusion" of London. the "oppression under 'which even highest
minds must labour." to recaptuie his own past and the origins of his ereatiVk
vision -to reconstitute (through the reconciliation of discordant elements) the
composure of his own mind (Wordsworth 1954, pp. 33-132). Think at Ishmael
in Herman Melville's Mohy Dick, warning against,the "unseasonable medita-
tiseness" which makes a man lose touch with the reality of his experienced
world. Or think of his account of the "whiteness of the whale," which eludes
all rational explanation. mi matter how meditative the inquirer may be, "To
analyse it." says Ishmael, "would seem imrossible." He can only give
examples. summon up images. evoke feehngs of dread and awe. Whiteness, he
conclude.. ''is at once the most meaningful symbol of spiritual things and yet
"the intensifying agent in things the most appalling to mankind*
NV, p. 282i. Logical argument cannot encompass such a contradiction;
Ishmael can only try "in some dim, random way to explain himself. If he does
not. he notes. all his chapters "might he naught."

The same tension pervade% Dosrovevsk's "Notes from Underground.
where the narrator rages, in the name ot free will acid heightened consciousness,
against square roots and complacency and "2 2 -4" Mostoyevsky I945b.
pp. I 29-222). A kindred mood can he founu flw firwhers karama:ov,
especially w hen IY an, w tth his "Euclidian earthly mind.** la!ks of his desire tor
order and meaning in the um% erse, and of his rebellious desire tor justice as
well, "I have a hinging tor lite:* he says. "and 1 go :in lii. mg in spite ot log c
Though I may not believe in the order ot t;re universe. yet I love the sticky little
leaves as they open in the spring. I love the blue sky . I love sonic people, whom
one loses on know sometimes w tthout knowing why' (Dostoyevsky I 945a,
p. 27. Reason and logic are simply not enough, There is a need to reach
further, ro rebel, it freedom and identit are to Ic sevured,

Now it 1. clear !hat Blake and Wordsworth and Melville and DostoyeYsk.:
were not challenging technique as we understand it, nor were they arguing with
scieni_e per s Pecuharly alive to the human ...ondition, they were taking issue

ith the predetermined, w ith legitimation% pres,:nted as obit:0R ely real. with
rational st actures external to and at odds w ith what they felt and perceived,
,And they were doing so from the vantage point ot human consciousness,
against the background of their own intuition% of what was real. When Ishmael
tries m his "dim. random wit)" to clarity the meaning of "whiteness" for
himself, to communicate some understanding of Ahab's manic hunt for the
white whale, he can only do so by pursuing what he himself has intuited in his
life. by trying to discover w hat his own experienLe means. When Ivan speaks of
the tension between his Euclidian mind and his refusal ot injustice, when he
talks about h. ing "in spite ot logiv ." he too is trying to discover hr., own
horirons. Ii becArme present to himself. to generate a meaningful world.



The ihnitations of the "New Consciousness"
It is my belief that those who have made a "consciousness rev4lution" today

(often in the idiom of romantic and existential thought) are expressing their own
half-buried longings to cilme in touch with primordial landscapes, with original
intUitions of what the -inhabited world is like. I believe they are..expressing
desires to recapture the themes of their lives, to return to themselves and the
worlds they have constituted as they have lived. Without always being aware of
it. they may he eager to engage in phenomenological inquiry-T-not to deny
rational or empirical thinking. but to rediscover the foundations of *eh ways of
knowing in their own perceptions, their own biographies. (See, for exampk.
Farber 1967, Lauer 1965, , and Jonas 1968.)

The new modes of domination. it seems to me. have %titled people into a kind
of resentment at being imposed upon by too many official schemata, too much
technique: and this ha.s led them to articulate in novel ways the need to
emancipate themselves from what they find oppressive in their lives. It is not
science or the scientific method. as. Dewey and his co-workers understood

them, that has caused the malaise. Rather. it is the sense that thc self as
participant. as inquirer, as creator of meanings. has been obliterated. And this.
in turn, has led to a preoccupation with what John C. Lilly (1973, pp. 173-710
calls "sell metaprogramming or with what Robert Hunter (1971; p. 103)
descrihe as 'seismic activity in the intuitive deeps." Much as I understand the
need to recover the self, to isecome conscious of one's eonseiousnos, I am

tmubkd by the suspicion ,that, lot people whir live "beyond the wasteland
( see Rostak 1972), non-cognitive awarcnesses may become morc significant
than intelligence (it- reflective thought. I am 'troubled as well by the notion that
self-awaremss Is itself curative and a consequent inattention to social reality
and the need tor the kind ot know ing calledpnws, oriented to transfornnng the
actualities of the world

The Nature of ('onsciousness
Much depends npon how consciousness is conceived as a container, as

pure innerness. or as sheer acii%ily: our mode of grasping, of coming in touch
ith the world William, James 11950. V.I.. pp. 65-67, 145-IS2, 199-223):

Jean-Paul Sartre (1969). Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1967). and Alfred Schuti

(l%4i. each in his distinctive fashion. make the point that consciousness is not

to he understood in terms of mental entities. It is not to he identified with acts of

pure avt =nos. nor .with interiority. . Thrusting towards ibe world, towards the
situations in which the individual lives his life, consciousness may be under-
stood to he all tLe activities by means of which objects, events, and other human
beings present themselves to the knower. 'These activities; these acts of con-

wiousness. are multiple and varied. They include perceiv ing. judging. believ-

ing. Irnagining. intuiting. remembering: it is by means of these activities that

persons constitute their worlds.
Now it must be understood that each actiity has an object. that conscious-



ncss is always of something. that it is characterized by intentkmality. When
Wordsworth or the speaker in "The Prelude"---returns to the Lake Country

where he grew up (having escaped from the vast city where he had ban such a
"discontented sojourner"). he becomes conscious of the hills and of the
cottages in the mode of memory. He remembers "unconscious intercourse with
beauty" as a child, as he recalls silver curls of mist and widercolored by clouds;

he remembers "tits of vulgar joy" which gave way in time to somethibg deeper

and more coherent, an imaginatively achitwed unity with nature, an understruid-

ing that we hall create what we perceive." He is there, as a bodythe original
source ot his orientation and perspective. be is physically inhabiting the world.
He 14 striving to come tn touch w ith his earliest tacit subjectivity, when he was
first aware ot himself, when he had his first precarious grasp upon the world.
)nly as he learned to articulate, to name. to perceive the wind "shouldering the

naked erae." to symbolize -the huge and mighty forms that do mit live like
lising men." to ponder. to make sense, did he begin to constitute his world, to

make it meaningful.
Clearly . the speaker in -The Prelude" could not interpret his experience

%%Amu becoming acquainted with his culture's modes of sense-making, what

has been calkd "the stock of knowledge at hand- (Schutz. Igb7. pp. 20-2 I t:

hut this St. u rred against the background of his primordial perceptions, against
the tacit awareness that rooted him in reality and provided his vantage point as

well as the ground for his "local undermanding" (Polanyi 1%7 . pp. 3-2.5t.

This would not happen it he were disembodied. it his consciousness contracted
ithin itself instead ot transcending towards the things around. It does trans

cend: and he, the lis mg poet. can integraw what he remembers, intuits,
imagines, feels, belieses, and knows. Taking multiple perspectives, he can

create a network of relationships: in fact, he can become a network of
relationships as the activities of consciousness intersect with one another,
oserlap. merge w ith onc another. as he achieves an intended unity w ith the

profiles ot his world.
According to this ticus, states of consciousness can only he understood as

objects of conscit.usness, the termini of real acts ot perceiving, judging,
know mg. and the like. They are acts undertaken by real persons attending to the

realities they encounter from different locations. from different perspectives in
the world. Much depends upon the work those persons engage in. sil1cii4eir
actual undertakings have much to do with the ways they gear into the world. It

is, in tact. through such undertakings that they create themselves. What is given

to the speaker in "The Prelude" is in some sense a consequence of his being a

poet preoccupied with vision and symbolization. Different aspects of the cuy

and the l..ake Country would have been disclosed ii he were a peasant or an old

soldier or a tradesman or his sister Dorothy: hut whatever was disclosed would
have been susceptible to stewing against an elemental or perceptual
hackground. the original contest ot a lite. Consciousness always refers to
contest: cons,:siiisness, in some respects. i$ experienced contest And that
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context. that lived world, beconws the gmund of all cognitionthe scientist's
as well as the poet's. The lived workl is the structuring context for knowing, for
sense-making of any sort.

Censcintniness sod the Scientist
The pmbkm where the scientist is concerned is that he loses touch with the

ground. He overlooks the fact that scientific experience (be it in biology or
psychology or physics) arises out of perceptual experience, in response to
significant questions posed by living beings in the light of their perspectival
awateness of the natural and intersubjective worlds. Science, it might be said, is
a more explicit form of natural perceptkin. It does not refer to a self-contained
universe that is independently existent, separated off from hum= conscious-
ness. Scientific explanations do not possess an objective natus, like natural
laws. The scientific inquirer can never fully escape the perspectival character of
consciousness; he cannot take a godlike, universal view.

"Scieiwe is made by men," writes Werner Heisenberg. in his hook on the
atomic concept. That is "a self-evident fact," he says. . . . too often forgot-
ten. Science rems on experiments; its results are attained through talk.; among
those who work in it and who consult one another about their interrelation of
these experiments. . . . Science is rooted in conversations" (Heisenberg 1971,
p. xviit. Bronowski writes that truth in science is an ordering of the facts. We
organize our experience in patterns which. formalized, make the network of
scientific laws. . . We condense the laws around concepts. So science takes
its coherence. its intellectual and imaginative strength together. from the
concepts at which its laws cross, like knots in a mesh" (Bmnowski 1956. p.
67). Michael Polanyi speaks of " independent initiatives" in a "republic of
science." He says that these initiatives are sclf-coordinated, as each scientist
chooses a line of the greatest ego-involvement, the line of greatest excitement.
"sustaining the most intense attention and effort of thought" (Polanyi 1969.
pp. 50-51). I quote these three because I want to emphasize that, from the point
of view of the inquirer who is awake to himself and his situation, scientific
discoveries must be grounded in experience, in what Polanyi calls "personal
knowledge.

John Dewey. always challenging the separation of reflection from experi-
ence, would say the same. For him. reflection is nol only grounded in experi-
ence: its entire purix,sc is to inform and clarity expenence. The uses of reason,
in fact, are to be found in the contribution it makes- to the immediate signifi-
cance of experience (Dewey 1916. pp. 163-182. 292. 395). The
phenonomenokigist. of ,.ourse. supplements this by stressing the significance
of the perceptuai. rtc-r..dicuive background. One writer points beyond even
thisto the "elemental background to intuition. It is the depth of the earth, the
atmopshere, the luminosity tlf the light, the muffled depth of sonority tLingis
1969. p. 37).

Clearly. it takes critical reflection upon one's imn reality and one's own
personal history to capture such awareness. It requires a degree of wide-
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awakeness. a degree of presentness that many scientists lack. Working in a
domain of external detenninations and abstract fonnulatims, they may confuse
their sehematizations and formalizations with common sense reality. They may
(welcome the notion of the petspectival with ostensibly final claims. They may
aCt on the assumption that they are describing a unitary. "nonnal- reality. to
which all viewers._no matter what their vettage point, must submit: The very
fact that they belong to a community of investigatori, responding to the same
interests and speaking the same language. may keep them from reflecting on
their own presuppositions, their own purposes, even the technicizing of what
they do. "Normal science.- Wfites Thomas Kuhn, "the activity in which mosi
scientists inevitably siiend almost all their time, is predicated on the assumption
that the scientific nommonity knows What the world is like. Much of the success
of the enterprise derives from the community's willingness to defend that
assumption, if necessary at considerable cost" (Kuhn 1970. pp. 42 (0.

'This dissociation fnim background and from consequences, when it occurs.
leads to the kind of dogmatism and narrowness' that Create the problems
concerning us now. There is. in actual fact, nothing intrinsic to scientific
activity that restricts human minds or requires that they be marked off in
squares Eserything depends on the ability to realim that there WV diverse
activities ot consciousness. diverse perspectives to take upon the world, and
inultipk realities to reveal.

Varieties of Reality and Consciousness
William James spoke (if sub-universes ot meaning when he dealt with

perceptions of reality: the world of sense, the world of science, the world of
abstract truths. the world of illusions or "idols of the tribe." the supernatural

world. the world of indis idual tipinion. the world of sheer madness or v agar)

and he said that "every object we think of gets at last referred to one world or
another on this or minw similar list- flames 1950. V. 11. pp. 279-91).
example.-he wiote. "kick the object's warmth And coior (Mt. But the world ot

ot the tribe' stands ready to take them in." Alfred Schub, goes further

ith this w hen he treats the matter of multiple realities and sets forth the realities
ot daily life, ot workink. ot dreams. of fantasies, of scientific theory. "We
speak of provinces tvf mean ing . he wrote. "andnot sub-universes because it is

the meaning ot our expericnces which constitute reality- (Schutr 1967. p.
7301, lir went on to say that "we call a certain set of our experiences a finite
proving:calf meaning if all ot them show a specific cognitive style and area
with r(*ct to this style. not only consistent in themselves but also compatible
with one another.

In ordinary everyday lite. experiences partake of the same style; we therefore

bestow upon them the accent of reality. The reality we inhabit seems perfectly
natural, and we take it tor granted because those around us talk about it and

think shout it in approximatdy the same ways. So it is in the province of
theoretical science, where sets of experiences are also hound together by a

common -tgnitic sty ie. one that excludes the suhjecovny or the scientist -Asa



man among his fellow men:* his bodily existence. and (too frequently) his
background consciousness. Here, too, the reatity constituted is taken for
grantedthought to be as natural. as indepen1y and objectively real as the
natural world is thought to be by those wor n the arenas of daily life
Ignored. or not recognized. is the tact that t c meaning ot our experiences
constirutes reality-4nm experiences as interpMed, the world as given to
consciousness. Ignored as well is the fact that each "accent of reality" is in
some manner provisional and contingent, a function of a perspective or set of
perspectives. not an acknowledgement of objective reality.

There are. however. what Schutz described as 'shock experiences- oecur-
ring when we move tnim one pniv ince of meaning to anotherand somehow
come to realize that the world of work, say. or the world of science, is only one
of multiple provinces of meaning accessible to our iritentional lives. People s
move from the waking world to the world of divams. They go to movies or
watch television. They may serve on juries: they may spend time in meditation:
the} may sisit foreign countries and encounter alien "natural- worlds. Each
prOvince of meaning is finite: each requires a distinctive shift in attention, a
different mode of spontaneity, a particular tension of consciousness. The
problem is to enable persons to become aware of what the shocks they experi-
ence signify, to become aware of the ways in which they generate meaningful
worlds. to become conscious of their consciousness,

Inner Against Outer
I am struck, and somewhat disturbed. by the amount ot literaMre foeusing

upon what is sometimes ealled a "Nstwar consciousness'' or "Ctmsciousness
III- (Reich 1970i, as I am struek by the multiple diseussions of how perception
!us been heightened by contacts with mass media. how consciousness has been
expanded by the alrat-onceness of sensory bombardments, by the growing
importance of the non-erhal. by immed!aeles. and so on. Robert Hunter
writes:

When. intuitively. we "sense- something. v e are responding in that
region of the mind whieh lies out of reach of the conscious. Cognitively.
we must teudge trom A to B to C in our search for an evaluation of any
given situation . Has ing long ago chosen the cognitive cours, e

inevitably brought our thought processes down to the speed limits in,
bt such an arrangement. . . Below the level of cognition, however, the
pesses of our minds are not hitched to so cumbersome a vehicle us
ianguage. They move that much faster. The intuitive regions, unhampered,
skip the arithmetic method and proceed with what is, in effect, systems
analysis. just now emerging at the cognitive end as the most sophistieiatid
of all approaches. (Hunter 1971. p. 103)

tk concludes hyr asserting that the unconscious is there ore a superior device in
terms of v elocity Nand ability to eope with ineoming ,i.tc;: I all struck by the
related matenals stre..sing the repression of Eros in ,,+;:r vo.rld, the debasement
ot human beings by neutral deseripoon and tit objective validity I am
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impressed by what finds expression in the play &pus. tOr Mstance. especially
when the psychiatrist laments his delivery of Alan from madness and when he
talks of himself as someone standing in the dark with a pick in his hand.
"striking at heads. destroying passion, thrusting patients into a plastic
normality and feeling the chain bite into his own mouth. (Schaffer 1974,

p.

I am responsive to all this, perhaps because I too suffer from feelings of
constraint and domination. I to have to struggle for a kind of self-
emaneipation. I esen know what it is to feel a chain in my own mouth. But I
believe the response to all this ought not 10 he the creation of a new either/or,
nor an opposing ot science to intuition. of so. ,! existence to passion. of the
outer to the inner. I helieve, rather, that we ought to attend to vantage point. to
perspecti%e. I believe we ought to communicate to those we teach that they are
the ones to constitute their worlds as meaningful as they interpret the situations
ot their h %es, the contexts through which they move, the relationships they have

ith others We ought tit communicate the fact that somehow human beings are

aw are of this to the degree that they remain self-reflective and in touch with
primordial perceptions. present to themselves and turned outward to the world.

The Pursuit of %Of
I take an existentialist approach to the sell , in the sense that I believe that we

arc fore%er in pursuit of our seises, that it is up to us to invent them, to create

them, to choose them in good faith. This is not as tar from Jefferson's view as it

migH appear Jet ferson talked ahout ha% ing the right' to freedom, and about the

tact that freedom had 10 he achieved through aetion and thought. And it
dependcd. he said. on the abilitv to reflect and to he rational. My conceptions ot

refIL coon and reality differ I rom his, hut I cannot help identify the emergence of

the self w ith %lineal reflection I cannot but identify that emergence with the
pe of ref-le:thin that lihera;es the person from submergence in reality, from

taking the world It . granted, and from submission to official pictures of
what is claimed to he 4. :l.

Dewey helie%ed that the self is reated through ihoice ot action in the world;
Sind I would agree that retleetion is not enough. if the self is to he created and ii

meaning is to be brought into hcing. Dehherate attention must he paid to praw,

or thekmd o!' know ing that surpa.sses and transforms. that makes a difference in

reality. (See, tor exumple. Sartre 1963. pp. 91-100, and Bernstein 1971. )

Selfhood, for me. connects v. uhprativ. It connects as well With intersubjective

relationships, difficult and even threatening though these may sometimes be.

At their most threatening. %Olen one person feels that another is making ah
object of him or her making of him or her an "other.' looking upon him or her

with an "alien gate:* there is still the thrust to self-consciousness. to a refusal

of oblectifieation. a rebellion in the name of freedom (Sartre 1969. pp. 337-

4061. At their most fulfilling, when a person feels another is entenng into his or

her %iv id pre..ent. when they are "making music together sudden'y tn some
dimension of inner time, an intersublecti%e reLitionshir can enable each person



to maintain a distinctive perspective while enabling several persons (in their
being together) to act in concert, to feel together. to will together, even to create
'a community.

Implications for Curriculum
What does all this mean for education, for curriculum? One crucial implica-

tion has to do with confrontations with subject matter. I think that the stue ..t
must be enabled, on whatever stage he finds himself, to encounter curriculum
as possibility. I mean by that a series of occasions for bim Ao articulate the.
themes of existence, and to reflect on those themes until, as Merleau-Ponty
says, he is in the world, "which means that things take shape, an immense
individual asserts itself. . and what was hitherto obscure is named
(Mcrleau-Ponty 1967, p. 409). I believe that. for this to happen, disciplinary
opportunities of many kinds should he providedthe subject matters which
represent the schemata used in our tradition to make sense of things. And I think
that, as we enable students to order their experiences by means of those

-,,schemata, we must also leave them free to kxik out upon theirown landscapes,
or what may be thought of as their own perceptual ground.

Journeys to the Lake Country enable some to recover their landscapes in this
fasliiim: music and dancing work for others, orencounters with varied works of
art. Paulo Freire used video-taped renderings of daily life and natural settings.
Asking his .:0-investigators (his fellow-learners, who Were peasants) to decode
them, he enabled them to overcome their silences and, in so doing. articulate
the themes of their shared lives (Freire 1970).

The point is that learning must he a process of discovery and recovery in
response to worthwhile questions that rise out Of conscious life in concrete
situations. And learning must be in some manner emancipafory. in the sense
that it equips individuals to understand the history of the knowledge structures
they are being taught. the paradigms in use in the scientific domain, the relation
of all of these to human interests and particular moments of human time. It
should be possible as well for people to learn the significance of technique. to
understand the dangers of instrumental controls through confrontations with
centers of technology, even with bureautrac les. The point is to enable them to
pose searching and significant questions with respect to what works upon them
and conditions them and to challenge mystifications. whatever the source.

The learning process, too, should enable persons to reflect upon their own
life situations. to speak out in their own voices about the lacks that must he
repaired, the possibilities that must he acted upon in the name of what is

'believed to he decent and humane and just. They should be enabled consciously
to interpret ant] to clarify the meanings of the ir own experiences. si.ice it is those
meaningS that constitute their realities. Such meanings can never be imposed.
cluainly not to the end of obscuring the contingencies without which there can
be no situations, nor to the end of making authentic reflection impossible.
Dew ey wrote that "order is not imposed from without hut is made out of the
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relations of harmonious interactions that energies bear to one another. . ."
(Dewey 1934, p. 14). Merleau-Ponty.wrote about the possibility of discovering
in the unrolling of facts a meaning and at length an orientation that can become
reflective and rational, so long as it is held in mind that rational understanding
arises out of intuitive and perceptual sources, that the pre-reflective fs where it
an begins (Merleau-Ponty 1964. p. 52).

The Purauit of Meaning
With full awareness of the onslaughts on the' individual in the tech*tronic

,society of our day. I want at last to affirm the joys of living mindfully, of
pursuing meanings as we live. Paulo Freire (1970. p. 67) says that education or
liberation is cognitive education, and I am convinced that this is so. The
narrator at the end of Invisible Man asks, in a language that remains meaningful
to me: "Why do I write, torturing myself to put it down? Because in spite of
myself I've learned some things, And he talks about how certain ideas
keep filing away atrhis lethargy. and about realizing how imilertant it is to tell
other people about them. He talks of denunciation and defending, hating and
loving, and about how he must stop hibernating and move upwards into the air,
visible at last, refusing invisibility.

In going underground. I whipped it all except the mind, the mind. And the
mind that has conceived a plan of living must never lose sight of the chaos
against which that pattern was conceived. That goes for societies as well as
for -foals. Thus, having tried to give pattern to the chaos which lives
wilful. 'fie patteril of our cenainties. I must come out. I must emerge.
(Ellison (452, p. 501)
There is almost no more to say. But then. serendipitously. I think of Virginia

Woolf. urging women to write fiction in A Room af One Own. She talked of
how erratic "reality" is, how it may he found in a dusty road, in a scrap of
newspaper in the street, in a daffodil in the sun. She spoke of the stars she saw
when walking home and the bus through Piccadilly, and what was left over
when the day was over. What was left of past time. "Now the writer. as I think,
has the chance to live mace than other people in the presence of this reality. It is
his business to find it and collect it and communicate it to the rest of us," And
we might add. "interpret it." In anY case. Virginia Woolf talked about the way
such kvoks enabled one to see more intensely afterwards, as if the world were
suddenly laid bare of its covering, "So that when I ask you to earn money and
have a room of your own. I am asking you to live in the presence of reality, an
invigorating life, it would appear, whether one can impart it or not (Woolf
1957. p, 114). She too was talking about identity and expenenced contexts.
about confronting the landscapes of a life. And she was saying something that
needs communicating somehow to the young.

think of Shakespeare. Diderot, Rilke, Albert Camus. Doris Lessing. James
Dickey. Wallace Stevens. and so many others who knew the darkness and the

-
primordial.-- who knew as well what it meant to think, to interpret, to confront.
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to emerge. I choose to end with a poem called "In Due Season. by W. H.
Auden, because it touches on some of the things I have been try' g to say and
settles nothing in the end.

'Springtime, Summer and Fall: days to behold a world
Antecedent to our knowing, where flowers think
Theirs concretely in scent-colors and beasts, the same
Age all over, pursue dumb horizontal lives
On one level of conduct and so cannot t*
Secretary to man's plot to become divine.

Lodged in all is a set metnnome; thus. in May
Bird-babes still in the egg click to each other Hutch!
Junc-struck cuckoos go off-pitch: when obese July
Turns earth's heating up, unknotting theirpoisoned ropes.
Vipers move into play; warned by October's nip,
Younger leaves to the old give the releasing draught.

Winter. though. has the right tense for a look indoors
At ourselves, and with First Names, to sit face-to-face,
Time for reading of thoughts. time for the trying-out
Of new metres and new recipes, proper time
To reflect on events noted in warmer months
Till. transmuted, they' take part in a human tale.

There, responding to our cry for intelligence,
Nature's mask is relaxed imo a mobile tuin.
Stones.. old shoes, come alive, horn sacramental signs.
Nod to us in the First Person of mysteries
They know nothing about. hearing a message from
The invisible sole Source of specit c things.

iAuden 1970, pp. 225-26)

DISCUSSION

Haiel Ilertrherg: Maxine. you speak of 19th century rebels and2Oth century
dissidents. I wonder if you were making sonic sort of distinction?

Comright 1469 h A H Audim Reprinied from( A/et red P( (tTI s h W H
Auckn. cdoed Ecksari; Mendelson. t'3, ot Random House. ln
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Greve: I guess I said rebels, but I meant the romantic rebels. The distinction
I think I make is between the philosophers in the 19th century and the people
who have appropriated their ideas in some other dimension, in some other
idiomtoday. I do not find this dissent as much in contemporary fiction, for

example. or contemporary poetry. which is interesting.

Literature as a New Superditkm?
Jack Nelson: I think you very, very effectively and delightfully, in a couple

of sentences, destroyed old religion and superstition. You then very thought-
fully destroyed science as a new superstition, but you left me with the notion

that hterw' e is going to be our new superstition.
Gra I know how it might sound. I need to say I do not think one finds truth

in literatu(e. Through an engagement in literature, one finds dimensions of
one's own being one could not find otherwise. But I tried to say rock music
works for some and dreams for others. I would not want to make it a new
superstition or a new religion. You talk out of your own orientations, and
literature `iappens to have been hugely important for me. It was my liberation,
and I know I may hammer it too much.

The Dichotomy
Irving Morrissett: In your paper. you made much use of a dichotomous

relationship between science, on the one hand. and other ways of viewing the

world, on the other. Could you respond to the question Jack Nelson raised

earlier: Why a dichotomy'? What is saered about the number two?

Greene: There is a dualism between the things to which we have been
attending and the things to which we have not. I think the healthy part of the

recent movement has been in turning our attention to something that we have set

aside. But I agree with Jack Nelson about the danger of carrying the notion of

dualism any further. The thing that appeals to me about phenomenology is the

way in which it deals directly with that kind ot split in experience and its
emphasis on multiplicity, on moving from on.: kiod of reality to another.

It you can substitute "diversity" for "dichotomy," all, wing for vanous
realms of expehence that wc have denied. we can get out of the hind of dualism.

Existentialism and Phenomenology
John Haas: We encounter existentialists al different times in history. One of

the things that has always bothered me about ex:steatialism is how it relates or

whether it relatesto social responsibility.
Greene: I have a problem with that. too, in reading both Kierkegaard and the

early existentialists. I am sure that that is one of the things that turned me
towards phenomenology, and especially phenomenology of the social sciences.

It is why I am so interested in Alfred Schutz and interested in doing
phenomenology with respect to social reality and 7o prams, 1 know there is
nothing revolutionary' about Schutr when it comes to social actii,n. but at least it

provides a ground. and the existentialists never provided that for me.

p-,



A Multiplicity of Realities?
Cleo Cherryholmes: You have used the term reality in at least two and maybe

more senses. You talked about reality external to the self and about reality
inter-A to the self. If you are using reality with different meanings, what are
those meanings?

Greene: I did use "reality in a lot of ways.
I do not think there is any way of denying that there exists anexternal world, a

phenomenal world. No phenomenologist denies that. What the
phenomenologist does do is to bracket out the question of that independent
existence, saying that the only reality for human beings is the experienced
context, the interpreted reality. It seems to me very important to distinguish this
from the idealisms which deny the existence of an external world. In Merleau-
Polity and SchUil. there is alwaYs talk about a world existing out there, but the
problem is that the best we can do see profiles, aspects, depending upon the
interpretative approaches we bring to it, or the perceptual apparatus.

Lee Anderson: I am confused. The phenomenology perspective claims that
there is only a reahty that we experience. I understand thatif, in fact, the level
of analysis is the individual. But if the level of analysis is a species, there is an
external reality that exists prior to our knowing, is quite independent, and is
largely immutable to what we know about it. In the encl. ,it impinges on us,
killing us or keeping us alive.

This leads me, then, to a real discomfort I feel about where we go, after wc
gel to the point where we see science as one perspective among many. It

obviousl does not logically follow that all urspectives are 9f equal validity, of
equal value or merit. That view, at least in the context 'of the classroom, can
very easily reduce all things to politics, where one opinion is as good as another.

I think there is something more to it than that. hut I do not know how to get from
what I consaier to he a valid perspective that you have outlined to that additional
thing that I wantsome kind of eriterion by which I can say we are all involved.
not only in muhiple perspectives. but also involved in a common search, testjng

the relative validity of our perspectives. God created the world prior to us.
'There is a reality that disciplines tp.. and in the end we really do not make the

world. or at least not all of it.
Greene: Perceptual awarenesses are characteristics of the species. You, the

individual, make sense of your reality by means of the constructs, the schemata.
that are provided by a particular culture. You do not spin the world out of your
own head. The world you and I see depends to a large extent on our common
perspectives and orientationF, to the world.

As far as the rest is concerned, as far as commitments and norms arc
concerned. I talked before about livthg together and creating communities
together and developing ideas of what is just and humane. I think that is what

has to link us together after all. I cannot think of absolute values or ahsofute

norms. but I can think of people in communities identifying values towai is
which they w ill commit themselves and on which they will act.

Alfred Kuhn: I think we must assume an exteTal reality independent ot what
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is inside us, of our images of it. Nevertheless, all of the behavior of any
individual is an outcome and reflection solely of what happens to get inside
him. There is nothing we can respond to except what gets inside us. You might
want to call that the inner reality.

Greece: I do not think we differ. We agreeon the existence of an external
world, and we agree that we can only know what we know.

The Solo! Development of Self
Srianhe Helburn: You did nOt really talk very much about the rdation

between self and humans as social beings and I was wondering how you would
fit Hegel's sort of view of the development and the unfolding of man through
time and through alienation, and the solutions that come through self-conscious
coping with those problems,

Greene: Refusing the framework of Hegel. I would accept the idea of the
importance of the unhappy consciousness, the divided consciousness, and the
enortnous importance of self-consciousness and understanding-- -for example.
of one's self formation as one relates to other human beings.

I have a feeling hut I have not thought enough about it. and want e, think
more about it that the queStion of how we know other people. how we relate
intersubjectively to other people. has an awful lot to do with our awareness, our
self-consciousness. We understand others through our sense of ourselves in the

situation. in the social world.
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CHAPTER 4

INTUITION AND CURRICULUM

Arthur Welksk, Foshay

Foshat offers the t ase for of the intuitive mode in the

course of the usual 31'hool offering. '.ike the other writers, he views
fimaiiming as an integrated whole, gat:ow/edges the histori-

cal dominance of the rational mode. and offers conditUms to be met if
intuition is to take its rightfUl place. Ile points to the risks inherent in
reducing all learning to skill learning. and by implication is erithld oldie
current educational vogue of reducing all learning to behavioral objec-

tives, since Inch reducuorusin runs the skill-learning risk.
At author of the paper M the set.ond group, the group that seeks to

deal with practice directly. Foshay offers concrete illustrations of how

intamon might be fostered in it h(h1/. walun the lorious ael.epted subject

areas. The other papers that follow Vit.* one also deal directly wah

Ii ion become apparent fo the re.ider that the writers come hi the

glieslittns of proem e frivn a number of different points. While other papers

take a more global view, °thin dealt Is tilt prat nte from the point of view

of Apr, 4h school .0)11.41 matter

Alfred Kuhn has suggested that intuition may partake ot both right- and

kit-brain fun, lions both the metaphoric and the rational. This seem: to me to

he a very likely hypithesis. I do not feel impelled to csikwe it, however. since I

want to focus on the phenomenon of intuition itself.-- aphenomenon which I am

convinced is an essential ekment as we consider further educational devefor-.

ment.
It' s 9tAnge that the wan intuition should be so threatening. it is. We

associake it with various forms of nonrational or anti-ristimaf heha . it is not

very fur from mystic sisit n. of rmanticizing. or dreaming. in its associations.
Yet we hive the word ot- many a serious thinker that intuition plays a central part

in Ow achieving or great generalitations.

The Nature of lataitien ,
Let us try to confront the term. I-or it it is not very far from mysticism on the

one hand, it is not wry far from hypothesiiing on the other. The dictionary
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defines intuition it.s "a quick or ready apprehension." For our purposes, let us
define it operationally. an intuition is a tentative or provisional conclusion
reached on the basis of evidence either unknown, uncited. incoherent or
unorganized. or insufficient. If the evidence is a bit stronger, we call the
operation an inference; if it is stronger still. we call it an hypothesis; if 't is
stronger still. we call it a warranted (or supported) conclusion.

We deal here with the most preliminary part of the act of thought: a kind of
adumbration. in which the outlines of a conclusion hegfn to appear when one
sees the first indications of a patt:m appearing from the mailabk data. The data'
ma y. appear as a metaphor. or as an act of fantasy. or in some other "right
brain" foi-in. Indeed, the act if intuition seems to partake of what in these
papers is often called "right hraining." The act of thought associated with
intuition is a little like a gestalt. 'nut shadowy. held tentatively; it may well
function as a guide to further inquiry'. and indeed, in the minds of the prudent,
that is precisely what it does. The imprudent settle tor intuition.

lioweser. reality forces us to he thus imprudent all the time. Just as Churchill
is supposed hi haw said that most of the important decisions in the world are
made by men who do not feel very well. so most of the decisions we make from
das to das are based on insufficient es idence. It we can bring some discipline to
out intuitions, we w ill he the better for it. Esen more important. it we can learn
hi accept intuition as not only inc.% itable. but also necessary and legitimate, we
can reduce our self-doubts in some measure, and get on w ith Ii sing

finnan' in,Curriculum Planning
purpaLse in these remarks is to namme two aspects of the I unctionmg if

intuition in the curriculum: first, in the making ot large-scale curriculum
decisions, and second, in the arranging 01 learning activities so that the young
tita c Mil' to trust the process of intuition.

The serious currieulanst always makes the gis en. problematic inquirers in
this field must ask why a gisen field tittered, or ought to be offered. In the
socral studies. the answer to the question. Why is almost Ass ay s that the
offering is based on intuition.

,for example. cis ics was oftered in the secondary schools for generations
because it was supposed to contribute to citvenship. Did anyone ever know this
to he so? No, it w as an intuition it seemed.to make sense on the face of it. Now
the suhiect has been idely' dropped from.the offering. Why? Again, intuition.
Students found it boring and "merely academic", they forgot about vs.
ernmental structures as soon as they had taken the civics examination: they
testified that it bore no relationship to their subsequent cis ic behavior. Intui-
tions, all of these.

Or take another example. The study of Greek cis ihration is carried on in the
social studies program to this day . Why? Because during the Renaissance it w as

helloed that the Greeks had a % ision of life that would enrich the emerging
European culture of the time. There was no "objectise" evidence to suppon
this intuition. and. in the manner of the history of the curriculum, we continue



to honor it hy the sheer fiirce of tradition. The curricularist asks that we hold up

such ancient intuitions to constant reexamination.
Yet one more example. Geography has short and turbulent history as a part

of the social studies. It began as "place geography" during the nineteenth
century. not having been offered previously, and consisted of the study of
maps. A typical exercise for stuOents was, "bound Nebraska."

Later, in the elementary school. it turned into a kind of study of regions.
"warm lands, cold lands." During my childhood, it concentrated on cute
peoples--the various peasants of the world: the cute little Swiss woodcarvers,
the cute Dutch farmers in wooden shoes, the cute Mexican peons with their
tortillas, the cute Chinese rice paddv Nasants sith their reverence for ances-

tors.
None ot this prepared me for the reality of the Mexican or ('hinese revolu-

tions. the St% itierland ot the stable currency' and the banking community, or the

Holland ot World War II.
Incidentally, what we were offered in those days did not then, and does not

nokk , corresivnd with what the geographers say geography is. The intuitions
that led to such an vffering t vaguely hav ing to do with orientation in space and

the appreciation** of other cultures) apparently were all mistaken.
We hake a better intuition nok% . It geography is the study of associations ot

soil, climate. fauna and flora, and location, leading to generalirations about the
human use of the surface ot the earth, then intuitions. later interences, and still

later Irk pothese,. are possihle.

Too Hierarchies of knovtledge in the Social Studies
These examples lead me to eawgorue the ty pes of k nir.,k ledge %%L. deal trk ith ut

the social studies. In so dom_,. I both stay within the field of the eurriculum and

lea% e it The categorwation ot knots ledge is the husiness. ot course, of the

epistemoliigists But the curl telllarist cannot avoid it.
For our purr .ses here. OA hierarchies can he discerned, the one proceeds

from the Odds most nearlk based on [thy sical actuality. to those based on human

hehav and the littler I root Mose based on ideas to those hased itn manipula-

tiv e skdk
A ..urretu exampk. tf the lust is af) ari.iument I have seen to the el ft:LI that as

one goes dok% n a hierark hy o,t cak.li lc% el represents a special ease of

the last .1-here is progressive enrichment hecatise flick is restriction. rult

expansion, ot the range ot transformations hir the sc lenCes. l,he hierarchy has

ph sic, at the tor. s000logy al the bottom The idea ot the hierarchy is
stimulatine. thttugh the placement ot Lisciphnes may he disputed.

Follow mg this approach. one would place the most nearly related field.
geography . at the top ot the si studies hierarchy and politics at the bottom.

and airily dial IN il tilLs is a special. re,!ricied k:ase itt, geograpti1, thus arri mg at

provticative kind if get Tr:1phi, determinism
Whv hother'.' BeL.ause as one leaves ph) sical reality the need !tit intuition

increases he an of iNtlitics is t nil If if That is. ii is lull ot i `lL'ash Ins



demanding action without sufficient hard evidence. on which an intuition is all
that is. available.

The other curriculum hierarchy has to do with the specifkity of objectives.
The mosi specifk objeetives are those detailing hand skills. such as typing.
fit hivh require no interpretation to he understood. A l5-minute copying exer-
cise. error free at 60 Words a minute. used to he the wholly unambiguous
requirement for a civd service Joh as a typist. How would one he equally
unambiguous for a cis :I sen ice Joh as an histonan?

As one mows from the unambiguous hand skills to the fields requiring
orence and intoinim. the ohiectives become more and more fU/ty . And the

; tor intuition increases. ironically as one deals with more and more
tundamental human questions.

The Peculiar Nerd for Intuition In the Social Studies
the key to our curriculum problem seems to liq here. As the questions deal

!mire w ith human helm% for w ith the human condition- they require more ot
ink:le:ice and intelpretanon. and therefore intuition. The argument for attend
ing as directiy as possihk to the prohivms ot intuition stems from this situation.
I.et us tr% to do so here.

I shall attempt now to totter Clustrations 4it how intuition might he fostered in
the kurriculum. assuming we A ish to do so. In making the attempt. I am aware
that we tread new grvund While we recognire the plac of intuition in the arts.

e ha% e been emomcd trom &mg .41 in other fields hy Mir tradition ot
rat k mat 1111

There is no plaie tot intuition in Bit IOM's hitt int )mt f t mat

r )bie i,ui s Cog/mit, Domain. and we theFefore koe tended to nile it rut.

hope itic_cather argument inakes it eWent MA in so doing. we have misled
ourse1N7es It is precisely such ruling out that draws us in the direction ot Mr.

iiadgr md. who wanted only tacos, and away from the more liberal educa'amal
tradition tot:ginning with Rousseau.

Re rat to malts! tradition. it one is to agree w itli Crane Brinton Chap.

7). ignores one hall ot the history ot modem thought that halt that mcludes
Roi.sseau's Cieneral Will. Cardinal Newman's !UMW Sense. Pavlos s Cum.
Jitioned Response. and the insights of Freud.

All of these ideas. which 'lase a shaping el feet on contemporary versions of
what it is to he an intellectual. are closer to being intuitions than they are to
being scientific generalirations. Our intellecturlistic pedagogical tradition ig-
nores them all. We ought to do so no longer.

In order to deal with curriculum designs that would foster and legitimim
intuition. it is necessan to return to the task oi di finkion. this time in more
nearly hehaioral terms

Conditions for Intuition
Most of us haw espenenced intuitions. We know an infuitton has taken plaee

w hen .% e "suddenly apprehend. as the did mai y say s: that is. the w.ul known
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"Aha!'' cperience can be considered an announcemen hat ah-intuition has

taken place.
What are the cot.ditions that foster welt intuitive ewerienee? I .an discern

two_ though there may well be others. One is that all of the data he internaliied.
so that the data function like a saturated solution. Shake such a solution, and
crystals hirm. An intuition Lin, so to speak. erystallife out of a set of data.
provided one has saturated one's self in the data

I well remember the long eening I spent whde I was a student. trying to
make somethim: out of Matthew Arnold's lyric poems. I had read the poems
mei and oser. and I gruatly admired them. but I had nothing to say in response
to them. floweer. a paper was due the next day .

The time fin- wallowing in the poems had ended. I obtained a typewriter and
some supplies. went to my father's office about S.30 p.m.. and cat down to

write. There was still nothing.
Once more. I went mer the poems. I3 now it Nas after I I:00. and I was

getting sleepx . so I went .out to drink some coffee and eat 4 hamburger and
cheese sandwich. those surefire keer:r-uppers. When I returned to the typewrit-
er. the poems suddenly fell into phee as facets of Arnold's view of the ideal
man. w hich. I thought. was basically (*.reek. All I had to do was write it out.

hidi I completed II) aNitit 5:00 a.m.
titItice the conditions: saturation. a deadline, a long period of lonely concen-

(ration. It this illustration ser.es. one ma% sa% that intuition is an inward, not a

social. affair 1 he espeiterl%'c is pt i% ate. though the annonneement may he

pubhL.
Consider .mother illustration. supplied !Ix a student: a second gide teacher

found that the children did not unoerstand the concept. one hall To them. halt
of something was simplx a piece of it: and one could have as many hakes as
there wero piece.

What th% teachci did w as to lint% ide a numberof sets ot pieces, some in eight
parts, some in sewn. some in six. and so on. She picked up one of the pieces

from its set. and said. "This is called an eighth. finning it hack in place. she
counted the eight parts. and announced. "See. there are eight. She repeated
the 'tame process w ith a se%enth. a sixth. a filth, and so on. When she came to
the hakes. one ;:t the children said. "Oh. I know. It's a twoth An insight. or
,an intuition. gisen all the data and a kind of saturation in the data.

It saturation in the data and an occasion tor putting the data together arc one
-condition. another is that the data. though incomplete, assume a shape from
whieh a w hole ean he inferred. There is %ery little to inference in_ instruction as
we usually carry it on. but two examples oecur to mc.

Durmg the dax of the Progresske Education Association Workshops.'one of
di:. problems typically addressed was the danger of stereotyping children. An
eNercise %.% as de% ised to drke this point home. Successi%c bits of information
%Sere gken about a lixpothetical child until a stereotype was formed. Then a
final bit of information w as gi%en that shattered the stereotype. Here rs an
example- "This little girt is nine year. old. She has a baby brother. whom she
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adores. She has recently made clothing for all her dolls. She does well in
school. She says that she would like to be a teacher and a mother when she
grows up. She is epileptic and shows signs of cerebral palsy." After each
sentence the teacher is asked a question, such as. "Would she be one of your
favorite children in your class?"

What is called for in such an exercise is a leap of the imagmationan
intuition'. Perhaps. if we used such exervises commonly. children would come
to an understanding of the place of intuition ;n thinking.

Here is one more example. this one real. I observed a class of third graders in
(kinda, California. working through a lesson from the thi n experimental
Science Curriculum Improvement Study. The lesson dealt with relative motion,
and imolved retorting on how "Mr. O." who could only declare where things
are in relation to where he was, would report something in front of him. behind
him, to his right, beneath him, and so on.

At a certain point, he was to report on where a fixed object was when he. Mr.
U. was moving. 1-14: would. of course, report that the object was moving. This
part of the demonstration became more complex-----when Mr 0 moved up and

dow n. he reported that the class was moving up and down. or jumping. When

Mr. 0 w as re vok ed fin u arc:. he reported that the class w as going over his head.

At this point, one ot the girl% in the class said. w ith excitement. "Now I know

11:.. the sun rises and sets!" She had made the ap.

Putting Intuition into the Curriculum
In bringing this type of ttruking into the ct.rnetilum. then. we have to meet at

least these two conditions: a saturation with data coupled w ith an occasion for
its interpretation. or a presentation ot an organization of data that ins nes a leap

of some kinJ. Let us try to imagine curriculum situations in which these
conditions might he met. We shall have to imagine them, for the actual

occasions when intuition is encouraged are. as things stand now. . %cry rare.
There are sewn fields offered in the elementary school: read:ng. writing.

mathematics. history. geography. science, and the arts. Some would guny
these into broader fields: the langur:we ans, the social studies, science, and math.

For our itirposes here. how evt. . it is easier it we treat the various fields of
learning and activa) in their more discrete forms.

Rending
Aside from decoding. this presents its own technical problems and- oppor-

tunities for gestalts as reading phrascwise begins to appear. In addition, there is

th c. whole field ot interpretation of literature to he considered,
Hereeneouragine intuition about a given literary wiwk or passage would

seem to consist of asking questions. or soli,:iting questions...that require some

kind of leap Alan Porves has strongly implied a number of suchquestions in his

analysi!. of students' responses to literature (Purves 1963i,

There arc four large classes of respon.c. according to Purves: Engagement:

MI% does the work "grab" you? V ha, does it !cave you saying aht;ut yourself



as one involved in this particular liferary eneounter?Perception:.What is going

on in the work or in the passage? What is its tone. ifs ;mod. its technical
makeup. such as styk. plot, and charavteriration? interpretation What does

fht: work mean? Are there hidden meanings? How may it be interpreted
moragy. psychologically. politically. sociologically. etc.? Evaluation: How
well itas the work done. considered from several points of view

monilly. socially, mimetically, and so on?
Since most hterature does not seek to answer theke questions directly. and

since they are, indeed. impoliant questions about one's response to literature, a

significant leap. or intuition, later to he supported through citation of the
literature itself, is required.

This approach to literature has characteri/ed the better college classes in
literature tor a long time. What I propose here is that it also char:iv:team the

approach to literature all the wax through school. with modifications of the

questions to lit the students` lite experience and maturitx The hetter college
teachers ha% c asked examination questions of the type. It is often said that
Wordsworth is a soli ot pantheist. Discuss this comment, indicating what in the
poetrx supports thc comment. and w hat denies it. If Wordsworth was no
pantheist. how would x ou characterue his work?

At the sivth grade le% el. one might substitute Kohert W. Serv we for

Wordsworth. hut the question would he equally searching: "Now that you have
read several of 41r Service's poems. tell me how he thought people ought to

Writing
It is n writing something original. especially . that the opportunity tor leaps is

presented. The c..413, forri itself calls tor irruiticn as a condition tohe met on the

w ay to a leading idea artiond which an essay can he formal. Unfortunately, the
writing if es,ax s is now u,uallx &faxed until fairly late in secondar education

It need not he: children can he asked to develop an idea and state it coherently.

perhaps first orally. then in writing.
The writing ot stories, plays. poems. signs all meet the condit ons tor

intuition we ha' e stressed here. Unfortunately. !mist teachers at the elementary

level are so preoccupied w ith the mechanics capitali/ation. spelling.
punctuation that thex consider such original w ming as a kind of dessert. Such
writing ought oh% iously to otcupx a central plaCe in the curriculum.

Mat hematics
The great tradition ot schooling is that we shall teach what is certainly true.

The reductiiin. or the removal, of uncertainty is the great opponent of the use of

intuition. Nowhere is this unfortunate situation more obvious than in the
teaching ot mathematics as it was hught ian versally until 1955. With the
backlash against new math. we seem bent on reasserting the tradition, hrmging

to an end the kind of conceptually oriented problem solving we haw. dallied

with durini: the past 20 xears TOO had.



In the new mgth, we had the wortunity to introduce intuition into the
bastion of the true and the fixedand the dull. Even in these baat. to
basicstimes, however, all need not Ive lost. If we will but deal with number
systems as human achievements rather than as revealed truth, we can open the

possibilities. A former student of mine totd me that the concept of negative
numbers 'New her mind. I asked her how the tzacher had handled it. hut she
did not remember. What sh remembered was, .not surprisingly, the flash of
insight.

The disemery of concepts would appear to be at the root of our purpose of
making intuition conseious and legitimate. In mathematics. when Nathen Larar
of Ohio State years ago introduced his "ahacounter which is a combination of
abacus and counters. students not only discokered sitme of the properties of the
number sy stem in its most elementary fOrm. they Also discosered ratio and

pn portion. and that one could hase the number system on a number either than

our "ten During tlw thirties. when Harold Fawcett ot the same institution
de% eloped a cimrse called "The Nature of Proof" in place' of teinh grade
winetr, he was going in the same direction.

History
hn an audience of people in the social studies. I scarcely need dwell on the

intinti%e possihihtie% in history . It children will learn that history is not a-study

ot the past. hut of the records, always incomplete, that remain from the past in

the Fesent. then they can begin to learn to think like historians, which is to say
they wilt haw to begin to find consistenoes in the records hy intuition. latei

en! led
Urling Hunt had a las orite illustration, based on a seventh grade class in Long

Island. of children beginning to learn how historian% do their work. The
illustration ha% the great ads antage of teasing the children with not a "yes'' or
'no'' answer to their quest. hut a "may he The work consisted o; fveking the

answer to the question. "Did the Pilgrims actually step ashore on Plymouth

Rocicr
The quest led the students hack through the s atom telling% of this story. . until

it ended in the memoirs of a 40-year-old man, telling ot his childhood. Is the
Plymouth Rock story true? It depends on how much credence one puts in the old

man's memory. The conditions for n intuition are met. Children inithk-tryteut
how story becomes legend from having saturated themselves in this account.

The general question that requires intuition in the eaNC of history is the same

one that is the beginning of literary seholarship; "How Lan this heT How

could we have become embroiled in World War I? Korca? Vietnam?" 'How
was it that Shay's Rebelhon took place?" "How could the panics of 1870.
11493, I 907. and 1929 have happened?" And sO urn and on. The great imitation

intuitoe thought is ihe questum. "Wht?''

Geography
Geography as we hase known it in the past hears little relation to w hat
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geographers do. Map making and map reading arc. only studies of the systems of

notatum of the held . Geographers study associations of considerable complex-
ity. When a seventh grade class at Oneonta, under the tutelage of Ro'vrt
Arnold. studied the garettes showing the sale of crops at ten-year intervals
during the nineteenth century .n tipper New York State. they found the sale of
wheat dropped sharply at mid-century. Why? Why did the land use change so_
abruptly? Because of the introduction of another kind of gLographical
phenomenon, the railroad. which opened the vast middle west as a source of
wheat,

Putting these tact together required imagMative leaps by the students. The
associations geography students study do not interpret themsel% :hey require
corstant reinquiry . eonstant leaps as patterns of association are discoveree.

Science
The usual WI strations ot intuito.e thought come from accounts lit scientific

discoeries. We have all heard of scientific discoveries, We have al! heard of
New ton and the apple. of the discovery of penicillin, and other serendipitous

een though the tradition of scieritific inquirv seems to contradict the

intuitive.
It is the mg ument here that intunkm is not erroneous superstition. not wild

myth. not ancient hehets preserved in JUngian amber, hut a necessary first step
in the proc,ss ot inquiry As such, the opportunities in science instruction are
almost h.iindless

W1%11 I taught old fashioned general science in a lunior high school a
gemlation 40. early found that the hest w ay to grasp the students hy their
minds w as to present unsolved problems tor them to "figure out.** 1 demon-
strated convection currents, and let them invent the concept. !demonstrated air
pressure. separated h ite light Ink) it6 constituent colors, and so on. always
littering the phenomenon as a purile to he solved. Again and again, some
student would make the leap.

This cannot have been an unusual practice. Therefore. when in the Science
Curriculum Improvement Study . 1 ohsersed little children discover the con-
cept. "solution. I was not surprised at anything but the age at which the
problem was ottered. When I ibserVed the third grade girl leap from relative
motion to the rising and setting of the sun. I thought. not that she had made an
application. but that she had made an intuitiye leap. Intuitive. heeause she had
to detect the shape of the idea. It was the shape she announced with her
surprised ciimment.

The Arts
Of all the fields idely offered to students, the arts pros ide the most frequent

invitation to intuition *ibis arises. perhaps. Irom the bald tact that each of the
arts has its own language. 1k hich requires somi. kind of translat'.m, and the
making of an art (+feet alw ay s in% oh es some kind of transformation.

One may Sa of he artist that he transforms w hates er stimulus from reality lw
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is dealing with into a kind of quintessemial statement of his own. The leap we
have Seen referring to is always present in the arts. It is also involved in the
decision made by the part icir it-observer to have an aesthetic encounter..rather,
than a rationalistic encounter, with an object.

For our purposes here, we may regard the artist, in whatever field, as a
maker a maker of an intuition into a statement in one of the art forms. One
thinks of King Lear. for example, as a quintessential statement of the tragic

iew ot the human condition, or of Picasso'sCuernica as an ultimate staement
of panic. or of the Mass in B Minor as a compelling statement of the sublime.

Similarly, when children make art objects they reify their intuitions. Paint-
ings are prefigured. or adumbrated. In the process Of making the painting.
whether the painter is a nat child or a professional artist, the prefiguring is
both altered and filled in. The thought process involved in the making defies
description in rationalist terms. The ar ist ..,rocceds through a series of intuitive
leaps. some of them so dramatic that they are called flashes of intuition, or
flashes of insight.

It is because of the distinctiveness ot the experience of making a statement in
the arts that the field is attacked so frevriently when a budgetary crunch occurs,
and defended so passionately by those who hcive had such encounters.

I do not w ish to charactenie the arts as pure intuition. Skill and thoughtful
planning are ot course involved What I mean to stress here is that intuitive
bait% tor is constantly invited in the encounter with the arts. and that unlike
other f ields commonk of fered.intuition is gerxrally acknewledged to be legit
imate That is why those who are afraid of intuition are afraid of the ails. In this

country particularly, with its strong PM itan tradition, intuitive hetia% ior, and
therefore encounter's 14 ith serious art. are w idelv distrUmed. though one can be

grateful that this attitude is ehangmg.
Well. %8e have marched through several sub t .e Ids, looking at the pos.'

sibilities for 'tuitive behavior in each. Such possibilities have been relatively
easv to md, provided ont: takes a field.tot as a set of established findings to be

"learned'', that is. memoored and applied hut as an array ot problems.

Ruleg and Egrulv
In general. intuition is solicited w hen one makes the given. problematic. One

of the interesting questions in studies of human learning ,s whether new
information should be presented first as a rule and then by example - ruleg or

first as examples. then the rule or principle----egrule. Ruleg appears to be a.hit
faster. egrult: a hit deeper. Why deeper? Because the opportunity for intuitive
leaps is greater when one seeks to induce form- a rul,: or principle or
generalization-- from that which is unformed.

This doe., not imply, that there is no intuition involved in making the leap from

a principle to its application from rule to e.g., indeed, since some applications
of principles are far-tetched. one mayr say tha t. the leap can go a considerable
distance. But the difference between applying a given form to unstructured
reality, and interpi cling unstructured reahty into a form, would seem to imply
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basically different kinds of intuitive behavior.
The strategy developed in the new curriculum projects, those developed

since the fifties, appears to he inductiveegrulein character. It has seemed
to the curriculum developers to more nearly correspond to the way each of the
fields actually functions when one conducts inquiry in it, when one learns how
to think like a scholar.

lnWtion and Bask Skills
It develops, then, that we are. already well on our way to conceiving school

subjects in such a way as to encourage intuition. If we can continue this process
to cover more of the subjects we offer, we will have encouraged intuitive
thinking on a broad scale. What stands in our way is the notion of skill
development. There is a whole array of skills we must offerspelling, decod-
ing English and foreign languages, and vocational skills such as typing and
drafting. Our tradition has been to offer only a drill strategy for teaching them.

Drill, essential as it is, is the least intuitive form of behavior. I have noticed
that in Europe they do not make drill their only strategy. In the polytechnic

_hoofs in Poland, for example, students are given basic courst.s in electroni,...!.
as a condition for learning to be electronic technicians. In this country. evcn the
simplest aspects of medical technology require knowledge of some components
of basic theory. It is only in the schools and in large-scale manufacturing that
people are titught know how in the absence of know-why.

Applied to schooling. the introduction of intuitive thinkine into what we now
see as skill eibiects would lead us to teach some aspects of the history of English
language when we teach spelling, to the end that students come to a realization
ot English as encapsulated history. Stildents would not merely leen to operate
computers: they would reinvent them, beginning with Hollerith cards. They
would learn. a% they do in some European schools, the basic physics behind the
operation ot metal working tools. They would learn some French philology as
they learn to read French. And so on. In every case, we would ask our students
to learn in w hat sense the giv en skill is tor w a% i problematic.

Core Curriculum Revisited
There remain% one other-aspect ot the design of the curriculum to be

eonsidered: that which transcends discrete subjects. Social studies is almost the
last ot the -broad fields** currieula to have survived the demise of progressive
education. With its combination of basic social sciences, it invites the kin:: of
bridging generalization that requires an intuitive leap.

The social studies people. historically. tried to accomplish such leaps by
seeking to deal with real-world problems, knowing that such problems trans-
cend and comhine the basic social sciences. Transportation. or crime, or
housing. or health all ol these and the other problem areas like them are
interdisciplinar.v in character. In the old days. a generation ago, these were the
kinds ot themes studied under the rubric. "core ,:urriculum.- The core cur-
riculum. so named. is found only in a few schools now, though some of the
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elements of coft: ha ic become commonplace under other means.
With respect to the larger aspects of curriculum design. I propose that we

reexamine the core movement and attempt to continue its development without

repeating its mistakes. The principal weakness of core as it used to exist was
that the treatment of these great social problem areas was often superficial. and

Nometimes mistaken in concept. To avoid this kind of problem. we need
well-devdoped curricular materials and plans that ask the kinds of questions
that lead to intuition, while providing the data (remember the point about
"saturation ) needed to provoke the intuitive leap. and at the same time
offering the criteria according to which the generafirations made about these

great sweeping themes ma), be evaluated tor their sufficiency. their applkahil-

its . and the tkgree in which they take aceiitifif of ihe data.

This is a new-old proposal. What is old about it I have reminded you of by

calling it hy its old name. core. What is new about it is the introduction Ili a kind

ot disopline that w as missing din ing the chitties and forties. when core was in

the ascendant.
A somewhat similar mote can he made in other broad (lel& the arts and

humanities, the slienees and math. the Lareer fields. Since those in the social

studies have the longest experience tt ith the prohlent. perhaps they should take

the lead .

In Summary
In these remarks. I hat e lilt ered eertam ploposals and notions about intuition

and its relation to curriculum design. What they come down to is this.

Intuitom is I:ke insight. or an imaginatise leap. and is a necessary first

step in the pros-es of thinking.
2 There are Mt, Nrhaps More? requircment's if intuition is to take place:

me most heci )(Tie sallirated w ith the data, and an oLLashin for putting the data

tu Tether mus! he offered.
'there are opportunities tor intuition in all the standard academic suhiects.

pro% idce flies are taken as Wink-, of inginry

4 The oiLl broad IL. Ids niosement needs to he re. Red and reimenated

DISCUSSION

Intuitkm First or Lasi?
Jack Nelson: It seemed to ow that you used what you called injuition. the

leap. meaning a last step. as it it were a first step. Is it only afirst step. mean it

fic a last step 4a- a middle step"'
Hild oct or at t arum% punt.. alum!! the route. I think it is necessary

to think -of it as the first step. since what you ate presented w nh is Professor

Kuhn's: atterhramedness You hate a lot ot unorgan wed material and you

(4 ant lo impose su ane kind of form upon it. This disposition to des ehq, a form
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out of random data is w hat I am calling a first step. an intu title first step. a trial .
Nelson: The problem I find_ I guess. is in the linguistic hierarehy. which is

presumed when one talks about first step. A 1 irst step implied that some-
%4 here along the line yon are going to do something that is better, grander. more
complete. comprehensive. or whatever. It seems to me that some of the
examples of intuition that you used and some that I can think of are kind of
nurtured inside, and may he the last step. and the most important one.

Ilishay: I think this could he a quibble. Hat e ..sou seen Picasso's drawings ot
Guernica a set of perhaps 20! He worked user the major themes of the
painting again and again and again. Every one of them. every drawing. I
suspect w "preceded hy a kind of intuitive flash. If I remember correctly. the
horse became a hull and sonic of the people appeared and disappeared from the
painting as it esiulsed on his drawing horad. One could say that in the carrying
out of the 20 preliminary draw ings. lie Was itiriltmg himself with the painting.
and finally that he made the leap and completed the painting. That %Amid In my.
formulation Or yini could say . as I prefer to. that he begins with an intuith in
Ann it painting anil sketches it and then res ises that again and :rpm and again

Flie difference is not a wry important one. I think it is a quibble

Intuition and Insight
Gerald Marker: I wr mid like tel go hack to the intuitit e insight. to those two

terms that you used. You characterited the Aha esperience as an insight.
st hich seems to me is the immediate dawning on the person of how things f it
together That seems to me to he different from an intuition. N fib aitultii in. you
do mit quite know %%ht. sou feel a eertain w at or think you know something. If
pressed l or a reason. toni of ten say . ( ice. I do not know The two seent to Inc

hi he quite di! ferent. and set von hat e used them almost interehangeahly in your
remarks

hisbas I think one is almost a Lase of the other. Again. this may not he worth
pursuing: this kind of distinction ma: :lot make a difference. The "Aha. it
seems hi me. is more or less an anninilcement that something has I ed. It
may he an announcement to one's self in- to somebody else. l-frefer to think of it
as an intuition, a flash.of intugh in. Ms impression is I sa y. this w ith some

doubts that intuitions. ..ertainly in ins own experience lit them. have alw ay s
been a sort of sudden falling together of stuff. . It may he dramaticall) sudden
and you say . "Ma'. or it Mil he. as ii the ease ot my term paper. somi.-!thing
that lasted set eral hours. Hut. you still hate the feeling of drama. of sudden-
ness. One tends to remember these dramatic incidents.

The Anatomy'of Intuition
Peter Do% tt.luld like to pursue a little hit the question ahoin intuition It

strikes that hat you did not sat much ahout w as the w riling of the term
paper: that is to sat . the intuition was Ow IP si step. hut then there is the iictit
communication, the transmission of the insight. How do vou relate those tsso!

Foshay Well. in this instance and I hat e read accounts of this experience
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among major writers and composemdin this instance. I had a very stmng
Wing of simply writing it (nit. It was all there. Anybody who couki type could

have written it. I had the feeling that I was just doing a clerical task at that point.

Maxine Greene; I was thinking along those lines. I was remembering a little

essay written by Matisse on how a painting comes to be. He was interested in

the way the intuition gets embodied. and he found all kinds of clues in the
medium itself, i he kept working. Do you fed isn't it possible that intuition

works hke thai. too. somehow in response to the very development of the

language or the medium?
Foshay: You remind me ot found art . and then I go from there to the kind of

aesthetic decision one makes with respect to something found. You decide to

look at it aesthetically Is that intuitioP!- I think it is clearer it you call it a

decision
Greene. I agree with that.
toshay an aesthetic decision. If you are an artist, you now mount it so that

other peopk will hate the same kind of encounter with it, and they think that

you have Seen the thing intuitively in this frame anti in this mounting.
tireene: As somebody said belore. I do not know what I think until I start

writing, and that is why I think so much about the place the whole .hapat,

process of the raw material.

Tesiing the Results of Intuitkm
Stanky Wronski: I hate some concern about Wells hishay's application 01

an mtuitite approa...h without a recognition of its inherent philosophical limita-

tions. I think you would readily agree that it a student came the clIndilsi411).

atter the I` S. (interment announced a rationing of sugar. that the intuitive

thing to do is to go out and buy sugar and stock up. for the general good. this

would not he a tiesitahk kind of action for es-eiyhody to pursue. And I am

wondering it there aren' t other kinds of socially significant actions which. if

they were pursued on an intunite approach. mighkhe counterproductive. or

antisocial
I mention this because even though I hat e been tremendously impressed by

the e stem to which something other than a cogmtite approach can he useful in a

social studies program. I do hate' some reservalions about exceeding its

philosophical load limit. I am impressed by the fact that whenever you or many

of the other speakers were asked to gm: exampks. frequently the kinds of

exampks that were given Mete a painting. or Mtftle suCh kind of personal self

awareness or personal consciousness, all of which arc good. but which may

hate limited applicability to the, real social world and to the real social and

econoinic and political problems. I want to raise a flag of warning or concern

leo we exceed the philosophical load limit of intuition and other kinds of

approaches to know my
hishay I would like to respond to that. I think that it is helphl and I do not

know any other way to put it- I think it is helpful to recognite this kind of

behat for that N in all ot us as simplt a tact ; not as a rmiral fact, simply a fact. It



is no more moral or immoral than a thousand other things wc do, including

dreaming. for exampk. wIOch we have discussed. One then subjects it to
various tests, moral tests. For example. I do not doubt Hitler had intuitions
about Jews. There *as no eheck on him. so the intuition Icdfii a ghastly crime.

I do not doubt that there are intuitions among other criIbfnals in the world.
So I would separate the process of testing. putting limits ando on. from the act

itself. and consider the act. in many cases. as a risky matter.
Patricia Johnson: How do you evaluate intuition, and where does the evalua-

iion fit into the classroom?
Foshay: I have mn thought this through. I have thought about it essentially in

terms of research strategies. in.which one begin% with some sort of intuition
which leads to some kind of hypothesis which you et emually test according to a
well.known set of conventions.'

I wonder it there isn't an quit akntly well-known set of contentions that

,ould he applied in the classroom. For example. does the intuition take into
account all the data it needs to take into account, or does it.aggd further work, or

is it sufficient unto itself ? Can it be tested? Can it be verified? Can it be mack

public mid erd led through initiliceotmmnation? These are the kinds'id criteria
that occur to me They were not carried out a ell enough in the old days 01 core
curriculum. which is w hy I tt as critical ot it. and so sonic! sloppy %Wilk %lipped
through beL :vise it W as hot tested or esammed

'fly Literature of Intuitien
Mkhael Wertheuner: I ha%c heard man dii terent terms. We were told not to

make up new dichotomies. but the term intuition` has. I think:N:4m used in

i.otir presentation in way s that can he consiilered close to synonymous with the

terms insight. "producti%e thinking. 'diseotei y."' or inquiry. It has
some it the elements ot all of these: and there is, of course, an ettensise
lilci atm e int the ps) cts iii s of creatis ity

I think sit a hook edited by Brewster GloselM, Thu Creative Pripet's% ( 1952).

hich pru 4 Ides c sample alto esaMple ot the last mann% e process that preceded
the selling ot some illafor disc:41%cm . whether in science or in mathematics sir

hat hate soli.
John lkw ey 's Hon We ihmi. published in IV I O. is alsO pertinent. Further.

Robert Sessions Woodworth. in a monumental hiao, published in 19-48.
permienhd INvs holog%., &Voted two chapters. OR ftnihictil solving behavior
and on thinking, to the 1;sychology ot creativity. "fie second of these contains a

substantial section on Graham Wattris' The Art of Thought (11026I, which
elaborates on at teast two of your steps. Wallas suggested that there are four
stages in creatite thought: preparation. esSentially a matter of immersing
oneself in the field. followed hy incubation. :malogous to the time you went out
for the hamburger and cheese, w hen thing...lust did not work and you occupied
yourself st ith something s!iglith chfierent: then came the crucial stage of
illumination. what you hate been calling. I gather. intuition .' The final step
in Wallas' sy stem is era ication. in which y tni We whether the intuited solution
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actually works or not. This sequence. incidentally. is not unlike the one that
Dewey described in his hook.

Max Wertheimer wrote a book, published posthumously. Productive Think.
ing (enlarged edition. New York: Harper. 1959) which details this kind of
thinking in example atter example. including proces.ses of verification. since
there are better and worse intuitions or insights, good errors and had errors. His
exampks go from s.nnething as modest as understanding why the area of a
parallelogram is height times width, through some of Einsteig's insights that led
to the.theory of relativity.

Also, a hook was published in 1%2, edited by H. E. Gniher. G. Terrell and
myself. entitkd Contemporary Approaches to'Creative Thinking, in which
many of these same ideas again come up in slightly different ways. Jerome
Bnmer. in the first chapter of this hook. charactenies the creative product as one
that produces "effective surprise"- --a subjective state that people can experi-
ence esen at the first grade level; it is essentially an understanding of something
that pies iously was murky.

I tyyc it is high time that this abundance of material gets hack again into the
schoas. _through the hack door of new terms like Gestalt therapy, or whatever
particular terms one happens to like. At any rate. it should be recognized that
there is a Ion,. history to the role of insight in "real.' learning.

Many Paths to Truth
Suzanne Helhurn: I have heen impressed in this conference with ways in

hich kernels of truth can be stated in such sarying ways. That is one way to
find truth. we all approach things from different ways and we verify the results
against each other.

I want to add an insight of another nineteenth century genius. Karl Marx. He
w as very concerned about the course of human history, and therefore about the
relationship hoween man and nature, and saw these as two faces of the same
development human consciousness on the one hand. whizh is a process of
development. and nature, which is the outward material manifestation of
human conseunisness. These two things cannot be del med separately. . They arc

one and the same. They are a unity of opposites.
It seems that this is a say important insight hir children to get, and it is very

important for leatio?rs twcause what it means is that human insight carmot
come ,:iccept through one's reaction to the outside world. This is a developmen-
tal process that goes through time. This is one definition of progress--
continuing insight, continuing development ot human consciousness. continu-
ing deselopment of the material world. It could aho,be a very destructive
development. It does not necessarily have to he progrircs. Rt. I think this is an
important kind of idea. From this point of view, all know edge is insight.

hishay yes.

How Much Information is Required?
Tedd Levy: It Wein% to me that some intuition occurs without a great deal of
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knowkdge. and I find it difficult to accept the idea that saturation is necessary.
as you had indicated, and I wonder if you emit kiin some more about that.

F4)shay: My Vicik is that the infoimat. in is iser completeneveras
tar as I ean imagine. It is always more or kss ineomp ie. By saturation. I mean

complete commitment-- saturation in whatever knowledge or whatever data

one is trying to interpret. It could be sparse. That is why I ineluded the
illustration about the st,Teotyping of the link girl.

You gibe something a. %ague as *this is a girl.- and you add. -she is nine
.years old.' Do you know enough to do anything yet? Well. you do not. really.
So. you add a littk more. M some point you haw enough so you can begin to
form a stereotype. S4). that is the response. That is to say. it is a question of
greater or lesser infornution. neter a question of complete intOrmation as

against incomplete informatam,
In the case of mv illustration of Arnold's poor). I did hate the eNire

published 'works and I had saturated mysell tor a long time, going iner them
again and again. and I could haw sone oer them another three month,. What

we encountered was not all there was to he encounteud.

External Checks on Intuition
11)% : I am still wa back w ith the business ot our paper. and I think that you

hate suggested more than you reall haw admitted ahom the relationship

between intuitite thought and ',omen iii else. You rclerred to the w citing as a

ckrical task. Rut it seems to me this is as crucial a task as the insight, that it is
the rational transmission ol the act of public communication. the testing of the

tabdity of the insight. There IS a continuing process: the paper gets read. you
get feedback. our insight perhaps hecemes refined as a consequence of that.

But. aren't you saying that the two modes do interact?
Foshay: I do not. no, In nis illustration. it was di &Italic because the paper

was compkte in my mind and I did hi write it down to know what a

was. I could have left that as a totally private etent. Things like that are not

common. hut they do happen. ( did nok really hat e to subject it to public iew

make it an) incx real to me. Mamliall McLuhan is a big Joyce man. and he likes

to :ilk about outerances insicaj of utterances, one could hate -innerances.-

404). So I was describing an innerance- which was complete and satisfying to

myself: the rest of it was sort of a chore. although I do like to write.

Lappin: I am wondering what difference it made whether you had some
self-confidence that you could produce something, and whether ttuire was some
relationship to an approval system. Many kinds of data could have a very strimg

influence on whether an intuition would happen.
Foshay: I think you are quite right, I w ill tell you. I w as frightened. At II

o'clock I still had big doulns about whether an)thing was going to happen. so

there was this big sense of emotional release when something did happen.
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CHAPTEg 5

KNOWING, FEELING, DOING

Ronald Unpin and Eva Schindler-Rainman

Lippitt and Sehindier-Rainman offer us a highly practical paper on the
necessity fin- actingras a whole person. TheY point out that it isIction,
especially, that tends to he overlimsked. and they offer many suggestions for
the linking of knowing. feeling, and doing. For them, there is no question
of dichotomizing. Any fragmentation of feactirming knowing and feeling is
deur:gait-I' to people.

It is in this paper that another theme, implieil by others, emerges: Lippitt
and SchimilAr-Rainman have a vision of what a person'should be, and by
implication, how society ought to be. lt is fair to characterize their position
as zealous. though they themselves are much too down-to-earth to be
called zealots. There is a pervasirriy morill sense in what they urge upon
us. Their illustrations of unlinked persons are full of pity. They ask us to

celebrate successfUl linkage when we achieve it or ,find it. and 'hey ask
.further.thar we overcome our unwillingness to celebrate successful con-
duct. One comes away from their paper and the' discussion that fo:lows it
with afeeling that one has been in the presence of leaders with,a mission in
the world, and that the mission is holistic and healing.

Although our phenomenal worki.invites us to assumptions about pawns as
. wholes, all of us are well aware that each self has many aspects and functions

which may operate with more or less integration or disharmony. The focus in
these papers and discussions is primarily on die compkmetnarity or the frag-

mentation. the integration or the dysfunction, between types of cognitive
protessesthat is; between metaphoric and linear aspects nf cognitive func-
tioning. or between scatterbrained and hierarchical organization.

In our reflectkms. we want to focus on only one of the divisiems within gach

poson. We focus on the di viskm between the functions of knowing, of feeling.

and of doing.
We mean by knowing suckingredients as descriptive categories, metaphori-

cal images. intuitions. assumptions, inferences about causation, generaliza-
tions, consepts. judgments, and clarification schemes. We are all familiar with

the kinds ot notions we have about Jawing.
In feeling we include the many affective sates: love and hate, anxiety and
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confidence. caution and hold:len paranoia and trust anger and peacefulness.
sadness and happiRess. and sti forth.

And by doing. which has been paid least attention in education, we mean
such indicators as skillful, implementing. causing results, tole-Owing. risk-
taking. Wing, demonstrating, rule modeling, and a variety -of the motoric
functkins,

Most statements about the process of educigion assume that "the whole
person" is being educated, that education results in some kind of integration of
wpmpriate knowledge, motivations, emotions, and skillful behavior in various
roles. We find ourselves puzzled by the evidence that, knowIng a teacher's
information about educational theory and plans for teaching a lesson the next
day, it is not possible to make a prediction of the teacher's behavior in the
classroom the next day. Thecorrelations turn out _to be zem.

We are also puzzled by evidence that knowledge of what is good behavior
and that valuspjudgments about right behavior cki not differentiate between
recidivist deliniluents and 6 'good boys" in the samesity. and that feelings about
self and others are often quite incongruent with actual judgments about and
behavior toward self or others.- ,

We believe these lacks of linkage are one of the most serious pathologies of
human functioninga most serious loss of resources for a satisfying selfhood.
on the one hand, and productive contributions to the community on the other.
And we believe these lacks of linkage are, to a significant degree. caused by and
supported by the nature of the child's and adult's educational experiences.

We have organized this paper around six questions:
I. What are some typical examples of non-I inkageS and their coasequences?
2. What are some of the conditions in the educational process causing lack of

linkage or dysfunctional linkage?
3. Whht are some of the characteristics of personal functioning when we

have effective linkage?
4. What are some of the characteristics of the educational process that result

in the wholly functioning (well-linked) person?
5. What are the applications of this analysis to systems other than formal

education?
6. What are some of the challenges for all of us?

Examples of NowNniutge
Fkre are some exaunples `of non-linkage, with some of the possible conse-

quences.
, For example. a person says. "I know blacks have as much potential as do

whites." That is knowledge. And yet, because of his particular life-style and
experience background. he cannot believe this. Feelings do not match knowl-
edge. and so it is difficult to act congruently toward blacks. A consequence of
such polarization of knowing. feeling, and acting may be anthivalence. guilt.

.defensiveness, or other patterns of coping with intsaself conflict.
Another example: "I know that teachers have a job of ,teaching me am a
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student. I know that getting good grades is imponant. But I dislike the teacie
and I like the two friends I hava who feel antagonistic toward that teacher. A
conselifence pf such fragmentation of knowing and feeling may be not listening
to the teactwe, rejecting the acquisition of knowkdge and skill.

Another example: I remember my music appircistion class in eighth grade. I

remember Verdi' s Anvil Chorus. and I remember looking over at Marie and
saying to myself, "I am going to get 100 and be shoal of her this week in music.
appreciatkm."

Now,, I do not remeMber any feelings about the music and I do remember that
when I went to that opera as a young college student, the major feeling I had
was. "Gee, I wonder how .many are appreciating this more than I am?"

And it was some decades later that I went to that opera and I had ..eelings
congnient with what was going on:and I was able to enjoy it.

Another example: "As a teacher. I am feeling angry and frustrated by the
sadistk behavior Of a child toward a weaker peer. I know that severe punish-
ment, which comes to mind, is not likely to ppvide a learning experience for
the offender." A consequence of such a conflict of knowing and feeling might
he the dominance of one modalitypunishing or suppressingor it might he a
search for an integration of data from both, or avoidance of the problem-solving
effort entirely.

Again: "I know what politicians are doing wrong. in not caf rying out some of
the mandated housing regulations. Especially, I know what is not being done
with affirmative action regulations in relation to single females obtaining
housing." I feel angry about the unfairness of it and feel no support for my
needs. I also see therefore no acOw possibilitiei for me. The consequences of
this kind of frnstration between' &ming. feeling, and doing might be the
feeling of fight and commitment to change the situationa stronger *commit-
ment to fair housing. Or it might he feelings of impotency arid depression about
"not being able to do anything." or loss of interest in the whole thing.-

Another example: The tea-hers who know the importance of parent-teacher
conferences and fed very anxiou:i about interaction with the parentseven
threatened. They perceive the lack of skill in themselves in having effective,
meaningful parent conferences. The consequence that is rather typical of this
lack of linkage, of knowing one thing and feeling another, is a feeling of
depression and incompetence because of lack of skill, and a disposition to
rationalize the non-value of parent conferences. Thoughts'and feelings might
include: "Maybe the conferences would not dd any good anyway: patents
aren't interested in kids." "Well. I should not have rorried about it," or "I'm
not going through this again."

These then are sr vignettes to remind us of the many patterns of non-
linkage Of dysfunctional linkage between knowing, feeling, and doing in the
elryday operations of our educational progiams and efforts.

Sometimes the parts of the self We polarized and function competitively
rather than functioning collaboratively. Sometimes 'knowing dominates feel-
ing, or feeling floods out knowing: often knowledge is rewarded and feelings
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are ignored, disciplined. or suppressed. As a consequence, not all the resources
of the ielf are available for learnirg or for the utilization'of learning. There is a
variety of reactions: ambivalence. apathy '. unawareness orinhibited feelings.
feelings of futility. imOotency reording self. and hostility and avoidance.

Com Minns Causing Lack of tiadusge
What are some of the conditions of socialization and education which cause

lack of linkage or poor linkage? (There can be linkage, but of a dysfunctional

W[1.1
First of all, there is the fear in most learners of risLing action.'of

knowing and feeling to the more valuable function of action. The young have
learned that when they experiment with action the chances arc. studies would
say. 12 to I to 5 to 1 that thy will be criticized or punished for the doing effort.
They learn quickly that ü is much safer to think and feel than tO do.

A second 'condition: the curriculum provides very few designs for practicing
doing without playing for keeps; there are few situations in which altcrnatives
can he tried, consequences explored, and skills perfected in conditions of safety
and supportive feedback. This, by the way. is jus. as true of the teaeher learning
process as it is of the student learning process.

The thin] vondition arises Wm the fact that most of the rewards for learning
efforts are for knowing arch that can be poured back out on an examidation. I
can remember giving all the faets and getting A's. but I could not really
them later. I could recall my feelings about the teachers and the situatam. Better
learning took place when I telt good.
, The rewards are for learning efforts and for.knowini. and closure is usually at
that point. If you can Summarize the knowledge. if you have gotten the concept.
if you use the facts to derive generalizations. you are okay and approval is easy
to receisfe. Connecting knowing to feeling or to doing is not pan iff the reward
procedure. Emphasis is placed Am critical' understanding and on analysis of the
behavior of others. In fact. stature is accorded to the itopk who are perceptive
critics of others.

Another restrictor is the Puritan ethic. The Puritan ethic offers strong
guidelines for many of our educational demeanors. Many feelings are not.
niceespecially hostile ones. You should not express them, and yOu should he
uncomfortable about even having such feelings.

Closely linked to the Piwitan ethic is the 'belief that we are supposed to be
close to some image of perfection, in our achievement and in our morality. So
our grades show how far short of perfection we are rather than bow much
progress in growing we have made. This greatly inhibits the expeninentation
we need to link knowing with feeling and doing. because of the revelations we
would provide to others about our own lack of perfection.

Then, to a high degree the inquiry into 1eel4s is missing from the agenda of
. teachers and curriculum developers. Teachers feel inadequate, uptight,

jhreatened by the sharing and espktring of kelings and the creative use of data
: about feelings as a pan of any inquiry process,



Thete is also the avoidance of the responsibility for impact on the whole
person. In addition..there is the fear of reciprocal opennes% in sharing feelings.
Roth are aioided through fragmentation, of learning.

Teachers are also. pressed to cover certain materials and so really see very
little time to link knowing to the utilizing of knowledge, to feelingi. to setting
goals and developing action plans. In many areas of social studies, the linkage
to doing might be risky for the teacha.

One of the things that often comes up *hen wc k at field experience, or
students trying things out. the teacher who says. "Well, what if they goof?
What will happen to me? How will I look?" Or. when we make a' simple
suggestion to have open house where everybody's work is available for parents
to see, and sou could have just a wonderful evening sharing what some people
do better and mime people don't do 10 well, the teacher says. "Oh. but how will
I look?"

Very few teachers have had the opponunity to learn and develop the skills
needed to create learning situations and sequences which effectively link
knowing. feeling. and. doing. Even if they wante4 to do it. there is very little
skill or know-how available to them to do it.

for these and other reasons. the designs and opportunities for learning
which the }oung and the olders experience tend to stimulate land reward the
development of a fragmented. divided self. This self comes to ignore the
retriei al of know ledge from doing that is criticalneeded for the development
of an open. whole person.

Choracterlstics of the Linked person
We shall now take a look at some of the characteristics of the linked person.

. Let us think about seltat it would take for a person to have the opportunities to
develop the linkage of know*. feeling. and doing.

One of the characteristics is that both knowkdge and, feeling data are
accepted as sources for airtiVri7iat the pen..on has a model of the total utilization
of self and understands knowledge. kelings, and wtions as linked and interde-
pendent.

Secomlly. links are made between appropriate goalg- and effective action
.--_____Jaeps hy the person.?nd these are guided by knowledge and feelings leading to

congruent. skiflful actions whief; represent both knowledge and feelings.
Third. the linked person is able to learn through both knowing and feeling, in

a variety of settings. and is able to link them to doing. If

Another point is freedom from theone-answer posture. Certainly, the _well-
linked person has a variety of possible cognitive alternative's' and action ahem-

.tives available as a part 'slimy kind of meaningful. ensy flow froni knowledge to
goal setting to planning to acting. Living with the commitment to alternatives
and the commitment to making decisions among alternatives is certainly one oi`
the bases of a creative learning process.

The linked persbn has sell-acceptimce, and freedom to celebrate is one of the
characteristics of self-acceptance. Yinocan't very well celebrate if you do not



have self-acceptance. The cmninuous support for self-accepuince that comes
from celebratkin is an Important element. When you at* teachers to look at how
'to celebrate the fact that we have gotten somewhere, or that we have fmished
something, or whatever, they we really puny stuck the word "celebrate" is
fairly uncornfortak for them.

Another important channwristic is that the will-linked or whole person can
give and take evaluation feedback abodt knowledge and feelings and translate
this feedback into internalized notions of new and better actions, *

. A fmal characteristic is that the well-linked person it willing to risk action ,
based on the integration of knowledge and feelings and has developed the
readiness to risk milizing these resources of knowing and feeling in tut action
commiumnt.

.Charneterlaties o( the Educational Process to Devehip the Linked Person
The fourth question we-asked was: what are the characteristics of the

educational process that result in the whole, well-linked person?
We feel that education can certainly be a ma* facttwiiiin the developmetit of,

the whole linked personT-that ideas and methods aravailable, and so are
teachers. If teachers do not know the ideas arid -methods, they could certainly.
learn through workshops, in-service seminars, etc.. that the skills are acquira-
ble for use in the processes suggested below.

hi order to encourage tkvelopment of linked whole persons. the trek for the
teacher is to give opportunities for learning behavioral skills through practice in
."safe" situations, with opportunities to try out and to experiment. Here is an
example. Think of sdmcone win is hoping to learn how to make a speech. It is
helpful to know how to mite it out, and to know wnat the outline might be fer
making a good speech. It eertably *Iris to feel confident about that and to
know the content. But the real trick comes in giving the learner the iipportunity
to practice and repractico making that speech before he or she has to do it for
reak We find, in all of the training we do. that one of the things that peopk most
appreciate is getting an opportimirs. after some kind of theory input or a
discussion and after ktting out semi of-deir feelings, to translate knowledge
and feelings into skillful fty-out action before tin:y _have to do it in actual
situations.

Another major characteristic of the curriculum for linkage is the legitimizing
and creative coping with feelings among learners and between learners and
'teachers.

A favorite client group of ours at the moment is a fifth grade class in which,
on a two-week basis, the students have a series of ratings that they have agreed
on With the teacher. There are six weighted scales on which they indicaw where
they see her, and draw link arrows to where they wish she were on the.scak.
While they gdoing that, the teacher is doing a set of rinings showing her
feelints about Ami as a learning group. They exchange both feeling data and
specific cognitive data. Then, after the Little Research Committee puts Ilse data
from the students together and gets the teacher's data, the data we pin up on the
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board anti they negotiate goals for improvement. The fact that it is ireciprocal
rather than a one-way process is one of the critical topects.

As the late Douglas McGregor would say, students are willing to accept
inhuence from a teacher in the degree that the tandems pmeeive the teacher is
ready to accept influence from them. It is this kind of reciprocality in the mea of
feelinp that seems to us to be ont of the important conditions for growth and
learning.

Another is feedback by Oil teacher to students on both Me knowledge
acqUisition and the expression ot feelings as guides to linkage to actions. It is
vital to connect feelings to postures and conclusions about altemativ5s for
action. It is important& avoid the notion that we seek to link a patticular set of
knowings and a particular set of feelings that belong to everybody there.
Rather, there are integrations which everybody has to wOrk through and has to
be helped to work through, and there is a variety of alternatives available.

Another churacteristic is empathy training. We think it is possible for
lemnersio learn to differentiate feelings, thus becoming more sensitive to their
own feelings, and also to those of others. This is not exacdy stepping into the
shoes of otheri. but bel.coming sensitive to their feelings.

Students can learn to move from the purely competitive feelings toward their
peers Ao feelings ot hilp and support. Perhaps it is possible to help siudans learn
that when they are realty good at something they can help others be good also.
For example. a _student who is grcat at swimming covld be helped to .see this
ability not only 4:ompetitivety but alsp to ske himsblf or herself using this skill to
help and suppott others to improve their swimming as well.

Another classroom has a sign in the back of the room: -Who is Good at
Doing What Around Here?" And each student has a sign alma his or her
strengths. They have interviewed eachother about their skills, such as shooting
baskets straight, jumping rope right, math. etc.and it is now a sign of strength
in that mom to list your abilities. The number of kids another kid uses for help in
a given week is one of the things they are proud of. The teachet has a sheet up.
too, about the kilids of things he or she.is particularly good at so that the kids do

. not begin to think that the teacher is good at everything, and therefore can be
more selective about their requests for help.

Students weinterviewed there recently about how they felt about the teacher.
said: -We have an awfully goOd class, but now the teacher spends, awful lot
of time over at the desk alone. We wonder if sheis wasting time."4The
rely on themselves MOM and the teacher less.

There is Anther condition for poiducing a linked person. namely continual
activities that support linking cognitive awareness and feeling to imagei and
plans for behavioral actualization. Supporting some kind of a sequence ot'
deriving goals. of assessing alternatives, of planning and practicing first steps
of action. is crUcial. tt need not be John Dewey's sequence of steps. because
approaches vary tremendously from one stUdent to another. .

Another condition that we.have come to feel is importnnt is the technique
known ab internal dialogue,' devekTed by John Rickman, a psychoanalyst in



London. He diveloped the idea that although we tend to think of a permits as a

whok, the person has ss;ithin him an internal gimp viith dialogue going.tni
between voices or different pans. The problem is ime of achieving awmeness
and sensitivity to the variety-of voices within the self. .

The internal dialogue nwthod encoutaged students to make explicit owir
voices,. through writing a dialtnpe, as though it were a.scrip1/4of the various
voices they can hear within dicpiselves and how they.really -feel or think-L-7

inclaiing feelings of ambivalence, for exampk. Students might write, a
dialogue about how they feel diout taking a qualify ipg eiam for collegi". stating

the voices thin are supportive as well as the voices that are sewed :or non-
supportive.

When starting an extension course with teachers, we ask them to write
dialogue on all the voices within them that arc wiAing they were some place
else rather than taking this coerse, and the yokel supporting their being there.

We then ask them 4) share*thoF dialogues. fogetherve disctiss the legitimacy
and the rekvance of this dialogue and the variety of feeling*and motivinions of

different students.
Another factor to be considered is the development of both process and task

awareness. We often do&is through what we call stop sessions. That is. while a
group is doing a task such as a small group of students studying togedier for an
examinatioo. they can stop Ivlfway through their studies and look at how they

feel about their productiv;ty.We usually do it on a four-point rating scale--
feeling very productive, somewhat ptoductive, not so productive, not at aft

raiductive. We ask them not only to check how they feel, but to jot down why

they feel as they do. Then we ask them to jot clinvn and discuss what we could do

to improve the way we ate working together so we can be more producti*. If it
is in an hour's meeting. we do these short stop sessions at the half hour so the
group members can immediately use the suggestions themselves to improve

- their processes. This is an example of integrating feeling data with task work.
Another suggistion is for help in becoming sensitive to and skilled in both

-verbal and nonveibal commtmication. For example, recently there 'war tell"
Jesuit priests in a workshint who felt that dwijr vqbal communication waspretty

good. but that their understanding of nonveslitbehavior. both their own an.1

othm' . was Mi. Tin were given opportunities to practice several kinds of
nonverbal communication enercises. They became morecomfortahle with
themselves and each_other in both 114 verbal and nonverbal Mims. 'Then we
looked d ways to transfet their integration of verbal and nonverbal sensitivity

into teaching and helping students karn.
Another of the crucial conditions is that the teachers recognize and accept

studrnts who have different kerning styles. Some students can learn working
widt peas. Others have to be alotfi. with a book in the Wary. Othershave to be

out in the conununity having a project. There is a whole variety of difkrem
entries into the learning process. all of wisich need the support of this kind of
linkage, hut in which the entry might be a quite 'different entry from one student

lo another.

1 (J$
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Also. teachers neeri really to kam how to reward the carrying through of
problem-solving patterns. moving in a creatite way from inquiry and diagnosis
ki goal setting#10 espkwing. to. action trying. to exploring feelings about their
altematives..and evaluating and fraying. Those patterns are what need tp be
rewarded, rather than the closures that stop movement from the knowing to the
feeling aspects of self.

This is pist a small sample of the kinds of methods of alketive education. of
problem-solving iducation, of reality-practice educathin which have become
available. but still very link disseminated, still very little understood. and
certainly very little emphasiled in teacher twining programs.
. The resources are availahle hut there is. as yet, very little support for the
dissemination activities.

Applications to Other Systems
The reflections above on individual learning also have some implications and

parallels in the group. the community, and the organiiation. This is interesting.
because the in& idual is imbedded throughout his life in face-to-face groups
like tamihes. classroom groups. and community groups. and all of these groups
face the Wale kind of critical linkage issues. Many & us need skills in helping
groups he more productive. With the emphasisron accountability this is very
important to most educational institutions. The lack of linkage between priitr-
lcm diagnosis. goal setting. action planning. action commitments. and im-
pkmentation is a serious problem most groups face.

In w ork groups. awareness of the interpersonal emotional processes which
are part of the work process are submerged. Using process inters ention to bring
feelings hi the sunt ace and to use this infOrmation for improving work is one of
the most important development% in current etA tits hi illWriivc group prodwt v-
its

If we go to the larger system level of organitational functioning we find
comparable issues. Departments or other subparts of 'the system are involved in
polarirations. or avoidance of communication. Tiheoor retrieval and WM/I-
lion of feelings about work condithms. including things like Ivor communical
am and inadequate supervision. are key blockages to the improvement of
productivity..

In the community as a whole there are tremendous problems to linkage
between subparts. whether these bc agencies. institutions. orgarairatkats. 'or
people; between thinkers. planners. and doers: between special interest groups
and the establishment: and between the energy and feelings of the young and the
wisdom and caution of the older. Our work with communities indicates a great
need and hunger (or linkage mechanisms 'of all kinds and roks which somehow
will help Iin4k imd integrate the functions of knowing (research and planning).
feeling, and doingin the form of task forces. for example. At the community
level there are energies of discontent and energies of hope. which are rarely
dealt with or harnessed in air useful way.

lOt
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Concluding andlenges
Now some concluang challenges. Fiom the remarksand reflections we have

just shared with you. it becomes clear to us that we ate presented with some

interesting thought and action-provoking challews about these.linkage isms.
We wive at the conclusion that it is possilik to provide effective edneationil

designs that do link knowledge with feeling tad these two with action, within
classroom walls. It doesnot have to be entirely based on the notion that there

has to be field work for everything. thik there has to be the big world involved in

all of it. Of coursg . that is important frum many aspects, but whole cycles of

support can be within classroom walls in quite a feasible way.
Then is a niajOf Challenge to learn how ai elicit the variX-ty of-data about

feelings which are a part of any lemming activity. and to convert this elicititd

dma into decisions. actions and the checking of knowing.
AnZither challenge is tat teachers =deo have the opportunity to experienve

the integrinion of knowledge, feeling. and Iction as loaners, imd to integrate

this learning into their own teaching activities. h is not enou0 to.leam the
techniques. There must also be opportunity to experiewe the whole integrative

process.
There is also a need to develop curticula that provide opportunities to practice

linkage of knowing, feeling, and doing With skill practice situmions as an

integral part of the experience.
There needs to be much greater encourawment of the sharing of sweessful

practices in the developMent of procedures for linkage and of helphig devElop
whole persons. This should be at the is bel d Irtrieval conferences mnong
practitioners with easefully prepared instrunummikm to document and dissemi-

nate the practices that have been developed.
Applicinkin of these principles is important for education, for group de-

velopment and productivity. for better organizatkmal functional"; and for
improving the quality of life in the community.

We hope that in this presentation we have been able to link om idea. values.

and feelings to your experiences and to your iniorities about teaching and

kanting.

DISCUSSION

Teachers' Views of Children
Luther Ford: Ron, near the beginning you mentioned the fact that there is

zero correlation between teacher plans and the implementation of those plans in

the classtoom the next day. Waal are someof your personatthoughb as in why

'this is so?
Lippin: First of all. I think the ritual of lesson planting has ;.4 really been

integrated with the faces of kids and with classroom dynamics in the teacher

training activities, and certainly teachers have not been helped in any way to

v 7
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make any deriVations from educationil philosOphy to practke. The pimessof
making the derivatinns and having the chance M Sly out the implications has not
been supported. The reality of deidintwith thehere and now of action has really
not been connected up with the cognitive training process.

Schindler-Rainman: I think there is another reason. Many teachtFs do not
look at their class as a gmup of ingividuals. They ate not in home with questions
like "What are all the things I ktusw about my students?". "How do they.
Jiffer?". "How can I plan particular things so that they will fit this particular
group of children and every individual student?"

Liroitt: Wc find examples in our cross-age helping program where we teach
sixth graders to work with first and second grackrs. The olders. in their training
programs. become certified to be helpers. They kart' to interview the receiving
teachev about the particular needs of ;he child they are going to be working with.
We find this is often the first time many othese teachers have thought.
diagnostically. about the differences ,betweenfinte pupil and another.

Congruence and Integration
Mark Phillips: First, a question of clarification, and depending on the

clarification. I may, have another question. I thought I underst,xxl the use of the
word "integroion" as you were using it. but4 was not sure from the beginning
of the presentation whether you were using thr terms "congruence" and

integration" interchangeably..
Lippitt: I do mu think so. I could he wrong in the uses we made, but by

congruence. we. meant that the feeling data and ttk cognitive data both sup-
ported the same remdtant action. Integration meant Putting those two sets of
data together to come out with an emergent which is original and diffetent from
%Nat yoti would predict from either the knowing part or the feeling part.

Phillips: My next muestion it. whether you perceive congruence as always
being good.

Lippin: No. hecause congruence can exist perfectly well in a fragmented
person in which their is no interchanie between the two parts. Hut. the two
pam have both been "brainwashed" the same way. so that your feeling flow
and your kmiwing.flow may be congruent. but may not have the advantage of
interaction to create a tesource that helps create a whole person.

Phillips: Can you perceive che whole person acting in' ways which are
incongruent?

Lippin: Surely, because in most situationA whale person is involved in the
deeisions that he or sh.: makes with multiple values, multiple opportunities.
multiple potentialities, so tliin there may be all kinds of bases for inconsistency.
for the momentary dominance of one value and then the other.

Phillips: I appreciate that. You gave me the answer I wanted. but I was not
ine from what you said originally whether we were in agreement.

Schindla-kainman: I am glad you asked the question. because I think we did
use the two terms interchangeably amumber of times. So I think you clarified it,
for us. too.
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Legitimacy of Feet**,
James Davis: Ron and Eva, you used the term legitimacy, saying that we

should make legitimate the dealing with feelings. I guess I was not sure whether

the suggestions you made were df actions or activities that would contribute to

legitimacy, or whether you had npye to say about what Might be done to make

dealing with *feelings mow legitithate.
Schindler-Rainman: Well', in our suggestions we did 'not just talk about

feelings.. We talked about knowMg. feeling. and action, notjust feeling. Some

of our examples addressed themselves more to feeling thp tepther things, and

would guess what we were really talking abotit is legitimizing the linkage of the

three tpward 'more whole 'action.
Davis: Which means giving.weight to all of them, which means typically that

one should do more about feelings than about the otheri, because they have

been more neglected, so that in things like the internal dialogue, thelanguage of

feeling's is encouraged. Certainly encouragement is needed in the eliciting of
data abi nit how I am feeling, about how I am being accepted by others right now

in our clwAroion pmcess.
Schindler-Rainman: I think another way is through nile playing, to help

teachers learn how to accept different kindv t)f feelings. We talked about '
acceptance That is such an easy .word. 4i sucn a damn hard thing to do. So one

of the things we have been doing is wo ng on typical situations that teachers

bring. of kelings they have not been able th handle well, particularly feelings of

hostility and dislike. Then we give themAchanct to really practice by Mk:-

playing how to handle a whole range of fallings. This then leads to a broader
'acceptance of more kinds of feelings, rather than just the nice" ones.

A Comparison with Systems Analysis
Al Kuhn: I have a link conceptual problem. I am trying to relate the way y4 pu

have put these things together with the way I have tried co do it. You talk about

knowing, feeling, and doing. I use tfiz trio of knowing. wanting, doing-

wanting meaning liking or disliking. These arc generic terms coming out of

systems analysis. derived from detector. seleclor. and effector. I agree with you

ihat it is the entire action of detector and selector which lea+, to a decision and to

an action.
Now,, in that kind of formulation, as I see it. the first , knowing. is simply the

queition of what is it. what is the stati of affairs? The seconti one . the affective.

or the feeling. the y,lecwr aspect would be what is my feeling about it? That is.

do I like it or dislike it? Do I approve of it or disapprove of it? _

%
Now, if you separate those things into pure cases you would not he able to

talk about an incongruence. They are simply different dimensions, and the

yuestion I have is: can you talk'about an incongruence heteen knowledge and

feelings unless you iire taking the term "Iteling to include know ledge?
Lippin: Let me react first on that. I think you have narrowed it down to a very

rigid link notion that feelings are instrumental to knowing. as I heard you. For

us this whole business of intention setting, or the tendency toward acting.
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comes. I think. as an emerg;nt of the entire Mteractkm of the f mg aspects and
knowing aspects. The intentionality notion grows out of the int -*ion of the
two, knowing and feeling. wherr things like goals. plans, and intentions are
emergents of the entire interaction of the feeling and knowing pmcesses.
emerging as a ljnkage to action.

I suppose one of the prob!ems is that we have such poverty-stricken
language for talking about the feeling aspects of data in most situitions, because
we have not done much of it. So when I heard you say, wanting, orpni and con.
filit is such a small encompassing of the doien variations of feeling we
indicated as potential parts of a definitionthe loving and the tating and the
feeling and so forth.; This is far moie than the intentionality kind pf thing.

I think you also kft out of the cognitive side a lot of the Metaplkirical things.
Maybe you did not. I would say there is a much greater richness in subparts of
that whole knowing asp'Cct than you have expressed. as well as in the feelings.
Knowing and feeling data come both as representations of what is out there, and
what is coming in, ami what is in here that is activated by the out their_ and the
interaction of them. Out of that interaction of what I want, or what I plan, or
what I will do. or whle I am inclinid to do. emerges partly a cognitiaie map of
doing and partly an affective and motivational support for doing.

Linkage and Safety
Wefts Foshay: I wish you would help me believe that I coóld establish more

'of a linkage in my classes between feeling and knowing and doing din I have.
without the class blowing up. I would like to feel safer than I feel right now .

Let me tell a story on myself. I .once was teaching a fairly large class. KO
students. and I wanted to deal with evaluation. so I raised the question of the
evaluation in this course. What came out was the students' pent-up rap: from 16
years or 20 years of injustice with academic evaluations.

This wits far more than I could handk. The class blew up and the ksson was a
failure. It was pretty obvious what I thought I was doing. hut I want to feel safe
because I have not got the nerve to try that again.

Schindler-Rainman: Well, you tried it on a very risky topic. first of all, and if
you had not set any precedents for students interacting with you, then it was7

doubly sky.. Let me give you an example. if I may. kom a class of that site anti
a little!. et. In the very first session they all sat around in tables of six. I think
yours is a ifficult question to answer without also looking at the physical
ecology. They Caine in and we had musie on the record player and they could sit

tanywhere and they could make their own name tags and there was a kind of
participatory feeling.

In the very first three hours. I raised the question: how many of you are very
concerned about grades? These were teachers. Well, it was like 98.5 perkent.
Okay. Should we maybe get that question out of the way before we go on?
we how. So I had them in their groups /f sixes and said. "We are going to be
together for five days from 9:00 to 4:00 every day. What should be the criteria
for evaluation in this course?" I asked for volunteers who wonld be willing 'to
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help me read the group products afterwanls. because I thought their trust level
might not be very high if I read them and just gave them a report, Their iob was
to summarize and the next day come up with some suggestions for grading.
About 30 staycd md I had to divide them into subgroups Lo Wok at all the stuff,
but we came up with recommendations for the total class that included the

things I thought ought to be Mcluded. I put my ideas in also.
Foshay: This is helpful, but it does not help ine with one part of it, which is tp

anticipate that a particular thing I am going to raise is going to beexplosive.i
did not know the gun was loaded in this instance.

Lippitt: Well, let me suggest a cciple of operating principles. One, as Eva
illustrated, never raise an issue like that with the group as a whole sitting there
as 80. because you could be pretty sure that the first three or four to speak up
would be the most countedependent and would have the most pressure on
repressing Mier group members who felt differently. So the first thing I would
do is make this a small group task, tables of six, or if tiny are sitting in those arm
chairs, like at Columbia. you make trios or quartets.

You ask them first of all not just what should grading be. but what are all of
the possibilities for a good grading process here. And then they send up
representatives for an open dialogue with me with a chance to caucus with their
subgroups. They can go back and get further instructions so they can find out
whether the group they are representing is fully satisfied. There, is open
negotiation. The whole group is represented, fairly. There should be an honest
dialogue or interaction rather than mass reactions.

Eliciting and Acceptini Distetve news
Edith King: Maxine Green described the sociologist-phenomenelogist's

approach to looking at and accepting the social reality in a situation. This comes
from George H. Mead. the idea of more group feeling, group culture, the
culture of the classroom. How would you fit this into your scheme, especially
what you were saying about the emergent feeling in the situation.?

Schindler-Rainman: In working with teachers in classrooms. or in looking at
my classroom. I know that people come in with a certain preconceivectway of
acting. This is the sort of taking-for-granted way of acting ill a certain situation.

but maybe one actor has one intopretation of social reality while another actor

or set of actors has a different one.
Lippitt: I think I hear a couple of different things. I am not sure. One is a kind

of diagnostic or assessment approach to where a group is. which makes it
possible for the participants there to freely share where they are rather than to be
railroaded either by past norms or by some outspoken first talkers. That is one
kind of question. as I hear it. This is the question of what kind of designs for
diagnostic inquiry it is possible to have. There is certainly a great variety 'that

begins with the link sheet on the table in front of each person as they.. sit down.

or even as they ehter the room, in which they have a chance to check Oft kinds of
things (hey want to learn, or feel. etc. You put the data together and talk about
the results. both the feeling data and the needs data. in an objective way. This
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would be one way to help a group move toward group norms which support
individuality and sat ety. in expression of feelings.

King: I would like you to speak to that, too. in a broader context.
Schindleritainman: I think there is a whole variety of ways. Our friend, try

Mitigate, says that it' you witatt to do some of these things: you have to defy
expectations. For example, take expectations setting. Hew is an example from
the Univers:ty of Hawaii. It vt t1i.t session of a course for women that was
started in September. 1974: I Jdthe rst three days and the last session. It was a
limg time from September. l974to May. 1975. As they came into the last.
session, there were threc sheets on 4ie wall for them to write answers on. One
said. "All the things I think right misv I have learnekrin this group leadership
experience.

The second said. "All the things I wish we had done that we didn't da." And
the third sheet asked, "All the ideas I have for tmw we could spend our time
today."

The sheets were separated so people did not tide to siand in a long line. They
eould talk to each other. they could sign their names or not. Al eets were

filled out as people arrived. They provided valuable data for rem ...loc.__

content, tor that last day, and a way to set the stage for the participants. It caused
them to think about the course. they said.

tippitt: Another thing is how you respond to those data..That really does a
great deal to help legitinuie them,

Schimiler-Rainman: A team ot three summariied the first two sheets imme-
diately Then we acted on the third, sheet by building the day's agenda. using

their suggestions.
Lippitt: You could express enthusiasm for the data and for its diversity. I w as

working recently with a bishop and his staff, and they wanted to look at value
dialogue around serious issues. I put on the wall a four point scale from Agree

very much" to "Disagree cry much. The Bishop and I agreed on an issue the

night before that w I;uld he good to start tt ith, so I read the statement and said.
"The second time I read it, pkase stand up, and walk to your positims."

The statement was. In our society. et ery male and female should have the
treedt.m and the right to establish relationships w ith any other person at any
let el ot intimacy if there is mutual consent.- I asked the Bishop to walk slowly.

At the second reading, they stood up and they walked. A perfect distribution,
a perfect distribution across all four positions, and here is the critical point. I
said. "My, w hat a wontledul thing we base. We have diversity here, which
makes it possible to have real dialogue.-

SAindler-Ramman: This value dialogue technique, used very eady in the
group, is helpful in legitimiring four different posifions. and really changes the
whole feeling of the group from pressures ot conformity to an appreciation ot
pluralism. There is certainly no effort to get a consensus, and usually we ask
'them at the end of the discussion to summari/e by listing the number of
.siatements that would rt present where people are in the group right now So you
might hate sewn difierent statements, it there are seven people in the group
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who don'tlagree with one another. It is very rai-ely that the}, come out with one
statement. .

Lippitt: We also had two stop sessions in that dialogue. They had been told to
tty to sell their point of view as actively as possible and to listen as actively as
possible. So the first stop session was quickly checking how well they fe.lt they
were being listened to, and how well they felt they were able to listen. They
shared the data with each other and consulted on a decision on Iviw to improve
their dialogue for the next 30 minutes. At the end of the 30 minutes they had
another stop session to decide what proportion they were cif listeners, as a
group. Were they 50-50 listening and selling, or 25 listening, 75 selling, or
whatever? We then took a census and they held their hands up. on what if
anything they found as consenvis about where they were tis a group. Then they
had another chance to make adecision about whether and what they wanted to
change in the next 30 minutes.

So in summary, there was stopping, looking at feelings, using data.
legitimizing it, and acting on it, as a result of the process work.

Trust mind Hierarchy
James Eckenrod: You talked about a hypothetical organizational situation in

xbich the leadership is rigid and authoritarian. What if subordinates tried to
improvenpon their personal skills and interaction with their co-workers, and
find themselves in trouble and in situations where trust does not go up or down
but where it .is only horizontal. What can the subordinate do?

Schindler-Rainman: Let me give you one notion and also a kind of principle
to get at that kind of thing. The first thing you need is a vertical gimp to plat-. the
whole erect: subordinates cannot do it by themselves; there oughttelf be
subordinates and middle management, and if thew is a layer bttween Middle
managiment and the top, that needs to be represented.

An exampk is a two-year effort I have just been invcived in with a school
district where our biggest effort was to get the superintendent to see how badly
we needed vertical participation rather than his saying. "My associates will do ir
and the rest can then act on their decisions.' Instead we developed a vertical
group made up of persons to he affected by the planning and decision making.
Trust was developed between the superintendent, his associates. and persons
from the other levels of the district-as they worked together.

Skillful horinmtal subgroups can sometimes affect the whole system. but
this is rare; they need help.
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CHAPTER 6

TOWARD A SYNERGY OF MIND:
PSYCHOLOGICAL PREMISES

FOR EDUCATION BEFORE 1984

Robert E. Sampks

A theme that appears for the first time, in the paper by Robert Samples
is, as be puts it. trust. Without a trusting relationship between adults and
children, the children will take the safe course. wh4:It is the logical, linear.
rational, "left-brain" rout.e, and all those imaginative _functions as-
sociated with the 'right brain" are ignored or lost. Samples point; out that
children are exLeedingly aware Ilan: contriving by teachers. and 11.41 they
rewond to contriving Wirk.-"safe- behatior. This is true, even if the
Contriving is intended to bring about right brain behavior.

1.1nlike the aher writers here. Samples makes a clear &MIMI-lion be-
tween left and right brain hemispheres, and believes that such a clear
di ainctiim is supported by neurophysiologicid research. While he acknow-
ledges that the two hemispheres act in eimeert, he beheres that the
_functions of the two hemispheres are sufficiently distinctive ti; requir,
wet ial strategies, r(l(l.

Like the other writers here. Samples seeks'm i*.inintervail the overwhdm-
ing emphasis in schoids and elsewhere on the rational and the cientific
mode of knowing. Consequently. his emphasis is on the metaphorical, the
Miaginative. the intuitive_ fie traces du, history of his own thought in Mi.',
realm. He. too sees-an alit rnaliun between the two modes of thought: "An
overwhelming majority of human decisions are made in the intuitive.
metaphoric, right cerebral hemisphere. MI. ::re then explained in the
rational, logical. left ierebral hemisphere...

Recent neurophological findings verify the long-known notion that the
human skull contains two minds. The two minds are represented in most
humans by the differentiated function of the lett and the right cerebral hemis-
phere. The operation of the left cerebral hemisphere in most adults is typified by
pnvesses that are linear, rational.'and digital. The right cerebral hemisphere.
on the other' hand. qpically operates through metaphoric. intuitive. and
analOgic processes (Ornstein 1972. p. 50).

What this means in a pragmatic sense isihat the left cerebral hemisphere. or
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the rational mind, typically attempts to teduce sensory and other input data to
the smallest number of variables. These in turn are manipulated by further
reduction to the most rational and logical of conclusions. An example of this is
formal use of language, the attempt to designate rather ,specific and precise
meanings to words.

Conversely, the right cerebral hemisphere appears to be highly comfortalile
with the processing of multiple data simultaneously. In contrast to the left
cerebral hemisphere the right cerebral hemisphere actually seems to multiply
the kinds of awareness triggered by a single input. The nature of the diversity of
the resultant awarenesses might vary to include images, symbols. figural
metefings, and relationships that have to do with initial input. In a sense the
informality of the "tacit knowing" spoken of by Polanyi (1966. p. 4) might
well typify the function of the right cerebral hemispherc.

Two Assumptions
In the following discussion of synergic education or educating toward

synergy. two assumptions must be kept in mind regarding the arguments
presented. First, though much of the discussion will focus on the actiVilies and
the educational implications of an awareriess of.the right cerebral hemisphere
functions, this is not to place it in the position of pridrky:-This,is
reflection of past and present overemphasis on left hemisphere functions. The
overemphasis on the left is not wholly in the past. Contemporary 'educational
practices also focus primarily on the left cerebral hemisphere 'functions. Many
of the philosophical and psychological premises as to what coistitutes learning "I
also focus on the functions of the left cerebral hemisphere. Language and, in
fact, reading. writing, and arithmetic are primarily left cerebral hemisphere
functions as taught in the schools. Because I choose to talk about the synergic
outcomes of actualiiing both hemispheres and their potentials and because
history has essentially made such an indelible case for the left cerebral hemis-
phere. there may be a tendency to overstate the functions of the right.

The second assumption in these discussions will be essentially that we are
dealing w ith normal or normally differentiated brains. These remarks will not
apply to brain-damaged or dyslectic children, although the symptoms of dys-
lexia. hyperactivity, and other special educational problems of rentediution
have been discussed by others in terrils of their relationship to conflict betWeen

ihe right and left hemisphere funciions. Since our purpose here is to deal with
health. not illness, growth. not survival, we will leave these problems to others.
The fruits of their studies,, however, will undoubtedly provide us with many
Wm's which will support the notion of a "positive dyslexia"a creative
integration ot Jeft and right functions.

A disclaimer that I would like to make at this point is that in no way will the
material covered in this statement be an attempt to exhaustively review the
literature. That is done far more appropriately and far better in other places.
references to which are cited. Let it suffice to say that the brain hemispheres
function in different fashions and that these functions can be verified by clinical



research in neuropsychology and neurosurgery. This is an accepted tenet of this
presentation. The primary foeus of this discussion will be to explore
implications for education of this growing leld of psychology.

MOW and WI-handed Thhtking
I first heard about the probkm of* right- and left-handed thinking when

workin during the summer of 1962 with Jerome Bruner in Cambridge. Mas-
sachusetts. Initially the work began with the Elementary Science Study and the
research and development approaches that were being explored with National
Science Foundation banding. Bruner's work was introduced to me through
clinical observation dcbriefingg; conversations, and his fascqiating little book.
Essays fOr the Left Hard (Bruner 1961). Until- that timc the metaphor of
left-handedness and right-handednest-as an expression of the modes of know-
ing had only been made known to me through such homilies as -blessed are the
people who sit on the right hand of God" and some vague reminis.cenees about
the -right hand of Virtue." Als.) I was aware that the capricious.tunprediciAble
left hand was the hand of the devil----sinister and always led folks into trouble.

Eventually we began using references to right- and left-handed thinking or
problem solution strategies as metaPhors while watching children engaged in
the 'exploration of science activ ities. The activities varied. Some involved
apparatus. others involved examination of and inquiry into the natunil world.
Some ins olved controlled experimmts. some related to what at that time were
fashionably called discrepant events, the tendency to: some experiences to
offend one's intuition abou: the way things should happen.

An example of a discrepant event would be when ice cubes were dropped into
otherwise identical beakers tilled with a clear fluid and the ice cubes floated in
one and sank to the bottom of the other. Children are not used to seeing ice
cubes behave in ways other than floating on top of water. As a result, it usually
offends the intuition of chilcken when they see an ice cube sink in a glass of clear
liquid. The mystery, of course, has a simple explanation: one glass contains
water and the other glass contains alcohol. Even rubbing alcohol is low enough
in density so that the higher density ice cube sinks in it like a rock. At any rate.
when children became involved in this variety of learning activity, one of our
jobs as observers was to watch what they did. With careful enough observations
and a high enough trust environment, patterns ot behavior seemed to emerge
that provided us with some consistent opinion as to what *IL% taking place.

The Importance of Trust and Intuitive Exploraeon
Trust was vital to insure the above-mentioned consistency. As a result we

worked caret ully to c!stablish trust among the obsurvers. teaehers. and students.
In this atmosphere. with a high ks el of trust, the children did very little to mask
their behav:ors. As a result, their motivations and behaviors were remarkably
consistent. This is. unfortunate!). a condition that is too seldom seen in
everyday classroom ens ironments. In our prewnce the children were not going
to get graded. their parents were not going to be fold about their performance.



.,
iand n tact this gaggle of teachers that had appeared from various parts of the

country seemed to be more like big students than they did teachers. Withal! of
these elements of the environment in our favor. it was easy to watch the kinds of
things that took place. The children, when first confronted Ity a plublem, almost
immediately began to explore the learning sequence in an intuitive or a
metaphoric fashion. They would call on the prior everienees and tacit know-
ings that had woven an informal tapestry oui of their personal lives since the
time their minds firsi began recor4ing information and experience.

The nature of this first pursuit almost always involved a variety of senses and
input. otiter than strictly visual. The students wdould pick up the objects, or pick
up the materials that they were to use, and tactilely involve themselves with
them. They very often would taste them or hold them against their face while
they seemed to think about other things. They would often nib them in their hair
and otherwise generally affili-te with them at a level other than simple visual
contact.

While engaging in informal tactile activity with the materials the students
very often w qicitegin to verbalize strategies ofpursuing the problem toward a
solution. Mo's ?ften these initial expressions were highly metaphoric in natuqe.

colThe students o ten drew mato between this experience and situations they
ban experienced in the past. A s udent might say. "this ice cube swims like my
littk sister." They might generate a potential solution that started. "Let's Itet a
hunch of these thingamabobs and drop them in this dealie and see if we can't get
this thing to swim like I do." The activities were in fact much like those that
Eric Erickson used- in play therapy. When children became defensive and
guarded during standard therapeutic Itpproaches Erickson introduced them to
play. Almost at once they treated the play as a metaphor for life.Then Erickson_
focused on their metaphoric roles (Erickson'. 1963. p. 229).

Finding that children very often, when entering a problem sequence . tended
to resort to metaphor and to plowing through their previous experienCe tiw

- tentative guidelines as to whew to go. the only thing that we could conclude was
that. given their choice, these younger children tended to prefer metaphoric
modes for beginning problem solutions rather than logical and ratiOnal modes.
However, we also found that whe.n the trust environment was disrupted by
aggressive teacher questioning, or hy hostile observers, the children generally
tended to abandon the metaphoric mode of problem solution at the very outset
of the Sequence. Instead, they would immediately try to be rational and linear,
thus paralleling, in reverse order, the findings of Erickson.

Left-lobe Prejudices
At first this focus on linear, rational approaches was taken as an indication of

"good" teaching and of a ''good" instructional strategy. Later we came to
realize intuitively that this was not the case at all. In fact, what was actually
happening was that the children were responding to/the extrinsic presence of an
adult authority figure. They assumed that what the authority figure really



wanted was rationality and logic and thus began describing a mode of problem
solution thin was consistent with what they perceived to he the expectations of
the adult. Such behavior was remarkably in line with what Al !port found to be
traits exhibited by people who weir the victims of prejudice ()Upon 1954. CI,
9). Generalizing to everyday elassmom behavior. it would be tempting to
conclude that a large percentage of school children spend a large percentage of
time coping with the ecology ot' prejuttice. The basis for this prejudice is the
adult world's bias towartflett cerebral hemisphere functions. Without trying to
confuse the issue it must he remernhered that the human brain is crosswired to
opposite sides of the body. What we called "left-handed knowing in 1962 was
what is referred to now as right hemisphere knowing. Right-handed strategies
refer to left cerebral functions. Only tentatite linkage ot all of these constructs
w as accomplished at the time with regand to our observation of student
probkm-solving behavior (Samples 1968i.

On the hasis of descriptions of what the children-actually seemed to he ds ng
during the early pan of the problem-solving sequence-we can assume they were
engaging in right cerebral hemisphere activities and sampling the intonnal and
tacit base of their own experience. Lauzr on in the activities they would shift to a
lett hemisphere mode of thinking and look tor specifics and concrete data from
the maniptdation of the materials at hand. This manipulation then provided
them w ith insights which immediately allowed them to drop back into the
nformal metaphoric modes of thinking again. only to get a new insigh(which
they would go hack and test in the material. Shifting hack and forth increased in
frequency as the learning sequence went on. Es emually . however, so Much
linear, rational data had hcen gathered about the nature of and the potential
solutions tor the problem. that the students found it increasingly difficult to
become more metaphoric'. The result was that toward the end of any learning
sequence they got very rational, very linear, and stuck to the routine until

eventually the sokition was inevitable.
Recalling that I emphasized that this was a high trust environment and that

students that were working with us tended to teel ompletcly tree to do anything
they wanted. I heliexe two points are worth mentioning: Firsoi, as the students
got closer and clitter to a more structured. more linear solution to the problem, it
was more difficult for them to initiate metaphoric and intuitive thinking, as the

problem itselt seemed to reach a culmination and climax. Second. in ordinary
circumstances represented bs.daily classroom kt'h v ron merit the students were,
tor the moss part, in the presence ot teachers who had not established the level of
trust that existed between them and the observer/des elopers of these science
approaches.

As a result, there was a social tendency for the students to become more
rational and more linear because their own expenences with their regular
teachers led them to perceive that this Was what was expected of them. Using
just the difference between the rational and metaphoric ways of solving prob-
lems as our matrix, otir immediate insights led us to aspire to create instruc-
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tional everiences so that the students could essentially spend equal time at the
beginning and at the end of the learning sequences in both metaphor.ic and
rational thinking.

The differences in the modes of knowing were simply seen as styles of
expressing expbration and understanding abo involvement with the un-
known. We felt little compulsion et the lime differentiate and isolate one way
of knowing into a tangible expression any than the other. Howevftr. the
years following wen destined to do otherwi The woti of Inapt ( 1970) anil
later the work of Bruner ( l966) and other le theorists came to be focused
on creating verifiable lesearch models for edqc and psycholoal for de-
scribing learning. This focus tended to dominate the scene for many years. As a
result, even though the preferences for both modes of knowing are certainly
deeply embedded in the personal styles of both Piaget and Bnmer. the emphasis
of their publications had to do primarily with tete functions of the left cembral
hemisphere. A Whole decade of emphasis on the cognitive domain emerged.
Research models, theoretical stmetures. and assessment instniments all began
to reflect strongly d7.e functions of the left cerebral hemisphere as exemplified
by what was called the cognitive domain (Bloom er al.. 1956). A le..der in this
effort w in Bloom, a psychologist at the University of Chicago.
Child began to be assessed on their skills with the performance of rational,
logical, internally consisten; schemes of reasoning. Naturally mathematics and
science were the best media through whieh rationality could be communicated.
Logical reasoning, a typically left cerebral way of perfonning. became the core
of Piaget's hierarchies of intellectual development. Curricula 'were created.
teachers were trained or re-trained, evaluation devices were devised, and
graduate schools of education and psychology became active in responding to
the growing marketpLwe for research responsibility in the public educational
systems. .

.

When attempting to tv.scrihe the functions of 6:her the left or the right
cerebral hemisphere. it is far easier to deal with the functions of the left not
necessarily in term of origins oein terms of complexity. but primarily

ile4
use

of the nature of the visible cues. For instance, in regard to language, linear
reasoning. arithmetic, and mathematics, the functions of the left cerebral
hemisphere are far more accessible to tangibk. external assessment and evalua:4
tion. The right cerebral hemisphere. on the other hand, working with
metaphoric, intuitive, figural, and analogic modes of mooning. oloiously
'capable of handling multpk variables simultaneously, is far more elusive.
When the educational pragmatists discovered a hither level of efficiency for
dealing with the functions of the left cerebral or cognitive hemisphere a detour
emerged that took educators' attention away from intuitive. metaphoric, and
inventive capacities of the niiiid.

Dreams
In the years since. in try ng to create rational arguments tor the legilima.:yof

the functions ot the righi cerebral hemisphere and of the educatior,:aess
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routes to it. I have been faced with a variety of social and personal frustrations.
For instance. once in Phoenix. Ariiona. when talking with an engineer who had
an inerettible number ot patents and inventions to his credit. I was struck by the
tenacity with which ivtnsisted that all of his inventions and all of his creations
were the products of hard-core, rational thinking. I tried every ploy in my
repertoire to try to find out what his style of creating was. All faded until
suddenly there emerged an idte comment about dreaming. This immediately
initiated in the engineer a long discowe about how useful his dreams were and
how %cry often he would solve his problems in his dreams and then wake up and
in a raoment's reflection come up with the solution.

Human dreaming is probably one of the better known exampks of (he
tUnctions of the right cerebral hemisphere (Jung 1964. Jones 1970. Faraday
1973). First ot all. It operates with an incredible degree of visualness; thus its'
tIgural imagery is perfectly consistent w ith the known functions of the right
cerebral hetnisphere. In addition to this, the very nature of dreaming includes
proce ing incredihle numbers of variahles simultaneously. Some of these are
avadahl to the dreamer through visual senses, some through auditory senses,
some thro igb olfactory and taetile senses. With all of these levels of excitement
and instil ement workMg simultaneously. the dreamer is literally invol% ing
himself in a right cerebral heimsphere carnwirf. Thus the engineer who spent so
much time s igorously deny ing any insolvement 44 intuitive or metaphoric
tunctioning %as. In tact. simply another sieiirn ot the wet; 1 system within

hich ssc hs c The mum% e and metaphoric mind functions are so often
ridiculed that %%VI they actually do begin to function there is a powerful
prejudice ag ainst them This pre judwe is particularly expressed against children
and. in adults. against human temales through demeaning reterenees to "wom
en's intuition

Left to Right
In 196)4 I began a course ot .1%estigatit in encouraged by Richard Jones (Jones

1968. p. 174). ssho had long been a champion tor specific psychological
unctions tit the right cerebral hemisphere. His criticism ot the overemphasis on

cognitise psychology is a classic in the field. With a colleague. Dorothy Curtis.
I set about try ing to get instructonal strategies and tactics into public school
classrooms that would nurture the functions of the right cerebral hemisphere. At
the core ot this attempt was the belief, learned earlier with the elementary
children, that the access route was through the creation of trust environments..
Our first attempts at approaching this task were aimed at trying to determine the
role of positive self concept in establishing trust. It should be made clear that the
trusfensiomments we were interested in were related to MI441011311 and intelkc-

tual climates in which the students' expectations were at least as important as
those 44 the tritchers This differed remarkably from the instructional climates
based primarily on an emphasis on cognitive or left cerebral functions. Cogni-
tive or left hemisphere psscholagical strategies inherently lead themselves to
etternalcatton ot eipectation. Thui the etternal nature of these stratews
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results in a lower potential for developing self concept than do the more
metaphoric intuitive functions of the right cerebral hemisphere which are more
internalird.

Our wt was clear. We had to explore how the psychological climates
created by emphasis on left cerebral functioning and right cerebral functioning
affected what happened in closroom settings. As we began this there were two
areas that scermd to he of most coucern to us. Firi. they had to do with Self
esteem and the factors related to its development. Second. what kinds of
instructional strategies and tactics could increase the right cerebral involvement
in clatsrooms? A year's worth of work in schools simply exploring these ideas
and trying to develop an awareness of the natural history of some of the things
explored earlier, in terms of metaphoric and rational strategies. seemed to be a
good place to start. We began working with inner-city students. The school we
chose was about 70 percent black in an older section of Denver. After several
weeks tif work we compared our notes. The results of the exploration were clear
as therapeutic data though not as research data.

We had determined to our satisfaction that when a normal or natural legiti-
macy to right ceretaal functioning WAS part of the classroom ecology that self
esteem was .served. This was consistent with the findings of Coleman (1966)
and Jones (1968. p. 551 whose approaches typified investigation in research
modes and therapeutiC modes respectively. The seeds of ideas planted in my
experience by Richard Jones a half diven years earlier were beginning to take

it wiiS clear that education was lacking a therapeutic or subjective model of
assessment. This model was, indeed, more aligned with right cerebralfunctions
than w ith the left . The prevailing trend iii both education and psychology was to
celebrate the cognitive and the more objective premises upon which it was
founded. But at least to us a promis'..ng landscape spread beyond the door we
hail cracked open

Natural and Contrived Responses
We gained enough insight with thi.s experience to know that there were

certain areas that required more study. Our work had essentially-been as natural
historians. We created situations in which the students and teachers could
respond in a natural fashion as opposed to a contrived or predetermined
fashion. The importance of natural vs. predetermined cannot be overem-
phasized. One vital characteristic of therapy is that therapists who attempt to fit
a client into a psychoanalytic mold are far less successful than those who
modify the theory to fit the client (Rogers 196D. The work of O. J. Harvey
(unpublished) mdicaies that, in terms of objectively determined criteria related
to personality, fourth grade (nine year old) students are as accurate as trained
fisychologkal observers in determining the core personality traits of teachers.

What this meant in our wort was that contrivance was incredibly transparent
to students. It mattered little whether the contrivance was (in the student's
opinion! related to the right or left cerebral hemisphere. Work 1 have done in
conducting therapeutic interviews with elementary students who were exposed
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to highly **cognitive- or left cerebral process courses indicated that seven year
old children were "savvy- at psyching out the payoff resptmses that raised the
gleam in the teaeher's 04e. Recent findings tend to corroborate that children are
as afeetive at behavior modification strategies as are teachers (Gray a al .
1974). This -savvy- tends to fool many researchers and curriculum designers
into believing their contrivances =effective when measured **objectively.** A
simple series of high trust therapeutic interviews would set the record straight.
hut this approach 11: .4 low educational currency at this time.

Lawrence Kohlberg (1971) at Harvard has established an elegant hierarchy
of maturation in value postures that parallels, by design. thelogical hierarchies
that Piaget devehiped for intellectual maturity. Since the models are identical.
though the content is different. I would predict that as the theoretical wares are
peddled on the educational marketplace low trust environments will cause
students to treat Kohlberg's hierarchies as external expectations. as was the
case with nage.. This prediction. only verified by a few dolen therapeutic
interviews on my part, is not inherent in the theoretical prenOses of either
Kohlherg or Puget hut rather in the pragmatic premise of tge educational
marketplace as it It.WA their ideas.

A Right-brain Projtvt
In 1969 a grant was made to my colleagues and me by the National Science

ltiuidatim tor.dev eloping a program entitled "Frodronmental Studies for
t 'rhan Youth. This vias the first of four successive grants that allowed us to
develop instructional materials, strategics. and tactics whieh implicitly focused
on enhancement of fight cerebral hemisphere functions and clarification of the
relationships that these had with left cerebral hemisphere functions.

Oyer the period of tour and a hall years of development and testing in most of
the major ilk's in the country.. a v afiety ot :Mart:nesse...emerged it'll-01th dal.
1972. p. 1). The list follow ing relates our findings specifically to cerebral
hemisphere funtierns.

1. When education'al ecologies w ere created in which the functions of the
right cerebral hemisphere were celebrated and enhanced, the student's self
image increased, .

2. The performance of skills twit illy assigned to the left cerebral hem(s-
phere also increased.

3. Students etpli wed greater numhers of content areas and to greater depth in
such instructional ecologies than they had in pre% ious experiences t Lepper
1973. p 4).

ifecause of the therapeutic nature of our evaluation procedures. extensive
-literature searches were made in an attempt to find out if assessment approaches
had been made that tended to corroborate our findings. We had to seek out
studies that used statisticall y. valid experimental provedures to he able to
determine the basis for the results and conclusiims which they drew. In doing so
morothan enough suhstmtiation was found (Lepper 19751; among the more
significant were many of the conclusion drawn in the Coleman report (Cole.



man 1966). One result particularly consistent with our findings was the
statement that indicated that the single most important variable in terms of
determining success jpaelmol WU the student's feeling of the degree of control
over his own destin$f. However, to many not having this control, an eceeogy
was created in which classic schizophrenie-inducing double binds were com-
mon (Elategon 1972, p. 261; Watzlawick 1967, p. 51).

Emerging from our developmental and assessment work was a growing

awareness that many of the students with whom we affiliated in inner-city
schools seemed to be operating at value levels that were sometimes in conflict

With those of the teachers. This differentiation seemed to go beyond simply the
racial differentiation often found between the inner-city students and the
teachers. It actually seemed mon linked to a class differential. The urban
students developed individual capacity for survival and awareness of the
incredible number of intertwining variables in the everyday world, which
created a demand for expertise in' intuitive functioning. They tried to build a
base of comfort for using that expertise (Scott 1972. p. 13).

The materials developed through the Environmental Studies 19r Urban Youth
project tended to address this student expertise vs. teacher expenise problem
directly. The instructional materials were specifically designed to legitimize
,tatient.access to their own right cerebral hemisphere functions. The assign-

ments were highly ambiguous. to heighten the student's role in deciding what
the .assignment meant (Essence 1 & 2 1974). Students were asked to make
decisior,is: they were asked to set up strategies and plans involving the nature of
the initia.pmbkm. They were effectively invited to invent solutions for
probkins posed by the materials. plans that they could effectively take aciien on

in their own environments, environments in which they possessed the "street
smart." It was the commonplace worki of the student that was designed to
provide the content as opposed to the contrived world of the curriculum maker

or the teacher. In doing this the teaching and learning environment not only
created a legitimacy for the right cerebral hemisphere but it also created access

routes to it.
How it worked was simple. In the face of an ambiguous assignment such as

*Go outside and find a million of something and prove it" the students made a

broad spectrum of decisions. They ranged from What does the teacher want?.
What's a million?. How do I "prove" it?. to How do I count the bricks ia the

school building? The vim was that such assignments tend to nurture the
establishment of trust ar*-Tore effectively than assignments in which the
answer is known. The students learn quickly that diversity is appropriate, that
there are many answers, proof's. and methods. They karn that it is also
appropriate to "trick" the system in that ambiguity can he answered with
ambiguity. specificity, or a combination of both. In effect we.celebrated the
right cerebral hemisphere and ttie left. There was neither penaI4 nor praise for

focusing on one or the other. Action became its own reward.
Because the right cerebral hemisphere functii ins with extreme competence in

the area of figural and visual imagery. we have put together a sequence of



learning activities and experiences that combine both visual imagery and
combinatorial play. By combinatonai play I mean to refer primarily to one of
the divergent pioduction functions of the right cerebral hemisphere which
results in the simultaneous processing of multiple variables.

The Four Levels of Analogy
A typical sequence Of our project activities might be an excursion through

four levels of analogy as first identified by W. J. J. Gordon in his book Synecrics
( 1961. p. 371. These levels of analogy ate: fantasy. personal: direct, and
symholic

The first category is fantasy. In this form the mind creates objects. entities.
And processes that never have existed. Imagery and metaphoric relationships
Mend in a totally invented mindscape of thoughts. Contexts and contents
overlap. merge. and diverge. It is generally all new as a process for each
individual. and such mind work likewise creates products that are ACW in the
experience of the person using fantasy analogy. In some rare instances it may
result in the level of creative ins emion that creates a new level of awareness tor
humank Ind .

The second. personal analogy is one in which the human being involved in
the analogic processes identifies the total essence of self with the process Of
being of ihe object w ith which the analogy is being made. For instance: A child
performing a personal analogy' would tend to slip into the metaphor ofbecoming
a hall when confronted w ith a ball. The child would begin to feel and sense and

anticipate the w ay that the hall woult; operak as it rolls around. The child would
identify w ith the ball as the hall is being picked up or thrown, or struck with a
hat, The Iota intellectual, emotional, and sensual qualities identified with the
hall would he experienced by the child. Therefore. personal analogy tends to
involve high levels of identification, a deep. abiding involvement in processes
or entities. There is no detachment. no comparison, there is simply total

Immersion and involvement.
The third level is the direct analogy In direct analogy certain processes or

entities are compared vs ith certain other processes or entities which Ordinarily

seem distant, remote. or alien to the initial comparison. However. as direct
analogies are explored, higher levels of relationship tend to emerge. As these
levels of- relationship emerge. new insights into the original characteristics are
achieved. An example of this would be: A city is like a heart. It has one
pulseheat per day . in the morning, when it opens up and all of thc corpuscles
called automobiles eome flow ing down the venous pathways called freeways
into the city. Then at night it comracts. senth them all scurry iv down arteries to
their homes again. Comparing the city and the heart, two entitica engaged in
specific kinds of processes. creates higher lesels of insight and higher levels of
awareness aboutihe functions ot both. This is the function of direct analogy.

The fourth and most formal level of analogic reasoning is the symbolic
analogy and other non-pictorial mhol use, This is the normal. everyday
pro'. es% involved in language When a sy mbolic analog is used a particular
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It would be like a psychologist taking a whole spectrum of experiences
and tucking them into a single label which eventually might become a
school of thought such as Gestalt, or a mathematician defining gravity as

(mt x m2)

Working through all these levels of analdgic processes, we found high levels of
success both in creating an altitude toward the appropriateness of right cerebral
hemisphere functions in problem solving and in carrying on eve4day mental
processes. However it is my suspicion that higher levels of right cerebral
function are related more to fantasy and peisonal analogs am' less to *reel and
symbplie analogs. Thus Gordon may have created a hierarchy of metaphoric,
intuitive functioning. We are now exploring the relationships between the right
cerebral fantasy and personal analogistic mind work and the better known left
cerebral hemisphete direct and symbolic processes described by Piaget (1970).

f = G

Applications
Our work has actuidly been carried out in a variety of professional areas, We

have induced right cerebral enhancement at all levels of '.astritetl5n in public
school classrooms, as well as with industrial counseling and group and indi-
vidual therapy (Samples and Wohlford 1973. p. 6). We found in a variety of
situations that the functioning of a group is destroyed when individuals in the
group feel as though they are not allowed to communicate things that are
intuitively and metaphorically meaningful to them. It does not matter whether
we're dealing with a corporate vice president and a middle level management
person. with a teacher and a student, with a husband and wife. with Iwo lovers,
or with parents and children. Very often the sorts of things that tend to destroy
productive relationships arc exactly those things which tend to limit the creativ-
ity found in any of these groups; limiting creativity tends to denigrate or at least
demean the concept of right cerebral hemisphere functioning. Intuition is cast in
a lesser role than is logic (Sampks 1967). Feelings are demeaned in favor of
facts

The relationship between individuals within a system. whether that system
be one to one, one to two, or one to many. tends to become counter-productive
whenever the individual qualities of creativeness and intuitiveness are excluded
from the environment. The exclusion of these elements tends not only Pi affect
thc working relationship between the people but also the effectiveness and
efficiency toward goal achievement as agreed upon by the group. For example:
If a faculty in a school is interested in creating a constantly evolving. instantly
modifiable mechanism for working together as a faculty, the effectiveness of
this plan is destroyed as soon as logical justification and rational legitimacy are
required for all of the actions of' the group. The only way such a group, intent on
projucing creative environment. can function and sustain itself is to develop a

legitimacy for and a positive attitude toward the right cerebral hemisphere
functions.
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My focus over the past several years has increasingly been to focus on
motivational analysis and motivational therapy as opposed to behavioral
analysis and behavioral therapy. Because behavior is pateMly obvious in any
group. we find that link headway is gained by 'doing a rational analysis of
behavior and a ratitmal analysis of modification of behavior (Samples and
Wohlford 1973). Instead. what we deal with are primarily the motivations that
kad to that behavior. In doing so. we find that motivation seems to he a quality

'human mentation that is primarily focused in the right cerebral hemisphere.
!though this sounds like heresy. it is my conclusion that an overwhelming

ma ority of human decisions are made in the intuitive, metaphoric right cerebral
hen sphere. They are then explained in the rati(Mal. logical. left cerebral
hem here. Yet quite the opposite image of human mental involvement is the
popular age. Therefore my approach is effectively to kgitimize the right
cerebral hemisphere function. to legitimize the intuitive. to legitimize the
metaphoric. and in fact to build Joels of maturity in metaphoric and analogic
processes (Samples 1%7).

In doing this I kel as though we are creating a hroader base for an acceptance
of and a maturtt in the intuitive side of human mental processes. There is little
nevk about this strategy. Therapists and counselors have been doing it for
generations. How excl.. w ith the physical and pst chologiCal constructs provided
us [is Onistein (1972) and others for the differentiation of function of the
cerebral hemispheres. an that we are doing is weax ing adequate and comment
therapeutic praoices into a context that tends not to denigrate any pan ot the
hnman menial capacits but instead hi eelebratc the union ot hoth.

Right and Left: Equality. and Synthesis
None ot the work that we haw &Wit: has been aimed toward denwamng the

rational. linear components ot human mentality. Instead. it has been to cele-
brate those but to cekbrate them part of the compkre portrait of human
intellectualut . emotionalitt . and sexualitt . Divergence to us is as important as
cun%crp.clice. It is not as though one Can exist vk idiom nw other. hut a predilec-
tum toward conergence tends hi diminish the opportunity hw many peopk.
1,4 hcn imne their mind as an intenti% e tool. to explore the roots that are made
aailatik tit ditergent thinking

Ahraham Maslow 11471. p 73) talked often about self-aetualization and
about reaching the kill potential of the human being. Onc of the things that I
Ita onduded ir similar hi tont lusion that Mdsio% 1-4:40ed shortlt
before his death lie opined that perhaps the peak experience tit human cleat
it% is mit terribly difterent from the peak experience of actualization. As a
result. all that we are doing in terms of tAt Irk that is both analytic and thereapeu .
tic is to trt 61 creak attitude :Ind access routes toward higher levds of total
integral!, m f mintiI capac Hies As result. I hope hl%% Iin es. an increase in the

oceurrence 01 peak cweriences, iffi uoi an increase becoming a normal
pattern tor human beings as thet lite then 11%es
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DISCUSSION

Visual Imagery: Metaphor venoms Radosaiky
Nancy Bauer You put a lot of emphasis on the use of visual imagery. Do you

have any observations or any research on what happens when you use visual

imagery with children?
Sampks: Sure. One of the things We have learned is that children generally

have higher levels of metaphoric maturity than adults. They simply do not have

the rational maturity. Some people that I am working with are actually con-
vinced that children can see auras, that infants can actiially see energy fields that
surround your body. One of the things we say is, "Oh. their 'eyes ate not

focusing yet."
The qualities of metaphoric thinking that children are capable of are quite

profound.
Bauer: I understand the importance of that, if your goal is more metaphoric

thinking but what if your goal is to encourage or enhance vicarious experiences.
such as experience of Sumaria or Iraq. Teachers often try to give kids empathy,

a sense of what other peopk or cultures are like. Do visual images help with

this?
Samples: I have no control over how students process visual images. and so I

am forcing them, in the act of looking at a particular picture, to exercise the
functions of- both cerebral hemispheres. The visualness pi-jrn-wily appears to the

right hemisphere and the words to the left, but I cannot control what happens.

Bauer: Oh, no, I think you have built your control up because you have

imposed your metaphor on the students.
Samples: I am not too worried about that, since about 90 percent of the

materials now used are in the left hemisphere mode.
Bauer: Thew .are two things that concern me. One is that you are not

interested in the use of visuals for vicarious learning-- for example, learning
about places children have never been, and flowers they have never seen. This

7,...ms to me to be an important use of picttles.
The other thing is the possible application of what you have done to my effort

to create, it you like, right-minded approaches to the culture of toreigners. In
\ what ways can you arrange the study of Russia so you understandand em-

\pathite with the Russians? At what age would you expect empathy to result?

We talk about all of these goals in social studies.
Samples: I share your concerns. but I also have a built-in nsistance to them.

Maybe that is what is making me awkward in answering. I get a little bit worried

when I use a visual mode and try to generate metaphoric experience specifically

fin rational knowing. I have found that almost all instructional materials do that

a lot. They will let you. play w ith the picture, hut for a rational purpose. l- want to

legitimi/e the metaphoric awareness in and of itself ho that little kids do not

paint J picture so they can write a story about it. They can paigt a picture to



paint a picture. I am really against using the metaphoric strategies to seduce the
kids into more rational knowing.

Bauer: I understand and agree with that goal as a worthwhile thing. But we
still have the responsibility for the vicanous .earning of students about many
things.

James Eckenrod: I head- Nancy asking about her efforts to transmit know-
ledge. where the outcome expected of the children is an understanding of a
foreign culture. My understanding of what Bob is talking about is how we help
young children coastruct their own realities. If we expect them, at the end, to
have your reality of what Soviet life is about, we expect the impossible.

The best way we can do it is to provide rich, personal, active experiences for
kids art' hope that someday maybe they caa get to the Soviet Union and learn
w hat it is like to he alive in Russia. The intended outcomes arc wrong if we
expect them to recite data ahout the Soviet Union.

Bauer: I am still concerned about empathy and understanding. We always
ve want students to study Russia so they will understand the Russians.

The Metaphoric Capabilities of Children
Standy Wronski: You stated that ehildren are able to handle the metaphoric

operation better than adults. You also said that you had tested this idea. In view
of your reluctance to test children, how did you get evidence on this?

Sampks: We counted the number of alternatives kids would try in entering a
problem sequence, then did ihe same ming sometime later. We found that they
would increase remarkably the number of alternati%es that they would !ry when
we used metaphoric strategies. They would actually get more linear fewer
alternati% es via mid he considered when we used rational strategies. It is just as

-simple as that.
Wronski: Do ou have an% comparable kind of testing of adults'?
Samples: Yes. We analyre tape recordings of the beginning and ending ot a

series of sessions. Wc turn on a tape recorder in a roomful of 40 people. start
talking about something, and analyie the quality ot the respimses. most of
14hich are limiting. separational. and conveigent. Then we work together
thorugh metaphoric sequemes. and at the end the people are being %cry holistic
and di% ergot( in their strategies for solving problems.

Writnski: It this is so, then our problem becomes more and more difficull as
children become older

Samples: Yes. That is really the point. For instance. I can walk into any
kindergarten class and deal with any ctmcept in any way they want to. At the
senior high school down the street. I have to warm them up for three days.

Richard Jones: An interesting aspect of dreams that I did not mention is that
when we are asleep. children and adults. we ate equal. Th: training-out of
metaphorical thinking that Bob KaS talking about does not apply while we are
asleep. That seems to he safeguarded against culture.

Samples: One other thing I would like to mention about the child's way of
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knowing: David Elkin. when I first met him. was at.the University of Denver
and I was working for the state depanment of education. He came in and said.

"You are an earth scientist. Tell me how to teach children about lakes." He
said he asked this little kid, "Mow do you think lakes form?" And the kid said.
Them is this giant and he walks around and he leaves big footprinm and rain
comes in and fills them. This is where all the lakes come from."

So Elkin got a nine-foot stream table, with mountains, thunderstorms,
hurricanes '. and the whole bit. He worked with this kid in a tutorialone-ki-one

way for something like six weeksnot full-time, but each dayuntil the kid
knew how to explain tarns, oxbow lakes, and so on. This was during the
summer. session.

The next year. the kid came back and Elkin said. "Hey. I remember you."
The kid said. "Yeah. I remember you. too." Elkin asked "How do lakes
formT And the child said. "Well, there is this giant, and he walks
around. . . ."

James Eckenrod: We had some similar experiences when we wow setting up
our curriculum. We observed some kids during an experiment with gases, a
concrete experience in which they can manipulate and see what the operant

variables are and arrive at a conclusion. Often they would not get the cylinder
on the clay right and the water would leak, or something else would happen. We

probed their unde standing and it was this: "Sometimes it works and sometimes
it doesn't." That was their real understanding. We wrote a paperabout that and

called it "Can You Accept a Child's Answer?" Generally. adults and educators
cannot accept a child's answer.

Acceptance
Jack Fraenkel. Should you accept a kid's answerany answer that a kid

offers?
Samples: I have no choice but to aceiept a kid's answer. but it does not mean

that I necessarily agree with it. I cannot defend this: it is just my style. It works

for me. The metaphor that I use for this is some experience that I gained in
working with Navajo people. Acceptance is an incredibly widely practiced
custom in many of the Native American cultures. particularly among Navajos.

If you say something to me, the thing I must do. as a cultural strategy. is to

accept it.' Then I can respond to you about whether or not I agree.

When we work with teachers, we try to get them into postures of accepting.
but not necessarily agreeing.

Fraenkel: What do you mean when you say acceN? Saying I hear you and I
understand what you are ,aying. that kind of response?

Samples: Yes, just listening instead of commenting on it. Learning how 10
just really accept what the kids do and then go on to say, "I do mit think I can

'cope with that because I am afraid to think that way ." or something of that sort.
You have to say it very honestly. and speak in the first person. If we get teachers
to do that for a week in school, it changes their teaching strategy forever.

Eraenkel: T hat is so frightening to people. Would you advocate. assuming
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we had such people that they encourage kids to accept4ieir own answers?
Samples: Yes, but not necessarily agree with them. Veroften it is a matter

of exaggeration. I accept the notion that children exaggerati in my presence.
When I accept them and celebrate that exaggeraion. their will be a time when
exaggetation is not necessary and they will come back to me in a very
straightforward way. But to first legitimize their responses is the quality of
instruction that I emphasize and value.

Release and Play
Suzarne Helbum: Bob, in line with some of your comments, it sounds as

though metaphoric think:4g involves breaking down bathers.
Samples: Most of the '4tuff we have been doing with teachers has shown that

what we are dealing with is an attitude. Everybody thinks metaphoricaPy, and it
is always going on. But, somehow it is missed or ignored. All we need to do is
legitimize it.

Let 'tie give you an examOk of counseling we have done with some women's
groups. Women who have been quickly pmmoted into positions that were
formerly held by men have a peculiar kind of a rrisis that they go through
because. and I know that this is going to sound sexist, women ate culturally
rewarded for being more metaphoric Ad more intuitive. As a result, when
suddenly thrust into the male aggressist kind of role they try to out-rational"
males. They try to he more rational than the rational males that would normally
have taken that job. At that point, we say to the women, Do not dO it," "Do
not play that game.

We find that a lot of elementary school teachers are very metaphoric and very
intuitive in the role they play in teaching. But the secondary school people have
an academic major. and they believe that major is a serious matter. and Often
they think about it that way, and so they tend to develop an attitude that reflects
what they see as a more "profound kind of rationality. M that point, we
simply invite them to entertain the notion that it is okay to be p14ful. Most of
the really cool people never work hard. They play all the time. So attitudinally
we give these teachers activities and let them discover that they can survive
bring metaphoric in each other's presence.

Bauer: I would not equate the word playfulness. which is sort of an expansive
style of experience, with the ability to create metaphors. Maybe it is just a
semantic hind. but I think that the word metaphor means that you have to have
two related experiences; some people can put such experjences together.
Thoreau was great at it, hut I am not sure every four Year old is. You have to
have both experiences first.

Samples: Well. Nancy. 1 treat metaphor" as a verb. By metaphoring. I
mean to get involved-de:ply into combinatorial play. Thus if there are no
appropriate combinations for which I can tind a counterpart in my experience. I
invent them. That is the strategy that I am talking about. As a result. I am never
confined by my own ignorance.
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Are Right and Left Lobes Really Differentiated?
Irving Morrissett: Bob, eviiently you and a number of people believe that the

eviu nce is quite good for a very large separation of functions between the
cerebral hemispfieres..I take it that there are many physiologists who say the
evidence is PO very good and'you are off in left field. Is that right?

Samples: Some say that I jtist happen to be hanging arotmd the people that do

not say that right now.
Morrisvett: Well, my question is: hoiv necessary to what you want to get dont

is evidence of this separation? What You are concerned with, and what the
conference is concerned with, is two modes of thinking. Whether or not those
are related to parts of the brain is not a bit essential to the existence of the fact of
the two modalities. My question is. aren't you unnecessarily getting resistance
when you talk as though your basis of operation depends upon physiological
evidence, which it really does not.

Samples: I do not find very much resistance to it. mostly because it is so
compatible with the technological capacity of the culture we are in. Such an
approach is a very political one.in me sense that most of the people with whom I
have worked in education seem highly frusta ated by the lack of a modelso
much that unless we can talk cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. com-
munication tends to break down.

So I emphasize cerebral functioning simply becaus.: I am interested in it. and
also because there are technological compatibilities with people who are sys-
tems thinkers. I do not give a damn if the hemispheres are differentiated. But the
people with whom I have had an opportunity to talk including Ornstein and
Galin, think this way. They are very convincing to me abOut the validity of the
separation: but I do not care. My adherence to it is just to create a model that can

bc communicated to people who like models.

Should the Teacher know the Answer?
Alfred Kuhn: You referred to asking questions to which the teacher did not

know the answers. I recall I. suggestion that a teacher should never ask a
question to which the teachers knows the answer. I wonder if you have any
particular keling about that.

Samples: Once the kids know that you are nor trying to trick them into a
particular way of knowing, it does not matter whether you know the answer.
But. if I do know the answer at the beginning, it is.awfully MO work for me not
to lead you to my answer instead of allowing you thc freedom to explore on your
Own. In the face of ambiguity, . human beings have to make decisions. In the
race of specificity. all they have to do is perform.
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CHAPTER 7

CONFLUENT EDUCATION

Mark Phillips

Mark Ptilllips explains here the meaning of confluent education. Con-
fluent education can be thought (4- as an extension into detailed practice of
the notion of trust set forth in the paper by Samples. Phillips has examined

-the idea in action, and closely. over several years. The idea of confluent
education goes beyond the earlier ideas about healthy classroom climate,
which had been current since the thirties. It seeks a specific awareness
among the members of a class% including the teacher, of the feelings that

are being eommume.ated. over* and covertly. In this. it reminds us of the
comments along these lines by Lippitt and Schindler-Rainman.

Like Lippat and Schirdler-Rainman. Phillips has a vision 4what people
should do and be. if they are to realize themselvesfully in a trusting, just
society. He shares with his colleagues the feeling of miuionary zeal
though he c.omments during the discussion after his paper that he uses
conservative. "safe" strategies to bring about what would ultimately he

radical reforms.
The development of confluent education is presented as the growth of

ideas in practice . Having made substantial progress in developing individ-
ual awareness and participation. Phillips and his colleagues have more
retreiuly been giving greater attention W the social contest w thin which
they do their work.

I want to share with you some of what we are doing in the confluent education

program at the University of California at Santa Barbara. Thi,: is a small effort

which we are finding hopeful. and I am looking forward to sharing it with you.
I will define and talk about curriculum in a broad ',ruse. including the heittan

curriculum, but with emfrasis on the emergent curriculumhow one deals

with written curriculum in the classroom in Mahon to what is happening to a
group of students at a particular point in time. I will also deal with the hidden

curriculum.
First I want to rap for a while. Then I w ant to do an expenmental thing.

although this will he an insult icient sample ot the ewrcisics that have been used

in our plkwam with students. Then I want to talk further. t ing that experience

into a broader concept of *hat we are doing and w here we are moving. Finally .
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I would like to have as much of an open rap session as possibk.

The Hidden Curriodum
The nature of the context is very important to the outcome. The nature of the

means that ate used in the classroom helps to determine the ends. How a written
piece of curriculum is taught may be as important, more important, than the
specified objectives in the curriculum: how the teacher behaves, how the group
interacts, the nature of that environment within the classmom itself.

One of the things that I noticed about this conference, one of the more
refreshing conferences that I have been to, is that there is a "star" system of
sonsthere are "stars." "experts." brought in from the outside. I am not
denigrating that, hut the conference in some ways pivots around the presenta-
tions of these "stars." That is important in helpinglirdetennine what happens.
It is somewhat authority centered.

I am aware, for instance. that there are no high school students here. I am not
suggesting there necessarily should be. but the fact that there aren't, as we talk
ahout what should be going on in schools, makes a difference. It. could he
assumed that we have enough knowledge of schools to represent those students.
I don't necessarily agree with that assumption and I am not suggesting that
others necessarily do either. It does seem to me that these characteristics of our
context will help shape the outcomes ot the conference.

Planning for Others
I have been reading a hook hy Peter Berger. P.yrotnid.s of .i'aerifie', i 1%4.

pp, 133-36). in which he takes on socialism and ciapitalism In one of his
"interludes- he describes an imaginary international conference which
cused on "third world" under-desoliped natons. The people there were
well-dressed, upper middk-class experts; the poor people of the third world
were not there. At one point in the conference somebody made an impassioned
statement Concerning the importance of being concerned with the well-being of
these people. He notet1 that there were third world people living right here in the
hotel where the conference WAS being held and nobody was concerned with
them. Contertnce participants were leaving their food outside the door to be

picked up in the morning and their shoes to he shined. t If I left my shoes outside
the door in Ne14 York, I think they would he gone hy the morning!f

So they reached a resolution, a major debate that took about three hours.
They weren't going to leave the stuff outside the door. Mr. Berger makes the
point that the people being affected were not consulted. It was(' typical helping
relationship. What that action did was to throw of I the whole system. The hotel
service worths didn't know how to deal with it rhey felt it was a personal
al front. Berger points out that no dessert was served the next two nights and he
wasn't sure whether that related to the particular action or mu. Who was
included in making decisions for whom? What is the nature of the decision-
Making process?

Another image sticks with mc Just recently I sa% the movie Young Fran-



kensrein. It had a great scene in whist theponster goes around the village and
stumbles into the home of a blind man, played by Gene Hackman. The blind

g

man only wants to help the monster but ends up spilling hot soup in his lap and

..,the monster leaps up in extreme agony. Then he tries to light the monster's
"cigarette hut instead lights up one- of tits fingers. There, is one image of the
helping relationship!

A third image in my mind is from an artick by Ikniamin DeMon (1975) in a

recent issue of Harper's. entitled "Hot-Air Meeting.- which deals with a
meeting that was held at Southampton College. Southampton. New
about a year ago. supported hy grants from the U.S. Office of Education. They
hrought in a host of people. including Lillian Hellman. John Brademas. Robert
Quie. and Senator Clayburn Pell. to deal with the problems of American
education.

DeMott comments on some of the failures of the conference. He indicates
thii.t one 01 the errors was the fallacy of believing "that the doers of the world.
the improvers. the nonprovincial. the well-traveled, the experienced. cannot
hut introduce into a mixed assemblage qualities of the flexibility that teach and

refine hyexample- tOeMott 1975. p. 79).
That was an error, that was not what happened; .people got up and made

impassioned pleas tor their own points of view. Tho very lacks that people were
talking about in education were being demonstrated at their worst at the
conference. A typical partisan plea -was made by someone who said that the

answer is Head Start programs and what the hell is the matter with you people
that you are not putting all your funding into that.

DeMon also says. "in theory we knew that much. if not all. reformist bustle
about education in the ment past has beer without consequence. Open class-

rooms? closed? oral? aural? oral-aural? disciplinary? interdisciplinary?
school? &school? held? stream? increasingly these battles seemed weight-

less. KW% ing these things. we therefore also knew --did we not? how could we

not that the 'cure for. say. corruption in high legal circles is not a project in
moral education for lass schools, But this w as among our proposals and it

could soundl) be said that all the Southampton proposals were identical with

this one.,Ju at all flowed t rom the conviction that we are ready uhe others need

pritkinnd all betrayed ignorance ot the true grain of common feeling-
MeMott 1975,.

Confluent Education
The piton is that we need to be aware ot oursels es and the context of whieh

we arc doing. In making that point I am also introducing confluent educaf:on.
One iii the things we arc try int.; to do is to train teachers to he aware ot the w ay in
whkh the contests that they create help mold the outcomes ot the students they
.4re ssorking ss ith. What I am about to prewm is not necessarily better than what

other people are doing in education. Rather. it is s% hat we arc doing with the

limited resource and knots% ledge voe base
Confluent edmation began about ti.e years agii It grew.. not out of thew N



but out of the "practical." George Brown had backgroutal in creativity train-
ing. in Gestalt, and in teaching and teacher training. He and some of the other
"founders" weiv also good teachers. How they gotta be good teachers we are
still not sure. but those good teachers ventured to Esalen,, a ?rowth center on the
West Coast. For a period of time, they worked with Fritz:Perls. founder of
Gestalt therapy. They came out of this experience very dutch interested in
applying to the classroom sOfile of the techniques that he wai using in dealing,
with the feelings of people.

TheY worked with teacher training. They got a mini-grant and then a full
grant from the Ford Foundation to develop curriculum anil to do teacher
training, integrating into traditional cuniculesocial studies. English. etc.
the exercises and experiences that were drawn out of Gestalt. .

One important assumption in the confluent projects was that training teachers
came first and the curriculum developed out of the teacher training. Individual
teachers, through the training process. devel their own curriculum7 That
didn't mean they couldn't use national curric m packages or Other cur-
riculum. but those would be integrated with their e periences and developed
into a curriculum of their own. The key purpose was not the design of
curriculum for national disseminalion. but the improvement of this limited
group of teachers and the improvement of the curriculum in their classroom. At
the same time. some of the curricula they developed have since been dissemi-
nated, are still available for dissemination, and are quite good. The assumption
was that no curriculum is "teacher proof and a judgment was made that it was
more important to train the teachers than to develop the curriculum.

Initially, confluent education had the goal of impnwing traditional achieve-
ment, to develop pnocesses which would facilitatc tlie achievement d existing
goals. By dealing with students' concerns related to the subject matter, by
dealing with blockages pi leaining. by having students examine themselves and
their relationship to the subject, and by developing links between students and
between teachers and students. karning of basic subjects would be increased.
As initially formulated. it was a humanistic extension of educational psycho!.
ogy, a psychological means of improving and achieving traditional goals.

There were other. implicit, goals not being made fully explicit, primarily for
reasons of public relations. Schools would respond positively if we said. "All
we wam to do is to better achieve traditional objectives." On the other hand, if
we.said we were also trying to help students clarify their values, become aware
of themselves, become whole persons, and develop their creative capacities and
their capacities for visual thinking, more difficulty would have been experi-
enced.

In truth. the means as well as the goals were frequently non-traditional ones.
Processes being !aught to students were those of self-esplanation and self-
examination. The nature of the classroom environment was also atypical. with
close relationships between students and teacher% and teachers responding as
human beings, sharing their feelings, being open and honest.



One of the things often said was that we were not doing anything different
from what good teachers have done all along. I think that in some ways that is
true, but the means were somewhat different and those means were and are
important

Mote recently, other psychological approaches have influenced Our pro-
pun. Psychosynthesis and trtmsactional analysis have been integated into.the
program. as well as the "self-science" approaches developed by Gerald
Weinsteinapproaches designed to help individuals become scientific obser-
vers of themselves.

The WA
Now I want to do an exercise withyou. If you don't want to do it. feel tree mit

to. It is not high risk: you are not going to disclose your secrets. This is one
exampkrof what we have done with curriculum. Afterwards I want to 'illustrate
how various people have tied this particular exercise into a curriculum.

Take a comfortable position and close your eyes. If what I am going to
describe doesn't seem to "happen" for you, that's not unusual. don't feel there
is something wrong with you.

Given all that. if you are willing, come with me. Close your eyes and take a
couple of deep breaths; hold them as long as you can and slowly exhale. Let
your body relax as much as you possibly can.

Imagine a screen in front of your eyes. Whatever images or thoughts come
across the screen, don't hold on to them. Let them pass quickly.

Picture yourself on a country road, a road you would like to be on. You arc all
alone in beautiful surroundings. There is a cool breete Nosing. The sun is
overhead and you are walking along the road. You arc enjoying your walk.

Look way up ahead of you on the road. You see a wall across the middle of
the road. As you look to the left and to the right along that wall you can't see the
end of it. As you look towards the top. you can't see the top of the wall. It is that
large.

Now, walk up to the wall. Put your hands on U. heel U. Let whatever happens
happen_ Continue with that for a few minutes. Where' er it takes you. just go
with that.

Now.. whenecr you feel ready. let that pass. Come back to the room and
open your eyes. Now --and again feel free not to do itshare whatever took
Wee with one other person. It a fantasy took place. share whatever you are
willing to share from the fantasy. If nothing took place. and you want to talk
about that. tine. Take a minute or two tor sharing.

I am trying to model a little bit of what we do in confluent education. No one
has to do anything. We make that a rule and bend over backwards in that
direction, because the overall norm sometimes pushes people too much toward
self-disclosure.

People are asked to start by working with themsds es, disclosing things first
to thvmsels es and then with one other friend or somebody they can trust or feel
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comfortable with. What sometimes happens in the classroom, and which we
want to have happen, is that the number of people otr is willing to trust
ivcomes larger over a period of time.

Fantasy and Sdf-Kaowledge
Richard Jones talked about working with dreams. One way to move_toward

that. to explore the land between pure cognition and the dream state, is to have
people go into ifantmy when they can do it. This is difficult for some people:
sensitivny and skill on the pan of the teacher are important.

I did a childhood fantasy experience with a group of people in Baltimore
about five years ago. Thew were a number of black students there with painful
childhood memories. I learned then that toi some people, remembering one's
childhood can be destructive.

One purpose of doing a fantasy is to increase one's ability to visualize
images. Richard De Mille did a book for children. Put Your Mother On The
Ceiling (19671. He aas the child ilifalali/e a rubber ball, make the rubber ball
bigger than a house, make it smaller than an ant, climb on the ball and fly out the
window, play with your mother, make her tly around the MOIL put her on the
ceilmg, and so forth. Resides being fun, this also helps to develop the ability to

create Visual imagery.
Another purpose ot fantasy is self-knowledge. People respond to the wall in

the fantasy very diflerently. The first time I did that fantasy my response told
me a lot ahout myself., I got annoyed. I walked up and down the wall, figuring
continuall). how am I gt g to cross it? The fantasy ended and I was still
walking hack and forth likt a character :tribe end ot a Bergman movie.
wondering where I was going

Someone else responded to the wall by bringing in planes. tanks, and troops.
like in a Cecil H De. Mille film. Others sit down neu to the wall and enjoy the
sun. the %%all tJ k.sn 't bother them: they feel there is no need li; get hr the other

side
In our classes ue hae support groups. from which people receive feedback.

We may ash. What was your response to the wan? Is there anything in your
14;0 ot responding to the wan that tells more about yourself! How do you
resrond 1,1 the walls in your life'!" Alter responses are given, someone in the
supp in group may say. "I don't perceive ou responding to walls in that way
Thus, increased selt.know ledge can tome from the perception of others. not
just from sett -perception.

Expersenve with the wall has been related to %arious curriculum areas. In an
English unit. somei me related it ni a Rohert Frost poem. -Mending Wall.- In a
social studies unit, a Zagreb cartoon called -th,: Wall- and a Norman Ma-la
ren tdm called "Ncii!hhors- were shown, and the dass got into the whole
stihick-t of fences and walls hovveen nations :Ind people.

I..Cfc !se% to enconr age hint:is% and sell esploralion are plentiful in the

literature (him ,ontem is not how to t ind such eserliscs. but how hest to use
them When du vI Pi/ )1 se then)! With hat pi nip and in what )ntest



The Emergent Curriculum
Beyond written curriculum matenals. our greater concern is with the emer-

gent curriculumbuilding on awareness ot ourselves and of the context of the

moment. We give attention to hidden curriculum. the implicit goals and
experiences and outcomes in the classroom. because we want to make them
explicit and 10 make them a part of the emergem curriculum. In our value
system it is better for peopk to be aware of what is happening to them than not hi

he :mare.
Geoffrey and Smith. in a hook called The ('umplc;iru' jan Mhan CluA-

srirorn (196tti. an ethnographic study ot teacher and student classroom be-

has ior, talk about the teacher's skill. of "ring mastership." being able to he
aware at any moment in time of most of the things that are going on in the
classroom. Their (Ibsen ation was that teachers who have this skill seem to be
able to function more effectisel) with students than teachers who do not.

So, arming our goals in teacher training are awarenets of self and awarenets
of 4 hosro4 sin environment

A (kstall assumption hut not unique hi Gestalt. is that it is important to he

aware of what is -mine.- in order to help dif ferentiate between what I am
projecting on to my en% ironment and what really exists. At least, what pan ot it
is [nine. I ted that my own children are sometimes sletimiled by the teacher'.
"saitick. pruipecting his or her problems into my child. dealing with my child
as a typical child in a preconceived type ol situation.

How do we train teacher% to be able to pick up. not through test scores but
through personal observation, where people are at a moment in time'.' One
needed skill is leading hod% language. Who is with me here and who is not.'
What di ie. tli.tt nodding head mean' Some student% sit and nod their heads all ot
the time and they arc %kering' flow do I make that dakrentiation?

HIM to make eliplicit what is implicit More accitratc ego language is one
s% ay Ill it 141 5.4% I ss hen I mean .nid mit sa% 11 PIC when I ant talking

ahout ilt sell I or e%.miple. there is the statement "we all know freh

immediahl% gist.. the Ind,. 010 a ery stt4uip povi et basis in term% 11 the

supriirt that he of she allegedl% has
W e are I irk mg i in Ili n% 1 reale trust in a 1.155145'M. 11111A mu, h trust

`. an " '11 e lkI/". to build .1 SI mietimes tin ild me. trust %Celli% unipOsslh le I has:
walked into , lass!, nuns %%here the k statement% are fast and I Mk .

title Mt: not 111 is (0 pm (14155 II pC4 pie II is nu rossihie. s. OM a

pen( oi a % cek ot two. to change the sikietal niorm that cyst% within such a
c 'mown iy peer pimp But there ale %%ay sof beginning. People can bc.ginh

%hal ing w hat it feels like 11,.. pot down Ii otheis they trust
One of the model% we are using that Lome% out 01 ( ierald Weinstem's work is

"self st mem c edih: alb in tic sjlls it "The Trumpet The mil% idual lust

lsiks JI a pet. 11 1k. pers.4 mid response 1-01 eamplc. altet the .vall lantas
Liu wiyht has.: ...summed win tesputsc 10 the %kali

As another c Nautili:. I d1 all e %ch. Ise in %%buil I ask lin SI/WM:cis. I don't sa

lot v4 hal I iii.iI Is . raise their hands Then. I w ill lust ask people



to inventory what the sentences were that went ,through their heads at that
moment. I wonder what the hell he wants me for." If I put my head low
enough he won't see me," etc. The next step is to determine if tile response._
represents a pattern 1o7 you. Maybe it does, maybe it doesn't. Are you the
person whose hand forever goes up or am you the person in volunteer situations
who usually gets down as low as possible?

Then individuals work cm what these patterns mean for themselves. What do
you get out of them? There are things that we get out of being volunteers and
there are things we get out of not volunteering. Then we may work in groups,
getting feedback fmm others, experimenting in low-risk situations with alterna-
tive forms of behavior, and getting feedback on that.

The purpose of all this is to combine various ways of knowing one's self.

The Social Context
Up until the past year we focused almost entirely on thc personahred

dimension, and dealt very little with the broader societal context.
We are now trying so focus simultaneously on self and society. As an

example . in OF self-science process above,, instead of just looking at one's self.
at one..s behavior in isolation. people look at their behavior in relationship to the
social world.

As an example. sum. body I know is doing marriage counseling ,in Califor-
ma. A couple 01 people who were with this counselor noted that the counselor
was.dealing with the problem as ii it was purely their problem. There was no
perspectixe brought into the counseling proce,.s of what the social mwms are in
California ----the external pressures on marriage, changing male and female
t-oles. and so forth. The counselor was dealing with the problem as if it was
pure4 a problem between the two individuals. Of course the other extreme.
which assumes it is all socially determined and we can do nothing about it, is
equally to he avoided.

What we are trying to do is train educators to look at themselves within
different iocial corneas. toward the goal of increased self-knowledge.

A second purpose is the process of building community between teachers.
This has been one of the most significant outcomes from the work we have
done

A third purpose is to have the personal and community outcomes directed
towards a change in the sok-ial structure itself. For example. I am becoming
more committed to the edtwational goal of creating non-oppressive educational
ens wonments. Oppressum has been defined as decisions being made tor
people. t), other people. with' out the peopk who will he affected by the
decisums being consulted or being insolved in the decision-making process.
We are tring to as I lid such oppression in our program. We are not going to the
other extreme, of turning the programs oser to the students or disavowing the
things ssc think we knm. hut we are inkluding students increasingly in all
dC ins that ditcu thcm



We are also trying to get out of our upper middle-class bias. We have been
bringing in students who are muki-cukural mid are learning a lot from them.
People working in Chicano communities, for example, tell us that it is all vet),
nice to talk about getting in touch with your feelings, but fantasy experiences
are not enough in a community in which the 70 percent Chicano population is
ruled by a totally white-Anglo power structure which is completely non-
responsive to Chicanos.

Integration
What we are searching for is ways to integrate all these experiences and

ideas. How do we take a conference like this and integrate our experiences so
that it is not just me talking to you and you talking to me. How do we create a
dialogue so that I learn as much from you as you learn fmm me? How can a
classroom be conducted so that the teacher learns as much from the students as
the students learn from the teacher?

DISCUSSION

The Role of Chicanos
Cknn Linden: Are most of the teachers you are working with Anglos. white?
Phillips: Yes.
Linden: How many Chicanos?
Phillips: Until the last year or so the people in our program were primarily

white. upper middle-class. We weren't attracting minority students. When we
received a grant from the Ford Foundation we brought in six first-rate Chicano
educators. I have been doing some work in the past year in Ventura County and
Oxnard with heavily Chicano populations, people who have had trouble witn

. dealing with a primarily white police force. What is happening s. .he
wonH 's getting out in the Chicano community that wc are not just into
"touch-feely- education and all of a sudden there is more interest among
Chicano teachers and students.

Linden: How do the Chicanos respond? Do they really open up? I would
think the level of nost that you would have, to establish to begin with would be
very important.

Phillips: I do not work with Chicanos by myself. ( work within a team With
Chicano educators. Trere is something wrong about me as an Anglo. with my
minimal knowledge of Chicano culture and with the well-founded context of
suspicion in the Chicark, community, going in any other way. The Chicanos in
ou program came in with a definite interest In confluent education but also with
some suspicion and skeralcism. The program has allayed some of their skepti-
cism, hut more significant!) their presence has changed the program. Some
skepticism remains, and that ,s a healthy thing for the program.
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Changing Gash
William Joyce: I am a little - abOut one comment that you made. I

may have misinterpretal y. " remark. but I think you indicated that your
current activities do not directly involve changing traditional educational gGals.

Did I read you wmng? S.

Phillips: V. One of my personal gripes when I came into the program two
and one-halryears ago was that it was being called "value free." I also
disagreed with the idea that we just wanted to help people reackr traditional
goals. In that process you take a value position which is that the present goals
are okay and don't need to be changed. I disagreed with tlud. What I perceive
we are about riiht now is conservative radicalism. We are committed to
changing the system drastically, but we are not committed to changing the
system through rapid and violent overhaul.

At present we are working with students to help develop an awareness of the

social system that exists in the University-to develop social literacy to com-
plement self-liteiacy. When somvIne asks. "What the hell is the matter with

the 'Dean?" we look at the position of the Dean within the system. What
pressures are on him? How he is evaluated by the Chancellor and the Vice-
Chancellor? We also share ideas on how we can effect e. loge. Some people'

who came into the program ready to batter down the walls of the Chancellor's
office learned to step back, to learn about the system, and to develop the support
of others. They have learned that as single individuals they are not likely to

change the university but that in concert with others it is possible to bring about
changes. But you have got to be socially literate to be able to do that.

My feeling about teachers in the field is that the nature of the institution

works in such a way that the, establishment of community support systems
among teachers is next to impossible. Things are arranged in a way that keeps

people as isolated 'as possible. The strongest need with teachers is not to learn
ekercises. nor even personal development When teachers are given the time to

he together and share things, they want more of that connectedness. They want

and need community.
Teachers are becoming more powerful. through unionization. But what are

they going to use that power for? With all their power in New York City, they
haw not improved the quality of educati. .1. Do teachers know how to use
power? One of our concerns is having people become aware of personal power

and group power, and of power with" as opposed to power over."
Bonny Cochran: One of the things you mentioned is something that came out .

of the program that you had not expecteda feeling of strength and solidarity

among the teachers. Would you talk a little bit about how that happened, and
especially what they, do with that strength and solidarity?

Phillips: In our degree programs people come from different parts of the

country and eventually dispcise. In our school projects we work with people

from a number of different schools. In both cases we have encouraged networks

of peopk who build a support system through communication and travel, who

can call on each other for advice and help.



Alan Tom: Lhave also been concerned that you seem to be taking a vety
cOnservative approach. I have been puzzled because I thought at first that it was
much more radical.

Is it merely that teachers should be responsive to communities? In a few
cases, that might be radical, if teachers are not currently responsive to com-
munities.

Phillips: What we are doing is not radical in the sense of destroying present
structures and substituting a grand new scheme, but it is ultimately radical. By
social pteracy. I mean awareness of a system which I perceive as basically -
oppresiive, in the sense that many of the people affected arc not included in
decision-making processes. We are concerned with understanding society and
how decisimis are made, not for the purpose of accepting,society. but for the
purpose of identifying the hest intervention points and ways of changing it.

I want a society in which whole people can develop. I want to change systems
and I believe that the process of personal change and of change in those systems
needs to take place together. Maybe you don't perceive that as radical.

Tom: I perceive that most of your discussion has to do with tactics or
processes.

Phillips: Yes, political tactics or processes or exercises to make us more in
tune with one another. What would you rather have us do?

Tom: Well, maybe it is there and I don't see it. but I think you need some kind
of a vision of the future that is an end-point that all of this is designed to reach.

Phillips: I can describe a piece of the end point. I don't know if I have a final
Utopian vision. but I envision a society *hich is neither racist nor sexist. It is a
society in which, as much as possible, individuals are consulted with regard to
the decisions that concern them and in which institift:ons exist to serve the needs
of the Klple as oppo,ted to serving their own needs.

I had a friend who worked as a custodian at a school in Maryland. His
purpose was to see what schools look like from the perspective of the custodian.
His final analysis was that the physical plant and the program were constructed
more for the needs of the custodian than for the needs of the students.

Community Reactions
Thomas Ward: In the average and ahove-a .-crage white. middle-clas,. com-

munities, what are the reactions to what the teachers have done?
Phillips.The hest exampk I can give is my daughter's school. where I sit on

the parent advisory committee. My daughter has just comt out or the sixth
grade She has had the hest educational experiences of her life in that school.
with teachers who hase directly or indirectly been associated with confluent
education. At this moment many parents in this school and elsewhere have a lot

of suspicion. susi,icion of almost anything that isn't straight, ofd.fashioned
reading, writing.kand arithmetic. dorie in a traditional way. They want control
and discipline in the traditional sense. The principal has responded to parents

with a great deal of tact while supporting the teachers.

There is a lot of opposition and }et confluent education exists and is ef fective



in a numbet of classrooms. Individual needs and differences are being nzt in a

variety of ways by skilled teachers. Parents haven't complained very much
about that.

When humanistic educators are criticired they often respond defensively and
condescendingly: "What is the matter with those stupid people out there that
they air not turned on by this?" It is important for them to understand what is
happening in society. There is a lack of confidence in our society. People want
to grab hold of something that is familiar and concrete. Humanistic educational
approaches are usually neither.

Humanistic reforms are taking place in spite of the "return to the basics"
forces. The best humanistic teachers are socially literate and are able to both
survive and bring about changes, teaching the basics but in more humane
educational environments.
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CHAPTER 8.

SYNECTICS

John Haas

In his paper, John Haas offeria full explanation qSynectics, which is a
series of activities intro:led to bring together unlikely arias of reality in
order to "make the strange familiar, and thi familiar strunge." We have
placed this paper at the .end of the series, believiPg that the context
developed by the earlier papers will make its importance clear. Viewed in
the context of the other papers included in this volume, this otte clearly is
intended to make real the imaginative. metaphoric. fantastic, dream-like
quality of the mind as it approache: reality.

Most of the paper is dewged to a display of synectic exercises. If the
reader will lend hintseff to the exercises, he will cloifie this book with a sense
of the actuality of what has been discussed here, having brought it to
consciousness within himself. The experience of empathy, so strangly
stressed In several of the other papers, becomes an actuality. The theme of
trust is made real through the creation of a step-wise excursion. The vision
of the human condition, which is implicit in the book ar a whole, is also
expressed and implied in this paper. If the reader has given himself to this
series of papers and discussions, the paper by Haas should function to
p...rsua.de us that when we explore the fantistic, the dream-like, the
metaphoric. the intuitive, we have brought to awareness actualities that
function in our daily lives. Perhaps it is through such overt, concrete,
specific action that we can come to a fuller understanding of what the
whole person might become.

William J. J. Gordon (1961). the originaror of the term "synectics." uses
several different definitions for the term. One definition is the joining together
of different and apparently irrelevant or unrelated items. He also defines
"synectics" in tarns of a problem-solving group, in which different types of
people with diverse backgrounds are brought together to solve a particular
problem. Finally, he uses the term as the title for his own theory of creativity.

Three Assumpthms
Three assumptions underly the theory of synectks. First. "that the creative

process in human heings can be concretely deseribed and, further, that sound
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description should be usable in teaching methodology, to increase the cleative
output in both individuals and stoups." The second assumption is "that the
cultural phenomena of invention in the arts and in scienetkare analogous and ate
characterized by the same fundamental psychic processei\" Thitd, "the indi-
vidual process in the creative, enterprise enjoys, a ditect analogy in group
process" (Gortkm 1961, pp. 5-6).

Gordon has identified arnumber of what he terms "mechaiiisms," ktellec-
tual tools one can bring into consciousness when they are needed. The
mechanisms air variants of the familiar tools of analtigy and

The Syneities Mechanisms
The synectics mechanisms Gordon talks about are Direct Analogy.

Analogy, and Compressed Conflict. A Direct Analogy might be the a
tion ditilqi crab walks sideways like a sneaky burglar, or that a pooch is a
house what a belly is to a fat man. As an example of a Perional Analogy, a
teacher might say: "Harold, imagine that you are the mud in which the fiddl
crab makes his home!" Harold: "I have the feeling that no one cares if I'm here
or not. I'm full of holes into whieh the alb crawls at night. They never thank
me. I'm mud. That's all. I'd like to do something to make the crabs thank me.
After all, if it was not for me, the crabs wouldn't have any protection, and I try
to move, but I can't and I see a cr0 about to be eaten by a striped bass. I want to
flow out, and go around the crab and save him. but I can't." To he(the crab, to
"get inside" the crab, is to use Personal Analogy.

A Compressed Conflict is "a poetic, two-word description on a high level of
generality where gie two words don't seem to fit and sometimes actually
contradict each other" (Gordon 1966, p. 25). For example: "imprisoned
freedom.

Most of us have probably at one time or another read some poetry. One poem
that is frequently used by English teachers is "Dover Beach." by Matthew
Arnold. In the first segment of this poem. Arnold describes the sea and the sand,
the beach at Dover. Then he astounds the reader by moving to 'seemingly"
unrelated imagesto the shores of the Aelean sea that Sophoeles might have
observed, to the retreating roar of the Sea of Faith. to the Church, and then to
Arnold and his love, who, like strangers on the world's beach, must bc tnie to
eaeh other as the world swirls about them. The images and metmihors hang
together, if only because we "see" .the expei:ences as possible in our own
reveries. "Dover Beach" is a creation in the mode of the sytamics process.

Another use of the same type of analogy to cmjure up a different image
comes from modern musicLeonard Cohen's song, "Suzanne." There are
three stanzas to the song. The first and last stanzas deal with Suzanne. a
prostitute who "takes you down' to her place by the river." Then, in the middle
stanza of this song. Cohen juxtaposes an allusion to ,lesus. Again, we're faeed
with seeming unrelatedness- -a savior and a prostitute. I'll leave it for you to
make the connections.



Stan Speedos Ae *Ms
I think you may now have sow feelini for making the strange familiar and

making the familiar strange. Now, let's look at some activities that Synectics.
Incorporated has published for use with elementary and secondaty school
students.*

Example

What Needs MORE PROTECTION?

A TURTLE A ROCK

Why? I 0#044*%1 .,eec4.4w.t.spz4 aout

.414Asof

2 R004. 16#44#4#4 04 A14441. Ca..%

Airelikr 0414A440,1* AA 44a. difIL-io

41tf C44a;vaaoadi

The first time you read the question, an obvious response such as #1 may
occur to you. However, once you go beyond the obvious, you will find other
possibilitiessuch as #2.

Now try some on your own. Circle the answer that seems more interesting://
you, then explain your choice.

Which WEIGHS MORE?

A BOULDER A HEAVY HEART

Explain your choice:

All activities used m this paper MC CUCTPicd from course materials pniduced and
published by Synecoes Fdixiition Systems. 121 liridik Street. Cambridge. Mas
sachoctik 02138.
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Which GROWS MORE?

A TREE SELF-CONFIDENCE

Why does your choice grow more

What COLOR is HAPPINESS?

Why do you say happiness is that color?

Let's look at what twelve of the conference panicipants did with this aclivity:
Haas: How about a boulder and a heavy heart. what did you have?
John Neal: I'd say a heavy heart weighs more; a boulder has weight. but it can

be dropped. A heavy lwart is a Kaden that oft must always bear. The heavy
heart is a burden that must be borne without relief. The boulder can be
unloaded, given up!

Haas: How about which grows more, a tree Of self-confaknee?
Fran Pratt: I would say the tree because. except in unusual circumstances, the

growth is automatic. But with self-conlidenee -it can stop and start!
Haas: May, what color is happiness?
Jane Mounts: My immediate reaction was }. :;,,w because of the sunshine. It

has to do with the feeling that one has coming back to Colorado and its
sunshine, compared to being in Indiana, where you don't get a lot of that.

This activity has a purpose: it's a kind of starter, an activity to get peopk to
begin to make strange things familiar, . or familiar things strange, to make
combinations of things that they might never consider as combinations or as
comparable items. It's an introduction to understanding Imalogy and metaphor.

Another activity has the purpose of providing practice in dealing with
Compressed Conflict. Recall that a Compressed Conflict is a two-word descrip-
tion seemingly in contradic6on . such as the two-word phrase "impthoned
freedom.- Try one of the following:

-N
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because

Why?

because

DELICATE ARMOR desaibes

FROZEN, HASTE describes what one thing?

A is

an example of DISCIPLINED FREEDOM became

An example of REPUL SIVE ATTRACTION is
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Haas: Did anyone do 'Delicate Armor'?
Michael Wertheimer I don't know the anatomical term, but the hugs outside

have armor which protects and yet it's thin and excellently structured.
Mounts: I did the same one. I was thinking about the armor of a beetle, which

proftets him. but which is delicate in the sense it does not protect him against
the person walking. The mmor may be mom delica..: because of the design
the pattetn you may find, say in a Jipaaese beetle.

Mounts (continuing): I had a difiesent thought on that! Self-confidence-At
will allow you 0, go into new situations. Self-confidence is a delicate armor
because it can be &snoyed by other people's riewtim to you. It's very sensitive
to outward plumes.

Haas: Yes!
A pinticipant: I &I 'Frozen Haste': a melting ice cream cone in the sun

becomes liquid faster and faster.
Haas: How about 'Disciplined Freedom'?
Cleo Chenyholmes: A basketball team. because the team has to be disci-

plined, bin it allows kits of freedom for plays.
A participant: A free market economy! In.order to survive, the fis have to

be disciplined, yet arr free to try lots of strategies.
Haas: Anyone else?
Wertheimer A poem, a painting, or a sonata!
Jack Nelson: A human is an exampk of 'Disciplined Fivedom' because we

know discipline only from freedom, and freedom only from discipline.
Hus: How about a 'Repulsive Attraction'? Anyone do 'that?
Mounts: Kids are particularly fascinated with ugly beetles or bugs, or snakes.

They are repulsed by them, and yet they are very attracted and fascinated by
them at the same time.

The Use of Biology
Haas: Gordon comments that in working with individuals and groups, thr

most -successful- sources for analogies and metaphors are the phenomena of
biology. Gordon &scribes in his book. Synectics (1961). a case to illustrate this
point. A group was brought together to work on a Department of Defense
problem, from the Armored Sectionpf the Army. The problem was that in very
rough terrain it's often difficult to get a division of tanks easily and efficiently
through that terrain. They often get bogged down for one tenon or another, and
especially in areas wheie there are ravines, such as those 30 feet across, and
maybe 30 feet deep. The tanks cannot negotiate that kind of terrain. Either the
walls are too ineeipitous, or the bottom is too sandy, and the tanks just dig in or
can't get up the other side.

The group that was working on this particular problem came up with a
number of ideas such as having a company of engineers accompany the armored
group to put up portable sliding bridges where the steel sections slide out over
each other and extend across the ravine. Of course, such a solution meims that
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you have a relatively immohik group (engineers, with a relatively mobile group

( armored).
Soon one person said. "You know ants transport their food to ant hills in

ways that might help the tanks. In fact, often the ants themselves will become

hndges for other ants to carry food across. The ants' ravines are very minute to
us. hut relatively the same as a ravine for a tank." Then someone else said.

"Yes. that's true. but we can't have tanks going over the other tanks.' Another
said, Yes, hut you know when the ants are finished with thc bridge, one ant
pulls the other ants across."

Finally, the group decided if they connected the front and back of each tank (a
connection that wou'ld allow a flezihk hookup and then a rigid connection) and

make two tanks actually one tank, then make three tanks actually one tank. one
tank could he suspended over the ravine.,while two (or three or four) other tanks
tormected would counter-balance it . The first tank would be thrust out over the
ravine and reach the other side and continue on, and then the tanks behind

would tollow suit until all were safely across. In this problem-solving situation.
the ant analogyi was most fruitful.

Analogy Boxes
The loIlovv mg exercise. called "Analogy Boxes," provides practice in

creating Direci Analogies:

IZNN
L [
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Given On: word *Storm.' in the upper box, one patticipant produced this chain:
"On the left-hand side. Storm led me to Wind, which led me to Rustle and
Nothing, and it looked to me like Rustle and Nothing seem to kid to Ghost. On
the right-hand side. Storm, because I grew up in Der vet, reminded me of
"Tempest Storm" ^which led to the word Strip Tzase, which kJ to the words
Beauty. and Despair. which then led to Conflict. Finally. Ghost and Conflict,
settled into Imagination."

What can also he done with "Analogy Boxes" is to consider ea%:h box or pair
of horizontal boxes as a line of poetry, thus using an expanded set of boxes to
create a poem. One can obtain amazing poetry fn7in students when you start

ith a feeling in the top box.

Personal Analogy
Nov, lees muse a little closer to our home base, soLial studies. The activity

msolves the use of Personal Analogy, Try to he empathetic with the object . As I
burn (using the flame of a cigarette lighter) this small plastic spoon. :ittempt to
"be the spoon.' Tell me about "you." the spoon!

Mounts: An attack' Em being attacked by an outside force of fire. It has
destrosed me and my purpose for being.

Neal, Being misused. .,eing consumed. This is not the best use of my talents.

Mounts: I have no power to resist.
Haas. The heat has bent you out of shape. paralyzed you. They throw-you

hack among other pieces of plastie. other spoons. You look different now.
because you are not the same shape as all the other spoons in the pile. How do
sou get along w ith your friends now that you have changesP Be the spoon'

Peter Senn. This is hard tor me I can't even imagine havmg empathy with a
thing

Wertheimer .% real stand ota. sery different
Ray mond English: I'm not a spoon anymore
Wertheimer I s en though I am twisted out of shape. at least I base become an

indis idual Before I was heated and bent. It was exactly like all the other
plums It I w anted to stand out and be noticed. ohs iously it's better to he in this

qrange, unique plastic form'. On the other hand. if I want to be like everybody

else. I'm ruined.
1 his then is an actis ity to aid learners in desel4ping the ability to use Personal

Analogy. one ot the svnectic meL hanisms.

Synectics Excursion
The synectics people base also des eloped a complete preblem-sols mg sys-

tem calkd a "Sy nectics Excursion The left side of the figure (vertically)
might be descrihed as the disergent thinking phase. The bottom (horizontal)
line is a transition phase. w hich occurs when the group feels a particular Direct
Analogy has the most promise From transitkm phase one moves to the
consergent thinking phase. The "excursion.- then, has three phases: di-
% ergence. transition. and cons ergens e
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Synectics Excursion

Problem as Given (RAG)

Analysis of PAG

Purge

Problem as Understood (PAU)

Evocative Question (EQ)

Direct Analogy (DA)

Evocative Question (EQ)

Personal Analogy (PA)

Evocative Question (EQ)

Compressed Conflict (CC)

Evocative Question (EQ)

Direct Analogy (DA)

Viewpoint or New PAU

Practical Force Fit

Fantasy Force Fit

Analysis of Direct Analogy

TRANSITION

Each phase Lontams a numher of steps. In the divergent thinking phase the
first step i% the "Problem-as-Given (PAC')." The problem is given: the original
statement of the problem i% presented by the person whose problem it is. The
second step is the analysis of the FAG. This should he concrete and tough-
minded.

The third step in this phase of the evursion is purging ideas and criticisms. In
inkier words. the group at this point comes up with some 01 the most common.
close-in solutions to the particular problem a% given. These need to he purged
twcause otwiously other people have thought of them and they are unworkabk.

Fourth is the problem a% now understood (PAU, by the group. lts a simple
statement of the essence ot the problem as given. not as understood hy the
person that presented that problem. but DO% as understood by the entire
synectics group. This is the task groap that must deal with the prohlem. and so
they , as a group. must agree on how they construe the problem.

The next step is an EQ. an Evocative Question. The group leader (or
someone else) poses an evocative question to move the group toward its first
Direct Analogy i DA ). The next sequence again begins with an EQ. but this time
the EQ build% on the DA, leading to a Personal Analogy. This is folkiwed by
another EQ. based on the pres ious DA and PA. in order to produce one or more
Conipressed Conflicts ICC).

The final step in this phase is another sequence of EQ. DA. VA. and CC until
trultful** DA is found tor further pursuit. At this poMt an !rituals e QuaLr.
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like, sense-of-meeting decision is made and the group moves to the convergent
side of the excursion.

The first step in the convergent phase is further analysis of the "promising"
DA. The group may then pursue why the particular DA appealed to them. Next,
the group moves to a Fantasy Force Fit (FFF). If it's a technologically practical
force fit. someone says. "Let's try it out on a small scale."_ This is the Practical
Force Fit (PFF). The group (or one of its members) builds one to see how it
works. Now a viewpoint is reached on the PAU and the group can move to
practical application, or a new problem as understood is accepted which takes
the group back again to the beginning of another Excursion.

This, obviously, is an oversimplified view of a Synectics Excursion, the
process or problem-solving sequence and the use of synectics mechanisms. The
excursion does not seem to be as valuable as the mechanismsDinxt Analogy.
Personal Analogy. and Compressed Conflict. Most social studies educators
know at least four or five equally useful inquiry models. It is the development of
the mechanisms or skills, of oeing able to conjure metaphors and analogies. that
is the contribution of synectics.

A Closing Note
The model making process in human affairs is an extremely important one. It

gives us "handles- on the world. If those handles, however. are merely social
science or science concepts. which lack a base in folk experience or aiv named

ith obscure and esoteric terms, they remain as mere abstractions. Other
metaphors are more useful because they are "packed- with common experi-
ence. Concepts. analogies, and metaphor; 'which are created from personal.
concrete experiences are more useful in the affairs of humanity. Synectics
mechanisms can help us derive meanings from collective experience without
appeal to specialized concepts. One participant provided an appropriate conclu-
sion; - I understand you were saying something quite basic. We get bound up in
wience and social science, in adopting scientific models as though the humans
can he lit into them. That leaves out the realms of common. human experience.
ot feelings. of art, and of literature
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